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Exchange, Commercial Street, Portland.
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THE

Terms:—Eight Dollar?

BU1SNESS CARDS.
W. VV. THOMAS. Jr..

year in advance.

a

week:

Laiv,

at

76 cents per

°‘

|

H. M .liRE

No. 30

Belt Leather, Backs &
BIVETS

sepUdtt

W.

No. 11

;||| c ou^rexM tttreei.

FREER AN &

8treet

; C.

and Manulaciurers oi

W. P. Freeman,
n
augiott

D. W.

EVANS

&

Manufacturers and dealers in

<tec31___d2w

&

REMOVED

Furnaces,

STROUT

BVILDHVO ON LI TIE ST.,

-vKW

(Opposite the Market.)
Where they will be pleased to see all
H. P.

auglTdtf

DEANE,
and Attorney,

Counsellor

Clapp’* Block, Cougre**

No. 8.

n

\

Ml.

OUT

AT

New

OF

PATENTS,

aujjSdtfCongress Street,

HAS

j

&
GENEltAG

CORNER

Portland, Jan 1st,

August SO, 1SGC.

TO

|

HOWARD a CLEAVES,

Will

& Counsellors at Law,

Attorneys

Attorneys

to

a.

PAYSON,

Manufacturer of Silver Ware,

Harris

Temple, Street, first door from Congress Street

n. o.

Leads,

Importers

Portland,

WKLiU nml AH1LB1CAN

ROOFING SLATES,

of all colors, and slatingnails.

shipping.__
JABEZ C.

H

WOODMAN,

COUNSELLOR

AT

ue4tf

&e.

Colors,

Jan.

2, 1SG7.

Cash

d2n-

Wholesale Dry Goods,
31 COMMERC IAL
augs.1 -d?t

STREET,

Portlntid, Maine.

j

Congress St., opposite Mechanics’

Hail-n__jyiodtf
O. M. A D. TF. NASH

JOSEPH STORY

Hanging

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
OFFICE,

j

them-

THE

Ils L, (Signed)
\

FERDINAIND
Produce and

change street.
Jy9tl

8HEPLEV.

F.

It.

W.

A.

on

Ex-

STROUT.

A.

ROBINSON,

Counsellor and Attorney
Congress

Law,

at

Street.

Marion Bloc7:,

Law,

at

Congress Street,

PORTLAND,

tf

Importers and Jobbers

Goods
Arcndc

and

18

Free

00.,

of

Woolens,

ill felt KILL.
Dealer in
Masonic Regalia, and MiliNo
13
Free
Portlaud.
tary Goods,
street,
baine store with Geyer and Caleb
iyI2dtf

“s“S.’ \

ME,

I
novfl’65dtf
D. CLARKE <€ CO.

CHAPMAN.

he found

AT 29 MARKET SQUARE,
10 dtf

Vholesalc

CO.,

Druggist^

No. 148 Fort* Street.

Attorney

at

Law,

No. 30 Exchange St.

Doc 6—dtf

ROSS A EEENY,

PLASTEKERS,
AND
PLAIN

ttflfc AMKNTAL

STTJ000 AND MASTIC WORK
EES,
)ak Street, between, CJougrees and Fi««
Sts.,
PORTLAND, MR.
Coloring. Whitening and White-Washing prompty attended to. Orders from out of town solicited.
>Iaj 22—dtl

CARUETON,

ATTORNEY
'it

AT

LAW,

DEALERS

& REED. Counsellors at Law, Morten
Block, Congress St. Same entrance asU. S- Ar-

READY" to commence again. C. M. & H. T.
PLUMMER White and Blacksmiths, having rebuilt on the old site, No. 12 Union St, would he pleased to answer :.ll orders tor Iron Railings, Doors,
Window Shutters, Gratings,
Particular attention paid to Ga9 and Steam fitting.

*?*,
■>an5

KAfiTE BA EXPRESS CO. are now
permanently located at No. 21 Free street, and
prepared to do Express Business over all tie Railroad and Steamboat routes in the State, and West
by P. S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
to Boston, connecting there with Expresses to all
parts of the country.
For the convenience of our customers on Commercial and Fore streets, an order book lor freight Calls
will be kept at office oi Canadian Express Co., No.
Fore street.
j. N. WINSLOW.
—

No.

WM.

W.

DYE

XIATHAN GOULD, Merchant Tailor, has removed
E’ to No. 16 .Market
Square, over Sweetsit’s Apothe
jylo—tt
cary store.

Nhor», Hats and Cloiliiuti.
Buu. Food may be tound ready to wait on
customers at No. 4 Moulton street, foot
Exchange,
j u 120

BOOTS,
‘or
C1H!
>

Druggist,
SQUARE,

anlO

sale

by

200 M. Imported ana domestic Cigars
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
178 Fore Street.

I_

BVEB.can be lound with

a new

stock

®*
Sewing Machines, ot various kinds; Silk
Iiu-\|' l-.'ltt"n—all kinds and colors, Needles, Oil, &c.
lot,.Middle
•

street, up

one

flight stairs.

JiillTeod

"KBR,

Aitornny* nnd
Boodv3 Houbc, corner ol
jy26
Counsellor
e"or at l

aw

ju!14’

INGRAHAM,

AT

Exchange and Federal

Steam,

Portable

Engines,
dura

They are widely and favorably known,
more than GOO being in use.
All warranted satisfactory, or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on
application. Address
and

price.

J. C.
„„„

IlOADLEY A C’O.

_

u

Nov. 6, 1866 Stand.

Lawrence, Mass.

THOS. K. JONES,

LAW,

lias removed his office to
or.

ARM.

oi

PORTLAND, ME.

OUNSELLOB

jul.3

of

i2E!_ti_
DAISIES H.

near

IIOUHE—NOTICE—Persons kav'ng 1cit
orders at 101 Exchange street, eau now timl
them at 324 Congress street, oppo.-ite Meehan cs’
Hall, where we shall continue our business in all its
various branches and at lower rates.
iri .allies’ Dresses oyed for SI,00. All other articles dyed at equally low rates,
H. BURKE.
jul 176m_
A <r S. E. SPIUNO may be found at the store oi
Fletcher tf Co., corner ol Union and Commercial streets.
iyll tt

Streets.
iw>

SIGN

PAINTER,
SUCCESSOR TO WM.

CAPEN,
at present at
13
IfUBKET
OSGOOD’S,
NQLABE.
Refers as specimens of his work to the following
signs:— Lowell & Sen ter, Bailey & Noyes, Ocean Insurance Co., and others on Exchange street; Crosman & Co., Schlotterbeck & Co., Lowell
Senter.
on Congress street; W. T. Kilborn St
®:,upothers
Co.,
a. d. Reeves, and others on hxee street.
jan9dlm*

on

Joint

hand

which he

sell at the

can

LOWEST

Also,

a

manulheturer’s

CHEAPER!

$4.00

Pair,

and furnished the

good assortment of OP.GANS and MELODE-

ON3.

Live

OLD PIANOS taken in

exchange.
repairing promptly

Hr'Orders for tuning and

tended to.

Lives.

Morgan,

Dyer

&

a

co-

purchased

Assets,

31

Free,
Have

Is

DEATH

|

CRAW-

Groceries,
Provisions,

Flour and

ttSir"Consignments of Cooperage, Lumber, Country

Produce, Av., solicited, and shall receive personal
A. p. MORGAN.
prompt attention.

and

W. D. LITTLE &

Give

us a

BLANO HARD’S

pp-Canvassers

Co-

Dec 14—d&wGw

a

and

Furnishing

Goods

under the firm of

ROBINSON &

KNIGHT,

SBB

CONGRESS
STREET.
O’NEIL W. ROBINSON,
STEPHEN D. KNIGHT.
Portland, Dec. 8,18GG.
dtf

8. WINSLOW & CO/S

GROCERY !

moved into
store, neit
HAVING
low
old stand, aud fitted it for
our new

our

door be-

a

FIRST

CLASS

GROCERY,

we beg leave to return our thanks to our
numerous
patrons for past favors, and inform them and the public generally, that while
endeavoring to maintain our
reput uinn foi spiling the best of BEEP, and all kinds
ol MEA lo and \ EC El ABLE'*, wo have added to
our stock a chore variety of pure
groceries, aud hope
by selling the best of goods
At the Lowest Cask Prices!

lair share of patronage. The same attention as heretofore paid to orders for Meats and Vegetables for dinners. Cart will call for orders every
S. WINSLOW & CO.
morning if desired.
Na. 28 Spring Street Market.
c.

Oysters,

E. PAGE.

Oysters.

day received a splendid lot Virginia Oysters,
and for sale at$1.00per gallon, solia;
All orders by mail or express promptly attend-

Tuns
ed to.

Oysters delivered

in

any part of the city.

IE FREEMAN &

^dec22dlm_

CO.,

lOl Federal Street.

OYSTERS-!
JCst received
a

cargo of those

NOKfUliK

spleudu

OYSTERS,

By lire Qanrt, Gallon, RbiIkI or cargo !
All ill want of Oysters for the trade. Parties levees, &c., will iind it lor interest to call at lieadquarters,

No. 9

Jan7d4w_

Union Wharf.
-JAMES FBEEMAiV.

Mj3F'Sond your orders for Job Work to

Dally Pres

Commercial

Street,

M.O

V A E.

Sparrow’s Insurance Office
is

Blanchard

NO. 66 EXCHANGE

JUMN KINSMAN |

||,
J

STREET,

THE CUMBERLAND BANE

!

__

this clay removed from No. 80 Commercial
Street,
to the new and commodious rooms

BUILDING,

DEALER IN

—AT—

25 Union St.,

General Insurance Broker,
Ti*r*™Bley,
w ould
inform bis many friends and the
pubi c
generally that he is prepared l continue the lnsurance Busmess as a
Broker, and can place Fire, Bile
and Marine 1 nrarance to any extent in
the best Companies in the United .States. All business entrusted
t0
<• 10 shall he
faithfully attended to.
Otlice at C. M.Rico’s Paper
Store, No. 183 Fore St
where orders can be left.
full6tf

Ii

dtf

Notice.

undersigned having purchase*!
THE
&c., of Mr. R. Kent, will continue the

the Bakery,

THE

1

i

OLD

STAND,
NO. 107 FORE, COR. VINE STREET,
Where we shall be haapy to see our old customers,
and ns many new ones as mav favor us with their pat-

PEARSON & SMITH,

ronage.

October

j

1,18GG. dtf

The subscriber
disposed ot Ida Bakery to
I Messrs. Pearson & Smith, would cheerfully recomHew
Life Ins.
mend them to his former patrons, being assured that,
Of Boston, Mass., being tlicoldcst
their well known reputation, they will continue
purely Mutual Life I from
Ins. Co. in America, we wish
the business acceptably.
filly good, active
And he will take this opportunity to gratefully accitics an“ v‘*lages
throughout knowledge the many favors bestowed upon lain by
the State. None need
apply unless eood reference liis
can be give.
The Co. is 23 years old an,I has
patrons for many years.
paid in
REUBEN KENT.
00 aud 0Ter
*2,<KW,0M 00 in losses by death. It lias now a
Octol>er 1, 18G6. dtf
well-invested accumulated
1110 Co- formerly made
tnd paid its dividends once in live years.
A Divibe
in Nov. I860, nnd annually
thereafter, and available one year lrom date of PolicyAgencies will be made to
LUh US SMALL & SON, Gen’l Agents
347
STREET.
Me.

having

Co.,

a*ems

iheWSmri11 tMe dlUur2t

r.'h^wi®1’,,1!’000
inK\t'/!rJ<i’U0i’000 00‘,
S?nd

WORSTEDS!

'Pod0„uJ>
’“i'"1

1

no21d3m_BidWor’d,
Notice to Land Holders,
fake
Buii^r, is prcraredlo
O’pur.OClIFr.,
MI'..contracts
tor building, cither
JOB

or bv
by
DAV WOltff. Can furnish First Class workmen
aud material of all description.
Residence, AMERICAN HOUSE,
India Street, Portland.
x
August 11 th.

18iiC__auggO—tf

To Let.
0?,LBril;k
?torei thre« stories, No.
ViSS** Apply to
Ja3dtt

30

CONGRESS

347

—

A

Fresh

hot of

January 3.

CHOICE WORSTEDS,, now opening
hr
1.. M. CAKTI.APfD,
341 Congress Street.

alw

COKE FOR SALE !

|

Price 15 Cents a Bushel, delivered.
Apply at the Treasurer’s Office,

Union

ST. JOHN SMITH.

1

1

BAKING BUSINESS
j1

England Mutual

;
:

AT

Insurance!
HAMaln^f'lbeol,fI>mnl<?l1 °8n"al

!

I

PORTLAND.
Aug 20

SPECIAL NOTICE

Life

j

FIXTURES

|

Parties preferring first class insurance, are respectfully invited to call.
November 5,18G6. dtf

—OF—

|

GAS

r

where lie is now prepared to place
Insurance, In all its
iorms, and for any amount, in companies second to
uoothers on the globe, and on the most favorable
terms.

a

S. WINSLOW.
January 11. dGm

can

237 CONGRESS STREET.

janTdlw

slightest tradition concerning it
has remained. M. Grellet-Ealguerie, an assoNew Years’ least, and
alter
trip
partaking ciate of the iioeiete ties Antiquaires do France across the
on hearing ot this discovery, immediately set
Atlautic, are about 200 tons burtlieu.
of a very handsome collation
prepared for out
for the place with a lew friends, in order
The time male by them has boon heretofore
;
them by the ladies of the school, the
company to ascertain the probable date and destina
eclipsed by clipper ships. The ship Dreudleft much gratified by their reception and ention of Ibis subterranean recess. Upon examnaugbt, commanded by Capt. Samuel Satnutertainment, and more than ever convinced of l ination, ttey found it had been used as a for- ols of the
Henrietta, crossed tho Atlantic to
the excellence and importance of the Ins'.itu- 1 tified dwelling, one of those places of refuge
which were had recourse to in times of inva I Europe iu February, 1859, in 13 days and 9
lion to the entire community, both in the
sion or public disturbance. It might have
hours—beating tho Henrietta's time, which
present and in the coming future.
been one of those selected by the Gauls iu
was 13 days and 22 hours. It was
Capt. SamJulius C*sar,s time.
It consists ol tliree
uels’ scientific attainments as a
sailing masvaulted chambers cut out in a hard rock, and I
I ter which caused him to be selected as the
Society in Chill.
connected with each other by a labyrinth of
narrow galleries, admitting not more than one \ commander of the Henrietta. Ills compersaA writer in Macmillan’s Magazine gives the
tion will be If5000 for the voyage. Tbo fastest
man at a time.
The entrance to the main
following account of society hi Chili, a conn- ! gallery is extremely narrow and low, so that time for a steamer was that of the Scotia,
try which is at present attracting much atteu- it can only be entered by creeping on one's which arrived on the 23d ot July iu 8 days,'
hands and knees. At almost every step the 9 hoars aud 4 minutes from
tinn:
Queenstown_
galleries present re entering angles, recesses ij The yacht America left New York
July, 1851,
'‘Education is making progress in Chili untor guards, and places where strong palisade-.,
under the command of Capt. Richard
der the fostering care ot an enlightened Govor perhaps heavy doors of wood and stone,
Brown,
ernment. The population of the country is
must have existed.
The art of defence seems ; and reached Havre in 20 days. She was not
about 1,500,000, and the attendance at the
to have been here carried to a high pitch of I crowded, however, or she
might have made a
schools, public and private, is about 60,000. perfection. Opposite the entrance gallery a quicker passage.
A much larger number of persons can read, sort of ‘-buil s eye” or circular window is
—iuc awuu aiHals nave
new a number or
however, than one would imagine from these pierced, communicating with this chamber.
ligures. We presume the average period of i From this loophole the sentinel, lying on a I meetings with a view to forming an Artist
attendance at school is very short., which j stone bench, might watch the approach ol an j Fund Society, similar to that in New York
makes the quantum of education^ such as it is,
assailant and repel him if necessary; there
is, They will have, some time this month, a public
suffice for a larger number ol inhabitants than 1 moreover, but oue cnir uioe to this chamber, sale for the benefit of the
family of one of their
it ought to do.
and that is by the mi.idle one. The plan of
.
number, lately deceased. Id my piotures ara
The better class in Chili are tolerably well
j
the cavern has been carefully taken
by tbe I promised by Boston and New York artists.
educated. In .Santiago there is a respectable j architect of Lavaur. Another cavern, it
apThe monastery ot Arcadi, which was lately
an
institute
or
and
a
from
the
latest
has
university,
high school,
pears
been found
accounts,
theological seminary—the Inst being in the ! under the Fontaine du Theron, in tl e same i blown up by the Cretan insurgents, was 800
hands of the Jesuits or Ultramontanes, and j commune, but has not yet been examined.
! years old. aud was the finest and richest mondesigned to prepare a priesthood for the serj astery in the Levant. It contained a very rich
vice ot the national church, li is but poorly
•■tiinal Orast'i Urrcpnon.
library, with rare Byzantine manuscripts, all
|
attended, and throughout the country the althe ruins.
, of which perished in
tar is in a great measure served by Spanish,
A Washington special of
Wednesday, says:
—You cannot do anything so meritorious but
f rench, Italian aud Irish priests. The uniThe reception of General Grant,
ersity is chiefly devoted to the study of law
tonight, that every dunce about you will think that he
is one of the most brilliant entertainments
aud medicine. A high classical or mathematcould and would have done the same, if he had
ever given in
ical cutriculum is not insisted on, nor, we apWashington. The two lirge i had equal opportunities.
prebend, is It attainable. The rector of the drawing-rooms on one side of the lower hall,
—A new publication entitled The Literary
University is lion Antonio Bello, a Cue old with the library and dining rcom on the othhas been begun in Cincinnati.
er side, are
literally packed with guests, while ; Eclectic
man, now nearly ninety years of age, a scholar
—Montreal is to have anew hotel of the
the rooms on the second
of some eminence, a poet, and once an able
larg
story are crowded,
diplomatist. Venezuenan by birth, he follow- and in a large room in the basement the est and most magnificent, class.
arc endeavoring to get through the
ed his countryman, Bolivar, aud,
-An exchange thinks Sir Morton Peto
during the dancers
paid
wars of Independence, was resident in
the people of New England a
Europe sets. All the apartments are decoratedonwith
high compliment,
all
flowers and small American flags, while
as secretary to the representatives of some of
not
undertaking to induce them to subsides are displayed the presents given to the 1 by
the rebellious provinces, then embryo
repubGeneral by a grateful people, including many scribe to his enterprises, aud thereby gave his
lics. He lias lived to see the honorable labors
of his ardent youth largely repaid in the ad- of value.'
; sinking fortunes.
After the visitors had deposited their trap—Last Monday morning there arrived a genvancing civilization of the majority ol the
South American States. ‘Bello’s Commentapings in the dressing rooms, up stairs, they tleman from France, who quietly proceeded to
came down to the back drawing room on the
ry on Public Law' is known and appreciated
aud
they gave their names tp an the residence of Mrs. Lincoln at Chicago,
wherever the Spanish
language is spoken. first floor, where
her with a
His Latin Grammar is also an admirable text
usher, and were announced to the host and without pomp or speech presented
Fronch people, In
medal in behalf of
boys

in

the

enjoyment

of

|

their

1

j

j

is

has invented a boiler that takes perfect control ot all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; alter the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is elos&l tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting lires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
I
Feb 24—dly

Hall Building, Market Square,
PORTLAND.
and Sub-Agents Wanted.

B B

IN

NEW

TO

of

a

CO.,

moans, under the pretenco of singing, and
why they did not sing some of the beautiful
English melodies which abound in our language; u sentiment wlrieh met with the hearty
assent of the audience.
—The yachts, which made tho short

|

degs. heat is thrown away,
1-3 the fuel.
ONmaking loss ot this
The question
olten asked how
be saved.
Mr

And in Lancaster

sep26dtt

l >

UERSIGMEB have formed a
THE
partnership for the purpose of transacting

business,

Wo.

I

Steam Boilers!

hollers 700

eflicient corps of assistants. The health of
the institution is excellent. At present there
is not a single case of illness.

—Rev. James Freeman Clarke, In a recent
lecture, said he wondered why young ladles
indulged in Italian screams aud German

■

JySfltt

on

The I’arls Mouitfiir publishes an aeconnl
of a singular- cavern just discovered bv some
workmen engaged in digging foundations in a
park belonging to M. de liivais-Manercs, and
situated in the commune of Flic, near Eavaur
Tain. The existence of this cavern hud never been suspected by tbe inhabitants or
l'lae, I
and not the

|

call.

Improvement

competed.

A FORTIFIED CAVERN IN FRANCE.

position and eainest in tbe
duties, aun he is well secondby his admirable wife, and by

j

full supply ol

HANGINGS,

Short dr Coring,
SI Free, Comer Center Stiee

others,

of his

Alter witnessing the pleasant spectacle of

DRAWING PAPER OF ALL SIZES.

General Agents,
At Office.

a

gold

an

the

New patterns and CLoice Styles.

POLICIES ISSUED BY

J. W. DYER,
J. E. HANNAFORD.

Pol and, Sept 10,18C6.

to merit

Lave just roctevcd from Now York

PAPER

Now have an opportunity to in ure with a sound and
reliable company, against loss by FIRE, DISEASE,
or ACCIDENTAL CAUSES, and from
THIEVES.

j

a

ed in his eftorts

Miscellaneous and !

STATIONERY OF ALE KINDS,

some

W. I. Goods,

is

discharge

Corner CVtiit-r Street*,
Land a foil supply ot

Farmers and Owners of Valuable

For
business in

boys

found

well fitted lor Iris

Stationers,

Blank Books.

Securely Invested,

and

day
should make the Dest possible
bargain they
could for themselves. Hut to parade what lit- ; subscribers received a copy of the oldest issue
I
dated September, 1807.
tle they have paid, drop by
drop, in eking out extant,
tlie bargaiu with u miser's reluctance, as a
—In a communication by a reverend
gentlegreat virtue which cfills for forbearance is as man to the Cincinnati Gazette
ou Ritualism,
ridiculous as a uiaii’-. claim to
geneioaiiy in "burning a little
frankincense,” was printed
tryiugl to settle for stealing a horse by paying
“burning a little from kerosene.” The revehall its value. It's human
nature, it is true, ;
rend
but it’s a vtry poor-quality of human
gentleman complains that they have thus
nature,
aud is as much matter lor
boasting as the hump made light of a very serious matter,
ol a hunchback, or the
bowiegs ot a man who
—A prize of a silver cake-baskot and a
is afflicted iu that manner.
was given to the couple who waltzed fifring
j
teen minutes iu the most graceful manner at a
An-kavloginl Duc»<er>.
ball in Wheeling. Fifteen
couples

encouraging. Among them may be
few blight intellects which hold out
j
] for their possessors promise of a shining future, but in the main they exhibit the ordinary degree of mental and bodily activity, with
a far less marked developeinent of §vit
proi penalties than might be expected, and they
evidently atiori the material out of which

j

choice selection of

OdSu, Post Office and Envelope Cases, Let'
ter Presses, Pen Backs, &c.

prepared

Dorses, Stable-keepers

No. 143 Commercial Street,
the purpose oi transacting a
general wholesale !

Al

STOCK.

to issue Polices ou HORSES,
and LIVE STOCK of ali kinds, against
01 THEFT at moderate rates of Premium.

now

CATiLE,

a

on

School,

Law,

-$170,000

Ali Paid In ana

Co.,

And have
of Messrs. LORD &
FORD their Stock and lease of store

with

under their present wholesome influencesgnay
Cor, Exchange and Federal Streets. ;
be made good and useful citizens. The Sujan2
__dtf i
perintendent is plainly making great eflbrts to
SHORT & LORING,
do for the School all that is possible to a man

We

Cash,

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
THE
partnershp under the stylo and firm of

same

We extend a cordial invitation to all our friends to
take a walk among the ruins’' and see us.

Stock Ins, Co.,

at-

WM. G. TWOMRLY.
November 20,16G6. dtf

Sress

Drugs, Medicines and Chemicals, Toilet
and Fancy Good#, Fine imported Perfumery, Trasses, Siionldcr Braces,
Flastic llosc, Race Caps,
Cratches, Are., Arc., in great variety.

Tlio Hartford

PRICES.

|

APOTHECARY,

FARMERS

OFJMVE

j

even, such of its blessed reflex influences as
surround and protect more fortunate
boys. A

TJS

STILL

Booksellers &

Celebrated Steinway Instrument, OWNERS

especially so when we consider how
slight hut for this institution would have been
the opportunity of most of them of
learning
aug t of that pure gospel of peace, of feeling

RECONSTRUCTED !
COLORING,

send for

or

the Highest; Glory t
ill; good will to men."

lot cf DRY SLAB WOOD, sowed in stove I More

the

Counsellor,

the Maximum
efficiency,
COMBINING
bdity and economy with the minimum weight

Portland. Me.

21 MARKET

Free Street,

and
Middle.

PIERCE,

_dt!_
WHIPPLE,

Wholesale

BA.VD, Attorneys

on

and Assurance

in

on cal

J

Circular.”
to*
WM. G. MERRILL, AGENT,
and Atty for State of Maine.
OFFICE—93 Commercial Sli-vct.
°- BoX 1713‘
-vc
Medical Examiner, (
Dr. S. C. GORDON.
)
dec24cod3w

BEST MANUFACTORIES, among them

from the

Clothing

tf_.

at

LOWEST CASH PRICES

Si,

keep constantly

Pi

16

Call

PI A NTO FORTES

ALL

AtCounsello
LElUfl
Law, No. 8 Clapp’s Block.
juW

IN

West India (xooda, Meat*,
&(,,
AT

iyl2dtf

Street._’

HASKELL,

corner

may be
of Oak

jullGtt

I )^rninilel

iroeeries, Provisions,
f on«rt»

Stationer,

337 Congress St.,

1
1 / f ouii.ellors,
at ill
Congress and Chestnut streets.
pVttON I». Vli ItltTl,,
D No. 19 Free

n

A. E. A C. n.

will

OMITH

\\r
T

Market] Square.

24—dtt

and

S. WEBSTER if CO., can be tound at the store
of C K. Babb, Clapp’s Block, No. 9, where we
otter a good assortment of Clothing and Furnishing
Uoods at low prices.
jul 16

,1nlI3t

S. L.

r

I I

•

W, DANA,

Counsellor and

found at N o.

Jy24

ll-dlt

JOHN

•

Bookseih

St._

Til

UNDER LANCASTER HALL.

loots and Shoes for Sale Cheap.
W.F. PHILLI PS &

PACKARD,

my offices.

PORTLAND,

can

An Order Slate may be louml at Messrs. Low,
Plummer & Co’s, No 83 Cuminercal St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. 180 Fore Street.
All orders romptly atten ied to.
Goods at he lowest prices.
jullGtt

^

Street,J

l

DAVIS,

Sept

tf

JAHIBKBmG
Watches, Jewelry,

H

ME.

DAVIS, MESEEVE, HASKELL &

oct

iyll

MILLS, although burned up, the Proprietors, Messrs. L. J. Hill & Co., arc now prepared to lumisli Coffees, Juices, Cream Tartar, <£e,
at their new place of busSRss, No. 100 Green St.

Doors above Prairie House,

10V19

■

Manufacturers
Counting Room
National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second

EAGLE

oimseilor and Attorney

1ry

story.

It issues Annuities

“Glory

Peaco

LEHIGH.

1

Clergymen and Teachers assured at net cost.
Agent* aud Solicitor* Wanted.

The subscriber having obtained the fine store No.
337 Congress Street, wifi continue the business, and

•

PEUCIVAL BONNEY,

Two

H. J. LIBBY & CO.,
JJOT1CE.
and Commission Merchants.
First

sufficiently large.

CALVIN EDWARDSWILLIAM G. TWOMELY.

& CO., Wholesale
Block, Commercial St.

W. H. MELIOK.

) Notary Public, City and County of N. York.

either in travel or in residence.
It issues Endowment Policies
in which the assured will, in addition, share in all tbe Premiums
paid
by shorter lives.”
It is a cash Company, but will insure on the Part
Note or all Note plan, if the rnrty understands its
effects aud prefers it, and will pay the insured whatever Dividend he
requests, if the Premium is made

337 Congress Street.

juli7tf

Dry Goods, No. 4 Galt
| WOODMAN.
Jul 17—dtt

over

CHADWICK HOUSE,
249
Jan 4—dtf

Bailey if Co.__

above

surance.

of Copartnership

LUMP

prayer, brief, appropriate and earnest, was
then ofi'ered by Rev. Dr.
Pendleton, alter
which the statistics of the yearly Sabbath
YOU
CAN
BUI
aAakUE SIZED
|
School report were read by the Superintendent
All
Wool
Blanket ! of the institution, Mr. Barrows. The whole
number of pupils during the year just ended
-FOBCongress insists upon. Tho strange apatl y given to the preparation by adding a small
is 267. Of these 105 have left the school aud
The seen t ol the baru-yaid, the loul quantity of red or
( followed,
yellow ochre.
Per
I 2 have died,
leaving the present number 160. ! air of the mine, was lar preferable to the odor
Another thing: You should know that a
of
and
the
1
liadicafism,
corruption at YY'asli-ATThe report of studies and perfect lessons shows
ington. Agriculture, commerce, metallurgy handlol ot sulphur thrown on to the fire when
a degree of application and Interest above the
and manufactures have become the
P. M. FROST’S,
only svlt- the chimney is burning out, will almost Inj average, and the record in relation to de- jects worthy tbe attention of a patriotic stantaneously extinguish the flames.
-VO. 4 DEEEING BLOCK,
In short, since they believed
After the southerner.
portment Is equally fayorable.
that Congress had no power, with Mr. Johndc22dtf
CONGRESS STREET.
__T ItA XI.
reading of the report, &e., brief addresses son iu the way, to insist
upon any further
were ma^e to the boys by Rev. Dr. Stockbridge,
condition, they have refused to yield auylhing
V.tUILTIEM.
Rev. Messrs. Gage and Wethcibee and others more.
There is nothing particularly
of this city, and by Captain Dutton of Steamstrange about
Gencrai Early has writtena “memoir of
this. Nobody, this side ot heaven, the millenTHOS.
ship Hibernian, and there was pleasant mu- nium or the Monday school books which em- ! the last year of the war.” It is of course writbalm the memory of scrofulous
! sic. Then the formal gathering resolved ityouthful piety, ten iu a running style.
is apt to yield ir a dispute
anything more than
j self into a social assembly, and the guests he
—The Houston (Texas)
Telegraph celebrated
is absolutely compelled to. And we do not
is pleased to inform the citizens of Portland and viwere invited to make themselves acquainted
Christmas with a hogshead of egg-nogg. It
the Southern people as n markable
cinity that, having been purijied by jire, he has now |
regard
a
various
features
of
the institution,
opened
| with the
speeimeus ol that anomalous submissiveuess was partaken of by editors, compositors, rewhich only asks what is demanded in order ! porters, carriers, correspondents, devil and all.
HTEW AND ELEGANT DRUG STORE j Everywhere were apparent the most perfect or—There is a Flemish paper at Ghent which
toyjbey. It is not strange that the Soutbern
derand neatness,as well as entire harmony and
on the
iu bargaining, first for their lives, seccelebrated its two hundredth
anniversary on
j good leelieg. The general appearance of the people
ondly for their property, thirdly for power, the 1st of
OLD
each ot Its
STAND,
January. On that

It will insure better than Ordinary lives by rating
younger, thereby lowering the Premium.
If health is impaired the Company will insure
by
rating older, thus raising the Premium. How long
is he to liver is the important question.
It insures ou the 5, 10 or 20 equal
payment plan,
and at any time will give a “paid-up
Policy for what
his payments justly entitle him.”
This Company will allow the assured to pay weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annually.
It does not restrict those insured at ordinay rates,

Fancy Grocery Business,

a

TOSS

B L A IN K E

ny will not allow any policy to lapse or be forfeited.
Its Policies are incontestiblc alter death.
It will insure any one. Ordinary and inferior or
impaired lives are the very oDes that most need as-

DODGE,

s train.

PERKINS, JACKSON A CO.,
High Street Wliarf^ 302 Commercial,
Foot of High street.
Jan4dtf

The attention of the Public is called to the New
Features” of Lite Insurance as made by the above
Company- [See “Circular.”]
It is a new Company on a new plan. This Compa-

Continues the

Cosh.

lot of

length, delivered in any part of the city, at $8 per cord.

D. 1866.

<£
DODGE,
day dissolved by mutual consent.

this

1«0

S. LAMBERT, Vice-President.

the

r

STOVES,

Rotes for

—

The boys were assembled in the Chapel. They
looked animated, happy and interested, aud
the most perJect decorum was exhibited
by
them throughout. After a few
introductory
remarks by Mr. Holyoke, the
Superintendant
of then- Sunday School, all the boys joined in
singing a Christmas hymn. It was a pleasant
and touching thing to hear those youthful
voices rising sweet and clear in the
heavenly

Ranges, Furnaces,

Low

some seventy-five or a hungentlemen, among whom were

i many of our most prominent and esteemed citi izens, arrived at the School about seven o'clock.

NICE BLACKSMITH’S COAL.

9,128 12

me

dred ladies and

CONGRESS ST.

COAL

A small

$141,016 94
T.

for
At

Also

$5,000

party numbering

|

Brothers,

COAL !

897 14

94

attend the annual Xew Year's festival
given
boys by their friends in this city. A

to the

—AND—

107,000 00
1,734 53
22,378 71

00

the very pleasant manner in which the
whole subject has lately been presented to us.
A few days since we accepted an invitation to

Blankets $4.00 pair.

PARLOR

named T. S. Lambert, Vi ce-Pr e si en t, and J. Pierpont, Secretary, and each and severally declared the
within statement true, to the best of their
knowledge
aud belie!.
Sworn and subscribed before me at New York, in
said State and County, this 10th day of December, A.

Copartnership.
undersigned have this day associated
seive9 together under the firm name of

j

! Coal

$146,04G

We have been led into this train of
thought

by

£^F~Ladies Heavy Ribbed Hose 25 cts pair.

market

Banks,

statesmanship.

Yam, white and colored, 20 cts.

Country

$4,908 41

J. Pierpont, Secretary.
New York,
\
State, City and County, j !9^,'
Then personally appeared betore

dTc

TREK

Post Office Building, 2d story; Entrance
O.

GKFfiTlVO

Bank,

(Signed)

T. H. WESTON & CO.
JaaTdlw

Jan. 1,18G7.

Dissolution

STItOUT

}

Ilis remarks upon this subject aie
end afford by no means
the least among the many evidences that
paper exhibits of an enlarged and enlightened

Balmoral Skirts, $2.00.

$100,000 00
*inn nnn 00
,.n
$100>000
686,200 00

Net Assets,

have resumed business at the head oi
Long Wharf,
At his NEW STAND,
under J. W. Munger’s insurance Office, and will be
Penrhjn IVInrble Co.
pleased to see their former customers and receive theii
fto* lO Market Street*
Manufacturers nnd Dealers in Enameled Slate ! orders as usual.
Chimney Pieces, Brackets, Pier slabs, Grates
63?** Accounts of the late firm to be settled at No
n
July 10, 18GG.
dtt
10 Market street.
and Chimney Tops. Importer and <lu:tlei in
dclSdtf
tngAc LIBUKV. InMurnnct* AgeuiH,
hsh Floor Tiles, German and French Flower
Pots,
will be fount at No 117 Commercial, corner ol
Vases, Parian, Bisque, and Bronze Statue I tb
Exchange St. Home Office of New York
and Busts. Glass Shades {ind "Walnut
National
Stands, BoheOffice of Boston. Narv^gausett Uim-e »*»
mian and Lava Vasts and other wares.
Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Siai.daid Office of New
112 TKEMONT STREET Studio Building
riiHE copartnership heretofore existing under the
York, uid other reliable offices, are represented by
n
1 name oi CALVIN EDWARDS & CO., is tliis
ang22—Om
BOSTON, Mass.
;
this agency.
dissolved by mutual consent. All i*ersoiMi holdday
John Dow.
F. W. Libbcy.
jy25dtl
ng bills against* the firm, are requested to present
SHEPLEY &
them for payment, and those indebted will please call
YKOiV,
O., Furs, and settle at
Hats, Caps and Robes, 164 Middle St., over T.

DO\V

in

Due to

STAN WOOD

is removed to 328

10-4 All Wool

the Secretary of the State of Maine.
in and 1

School.

eminently judicious,

the very Lowes. Mavkot Prices.

! jalOJ2w_333

,

Deferred Premiums,

dissolution.

Is

HOOP SKIRT AND CORSET STORE,

VO U ft

in which our present Executive, in his inauto the Legislature, refers to the

.gural address

IVo Trouble to 8how Goods.

TlAi

U. S. Stocks, par value $100,000,
value
Oflice furniture.
Amount due by Agents,

rpiJE

ANDEJUSON AND CO.’S

At

Eastman

Premium Notes,

Law, HAVE

Dec 22—d2w

NEW

Goods !

Prints, Delaines, and Cottons,

assets:

"l

& Co.,

K. I.

Of Exeter, N. H.

Capital

issolution.

Deering. Milliken

Providence,

Mutual,

Amount of Capital Stock,
Amount of
StocK paid
invested in U. S.securities,
Amount at Risk,

isT:0THEES,

at

VERY CHEAP.

Hanford,

Dress

First Day of December, A* D. 1866.

riCKETT & GRAY,
Jylhltf
tfc K JV1 O V A Ij
to do a
BRADBURY & SWEAT
Paint, OH and Vavnab Rugiucaa
HEALD
I mall its branches at IS! FORE STREET.
removed trom their old stand, No 200 Fore
JEROME B. PICKETT,
sireet, to
Jan. I,
18G7-»f_WILLIAM GRAY.
249 CONCIUAN STHEKT,
No. 1 Franklin Street,
D
Chndwick Mansion, opposite United Stales Hotol. I Between Fore and Commercial, next door to F.urnPortland Maine.
ery and Burnham’s Pac king House, where they will
continue the BOTTLING BUSINESS in ail its
Blon Bradbury.
uov Dtf
firm heretofore existing under the name
L. D. M. Sweat
branches. Country orders prompth attended to.

in the

Counsellors

Of Hartford, Ct.
Of

As made to

mutual consent Stephen H. Cumming’s Interour firm ceases on and after this date.
The business will be continued by the
remaining
partners under the name and style of

L

«

toNo tf Long
Cl.OlItltAV
Jan 11—dim

LAW,

Thibets and Poplins!

ON

BYest in

8TEVEIVN have removWharf, loot of Exchange street.

Has saved liis Library. Office at2 2 1-2 Free street,
Griffith block, third story.
n

Of Hartford, Ct.

American,

LIABILITIES:

WA'IERHOUSE.

d~v~A

M

E

J. E.

North

OF

IRA J.

MR.

Exchange Sireet,

HARRIS.

F. R

Careful attention paid
n
ang22-6m

12

Of

Popular Life Insurance Company,

[Co.,

BATCHELER is admitted a partner
in our firm, and also the firm of Portland Packing Company from this date.
DAVIS, BAXTER & CO.
dim
Portland, Jan. 1,16G7.
BQir'Star please copy.

Store,
No.

country is something which cannot be estimated. We are gratified to observe the manner

Of Hartford, Ct.

AMERICAN

Copartnership Notice.

Portland, Dec. 3d i860.
HARRIS & WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealers
in Hats, Caps, and Furs, have removed to their New

Bostou,

Dealers in

and

ALSO,

City Fire,

Stock in

CHARLES FORES.

ami Furs.

Hats, Caps

CO.,

Pokes &

Oils,

peabody.

n

A. WILBUR &
112 Treinont Street,

his

oi

Messrs

to

selocted Stock ol

JOBBERS OF

PORTLAND, ME.

wise have been its post. The value of such
an institution as thi3 to the State and to the

Hartford, Ct.
Ct,

activities, and transform into the props
pillars of society beings who would other-

EASTMAN BROTHERS

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

Requests all persons indebted to him to call at their
Counting Room No. S© Coiuuierciul St**Thomas Block, and settle.
Thankful tor past favors, he commends to his
friends and former patrons their iarge and well-

Waterhouse,

<v

SAMUEL RUMERY,
GEO. BURNHAM, Jc.

Burgess,

St.

House

sepStfh

b. noi.DEN.

BIBYHA.1I,

having disposed

subscriber

THjl
store

the

Office, 229 1-2 Congress Street,

—AND—

following FirM

OF THE

and Counsellors at Law,

Near the Court

&

NOT IC E

HOLDEN & PEABODY,

Gold and Silver Plater

to

M.

Exchange

oulOdtf

PE Alt SON,

May 19—dly

H.

and

these remains must be known
to no small
number of persons,
yet the secret has been
tho time that is
alio*,
ted
t
>
well
generally
kept.
a human generation.
That iu all that tiiu
we nave b.ou misled
by iulsc iulorinution tut. >
A Melancholy
many Statements that were not correct, is uu
Faroe.
doubtcdly true. Mo possible precaution, n
President
human
Jolm.sou, who during the war was
;
sagacity could prevent tins. 11 w<
the object of unceasing
waited for the legal verification of
scurrility (rom Northevery- item
before we printed it, it would cease to be liew.
«» copperheads, dined last
ntglu tu a cornpabe
lore
it appeared in our columus. Hu
loug
ny containing some of the shining lights of
it is equally true mat we have never kuuwiirthe copperhead politicians,
lypublisliod what waa untrue, and that n.
He was received aud welcomed to
the dinmau lias ever been
injured iu our columus, bu
ing hall by Tout. Floret, ce, who during Die
We were more anxious to render bitu
iustie.
war edited the
than he could be to demand it. The
Washington Constitution a
I
reputa I journal which followed
turn of our paper’ its value as a
faithfully in the path
property, in
of the New York
less than a sense oi light,
Dally News.
require this a. ou:
Ihe toast to the Supremo Court was aehands. And that such has been our uniform
j
practice we appeal to our whole record t.
knowledged by Jeremiah Black, of Pennsylshow.
vania, Buchanan’s Attorney-General and coniiuezitial adviser, a violent und notorious
copConscious Virtue.
perhead, as everybody knows.
1 be toast to the
and
called
army
tho
navy
(From
Detroit Post.]
up
31r. A. J. liters, ot New
Jersey, who omit
The Southern people* are as proud of whai
tea to tell the
company how much lie had
they call their- meek, submissive, trank accept ] done to discourage enlistments during the
I
ance ot the situation as some insane
peopk war.
are ot having two
it these men, whom Mr. Johnson
legs. They have somehov
now selects as his dinner-table
got the idea in the one case that tbe pheuo
associates, had had
their way during the
rnenon ot being a biped, »nd iu the other tha
war, Mr. Johnson would
Lee’s surrender and all that ensued therefron
have escaped alive out of
Tennessee,
neyji
invoive some mysterious virtues to which tin !
owt the nbeliiou vvouid have
triumphed, and
attention of the world must be
the
union
would have been
constantly di
It
destroyed.
rected. Hence we cau scarcely ever take
seems to us a slianielnl
U| ,
spectacle to see the
a newspaper from that section without
President
ot
:
the
United States publicly assobeiu;
regidcd with the magnificent attitude of th. : cutting with men whose wishes and efforts
Southern people.
'v'cl > timing the
Y\ hen they surrendered
war, ior tire success of Jeff.
idavfj aim the destruction of our
they surrendered everytning. They only aok
country
ed now they could get back into
t’ongress an< I A. 1. Jbictiiiny runt.
YVith an unex
i have all their ancient rights.
ampled masnanimity they gave up lighting
Infill Itrcifie.
the very moment they discovered
they couu
The following is a recipe for
not
hoid together any longer. Then their on
|
making a comly question was as to the least possible penal position that will render wood on roots and
ties they would have to pay in order to resumi
elsewhere entirely incombnstibie. It is
their mileage, salaries, hotels at YY'
very
ashiugtou
and a vote in the legislation by which the. ; simply prepared and quite easy of application,
were to be governed.
Whatever Mr. Johnsoi
being used the same as paint with an ordinarequired they yielded, or pretended to yield ry brush. A good coat of It
applied to firebecause they knew as far as lie went he
rep
hoards, or to the floors under stoves, might
resented the whole Government.
They were save
many a house from conflagration.
exceedingly interested in politics in' those
Take a quantity of water
days. Elections were held at the earliest posproportioned to
sible opportunity; governors were nominated
the surface you wish to cover, and add
to it as
1 and chosen ; the
congressional delegations With nuch potash as can be
: lew
dissolved therein,
exceptions, were packed witu the nsosi
enthusiastic-rebels that could be touud, and j When the water will dissolve no more potash,
Federal politics were the nearest and dearest
stir into the solution,
first, a quantity of flour
objects on earth. Mo one thought of tlie ma- paste oi the
consistency of common painters’
terial development which has so
ocsuddenly
eupied the brains and bauds of ali patties, as sizing; second, a sufficient quantity of pure
!j we
leam from the Southern journals. The
clay to render it of the consistency of cream.
wonderiul resources tor the
When the clay is well mixed,
enlargement oi
apply the
which the Southern people now ask to be lei
preparation as before directed to the wood; It
were
then
uiddenas deep hum mental
alone,
will secure it from the action of both
as iroin ocular vision. It was not until Cou- I
fire and
rain. In a mot
had sometluug to propose m>n tuix^
too, tvoou tnus satu
oimoon to oppose, mat tne Southern
people rated may be carbonated, that is, chaired to a
lost that interest, because holding off from fedcoal, but It will never blaze.
eral politics meant an excuse or,at least, a couIf desirable, a most
agreeable color can be
sequeuce of the rejection of the terms which
■

restless

Merchants’.

Bank

MONDAY, Nov. 12,

OF

32

Near Middle Street.
Joseph Howard, Jy9tt n
Nathan Cleaves.

M.

remove on

OFFICE

PORTLAND, M NE.
Office No. 17 Free Street,

National

-Ar-

And are prepared to place any amount wanted on
Good property, at the most favorable rates.
E5F*FAltM AND VILLAGE Property, and CITY
DWELLINGS and Household Furniture insured for
a term of years, on
highly lavo: able ratos.
L< SSLS PROMPTLY'ADJUSTED AND PAID
as heretofore, at our cilice.
Every loss ot these ofdees by the great tire in this City, was paid
up withj out any delay, difficulty or discount, (ol more than i
simple interest,) to the entire sail:,faction of all the
parties, to whom we are at liberty to refer.
Dec. 27 dtr
,

Either of
by mutual consent.
authorized to use the firm name

_jaodCw

THE

Merchants

UOIER1

is this day disolved
the late partners is
in liquidation.

dti

n

POIiTLAKD, ME.

JUST RECEIVED

Of

Atlantic

copartnership heretofore existing between

rjlHE

LINE

Piurnix,

Atlantic,

Copartnership.

L

publish altogether.
We have been engaged in that
cinploymeu
Ibr almost

numberless unfortunate b >ys, the waifs and
strays of society, are annually rescued from
the depraving influences that surround their
ignorance and friendlessness and fit them for
a file of crime, and placed under such wholesome restraints and judicious instruction as
will turn into safe and useful channels their

Alpaccas.
F U I.

A

Insurance Agents,

Now England,

ja5d4w

Dissolution of

Commission Merchants,
REM OVAL!
Wldgory's Wli art,
octlCdti

18G7.

Co,

i

CHESTNNT

OF

1

SAM’L G. DAVIS,
W. Y. POMEROY.

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

STURTEVANTi

CHASE, CRAB!

Successors to Messrs. Merrill Bros & Cushing, late
Small, in the Wholesale Fancy Goods
over Davis, Mcsorve, Haskell & Co.,
IS Free Street.
CHAS. SMALL,

cent institutions in our midst must be reckoned the State Reform School,
by means of which

scpl:.’dtf

j

No 79 Commercial St, & 30 Market
Square, (Lancaster Hall Building,)

copart-

a

Improved Roofing,

Insurance ! Black

to represent the
Class Fire Companies, viz:
CONTINUE

libelTuit^JS

WALKER,

For buildings ol all kinds.
CAR aud STEAM! BOAT DECKING. ROOKING
CEMENT, for coati in? and repairing all kinds oi roofs.
PBESKKVAi XTVE PAINT ior iron und wood work, Metal Roofs,
1 &c.
COMl'OUND CEMENT. for repairing leaky
j shingled roofs. BLACK VARNISH, for Ornamental Iron work &c. Full descriptions, c rcular. prices
! &c. furni hed by mail or on applicalionat tlie
office
where samples and testimonials can Le seen,

Offices (for the present)at

Business,

dtt

TAILOR,

REMOVED

General

Merrill &

Photograph Rooms,

MERCHANT

formed

641.52

1579,53
685,93
623,24

W. ©. L.ITTX.E &

i

Small, Davis & Pomeroy,

NO, 16 MARKET SQUARE.

CLAPP’S BLOCK,

NO. N

FIRE l

aug20_n
G. G. DOWNES,

Reliable

name

—AT—

LAW,

janl0d3w

undersigned have this day
TIIE
of
nership under the

B. F. SMITH & SON’S

—AED—

SOLICITOR

J. A. FENDERSON,
W. A. SABINE.

Copartnership Notice.

W. GAGE.

d&wtf

~THE

OF

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

li.

dcc31_

fF* Particular attention given to writing Wilis, j
Contracts, Deeds and Legal Instruments.
dtf
July 21, lfcG’C.

W. H.

STROUT.

s. C.

350,80

033,90
410,93

1000,20

exlvcnc'
m?

241 COMMERCIAL
STREET,
Foot of Maple Street.
General Agent lor thp State ior
u. rr. Johns’

£17“ Do not fail to examino into the advantage:
this Grout Company presents before insuring vice
where, by applying at the Agency of
W. D. LITTLE A- CO.,
Office 79 Commercial St., Up Stairs.
E3P*Non-ForieUiiig, Endowment, Ten Fear, anc
all other form of Policies arc issued by this Compan|
on more favorable
advantage than b} anv othereom
pany*dec27dtf

business will be continued by tbo remaining
partners under the name and style of Sian wood &
GEO. M. STANWOOD,
Noyes.
D. P. NOYES.
January i, 1867._
jan9d3w

Office

hare removed to

WM. II.

375,02
4830,87
3217,84

Many

Fancy Gro- }

The

Corner Exchange and Federal Sts.,
Over Eioring’e Drag Store.

their former

and receive orders as usual.

customers

&

GAGE,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

Can ba tound in their

1

ENGINEERING
A Messrs. ANDERSON. BOXNELL
irl.
<y CO., have
made arrangements with Mr.
STEAD, ah Arcbitec!
01 established
reputation, ami will in future carry 01
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Par“J* intending to build arc invited to call at then
othce, No, uOG Congress street, and examine elevahitd plans ot churches, banks, stores, blocks 0
buildings, 4*c.
j 12

more cases with similar results am
LF™
names can be furnished to those who will fovor us will
a call ar our office.

BY

Exchange Sts.,

Over IiOring’a Apothecary Store.

Stoves, Ranges

12410

j

mutual consent Cyrus Staples’ interest in our
linn ceases on and after tliia date. All persons
holding b Us against the late firm are requested to
present them tor payment, and those indebted will
please call and sottle at the obi stand, No. 173 Commcicial street.
CYRUS STAPLES,
GEO. M. STANWOOD,
D. P. NOYES.

*«M,Tj2CT|7Bi'4b

$2710,22

fa?

teBsarsirrsa clratUI

n

Dividend
Additions

2608,00

immediately, no

A

ffs

—-

07 the pure] osers.
From parties whi
0/t*H payments required
at
the oiilee oi the subscribers, where ful
pply
particulars may be obtained.
J.B. BROWN & SONS.
T
Portland, May 3, 1865.
«ua 50

if

build

Grift !

Am’t of
Prem. Pd.
2262,25
201,23
3000,20

Pine,
aud Salem Streets.
Danfortli,Orange
will sell 011 a credit of from one to ten
The}
year9
desireu

West, Emery, Cushmaji. Lewis, Bramhall, Monu<

his

S00
8000
6000
1000
3000
1000
1500

10325

Dissolution of Copartnership.

A. N. NOYES & SON,

Ain't

Insured
$3000

! *446

1, 1867.

Jan.

No of

Policy.

10793

:

the OKI Stand.

at

PUTNAM

Cor. of Federal and

|

ceries, &c„

have removed to the

t

]

on

Inducements

ment,

Dividend!

Year’s

bestow

man can

518
600
7707
7862

[

W. A. SABINE,

j

per month

family, in view of the un
certainty of life.
Many Policies now subsisting with this Grea
Company are yielding a laeoe lxcbilA.se, as tin 1
following cases will show:

heretofore existing between

J2 E M O V A I

Portland.
C. L. Quinby.

Deane.

A

who will continue the

FUMITUEE, LOUNGES, BED-STEADS
Spring-Beds, Matlreesea, Pew Cushions,
No. 1 Clapp'* Block- foot CheNinnt Street,

New

1

REMOVALS.

8300,000

Grand

dividend, which will add largely ti
the sum injured, or may be used in
payment of la
lure premiums. It is the best

BALL,

Wholesale Fruit ami

Assets, $18,000,000.

at the rate of

dr^ThtoTTf

‘^eraa"

good will.
Iu the cities the e rollings are
devoted to trains.
Unless
one
visiting.
terms of very erea
Gen. Grant was practically temperate, and
I Saturday Morning, January 12, 1867. ji intimacy, a visit duringis on
the day is as unacccp j
G'c only
table as it would be unlooked for. The
beverage was iced lemonade. There
j
!
even
wa a profusion of
The Slate Hcfo„„
ices, cakes and other li -ht
I ing tei luliUf with its pleasant gossip, is at
School.
refreshments: and judging from appearances
I agreeable recreation. The round tea-table b
‘■The worst use you can
W'U ** kept “P “tUI day‘i*,‘t doth
put a man to is to
an institution in Chill, and English folks oi
appear”
‘•hang him.” So said, years ago, one ot the ! visiting terms at native houses are not reduc
! most eloquent of English writers, and the re- ed to syrups or cau sucre."
®yr»»’» Poi nii.
| mark certainly embodies a sound economical
Suill Against Mewspapeia.
Libel
as
well
a
humanitarian principle. There is
! as
1 no waste to cruel, so
pitiful as the waste of j The Providence Journal has just bee:
noble human capabilities in those who, crowd- tried lor publishing an item ot police intelli
' ed
down to the bottom of society, caught in i S'-■nee. In a frank, good tempered and man);
editorial article on the case occur these sensi ■; has
been printed, it would seem
! the heavy undertow of our seething, rapid I ble
remarks:
collation of these has disclosed that a
civilization, become through crime so much
the
iu
tho
defence of
liberty o t ot numerous errors In the text of evtwv
tne press,
without which free institution
j the enemies of society that it is compelled in ure
edUl?u' Ml': Jl“7»y has wisely resoivimpossible, we outfit to say that if wo can
sell-Jefenc e to visit on them the punishment
; eJ to check unprincipled competition—»nu
uewjpaper, in the modern accep
ffno
because its productionsure
due to its own wide spread
principled
t
corruption. What th mu l,U terul- “ is not an answer to sa ;
neccsaardy Imperfect, and a f.aud upon the pubdem
Wcre
I are called the dangerous classes are in fact
is the lab,.'
Uomiuai;it
a pearl
and vexation and
by
issuing
edition,
expense ol the trial tha
primed in crowu
mainly the neglected anil uncared-for classes, constitute tbe injury.
octavo and ou toned paper, so
perfect, and at
and the crimes with which
a price that no one who sees
end
such
in
newspapers
generally
soci!
it will be
o
they affright
disagreements
the jury, or iu verdicts of nominal
seduced
counterleit.
by
V, e have read
are
aDy
the
direct
damage;
ety
| somewhere that
consequence of its own crim- tor m the heated contests in which
pulivca
Byron teit behind him some
inal selfishness in allowing their
capabilities papers engage, there will goneraUy beiumon
fragments of a fifth canto of Childe Harold
twelve men, at least one who is
so to run to waste.
pretty sure i. I containing, amongst otuer things, a descrim
liud tor the
aud at least oue who wi! 1
Whatever then, in our institutions tends di- be as sure toplaintiff,
hud tor the defendant. Hut th j lion of an eruptiou of Stromboii, seen by the
rectly or indirectly to lessen this wasteful cost of the trial is the saute And if the pro ; j poet on his last voyage to Greece, anil also a
priutors of a paper ure to be drugged tut , plan of the continuation of iron Juan. Are
; perversion of the powers of humanity is of inthese iu the possession of Mr.
court, on every itc-mol police intelligence, tli
Murray; aud
calculable importance not only to the cause of full authenticity of which
u reserve them
tor a still later edition?
they are not able t > I ??“
lie
is
must
cease
to
verily,
that
they
fond
very
of
print
enlightened Christianity but of sound political
descrip
tautalizlng the literary
tiou or news; and ii tbe same rule is
applied t , world with promises of good things, hut no
economy. Conspicuous among such benefi- oilier descriptions of
news, they must cease t *
prospect ot tliis kind bus been held out.-—

oize;

FOB PAUXILS WISHING TO BUILD.
rnHE subscribers otfor for sole a
large quant it 7 0
A desirable building bts in tJio West End of tin
city, lying on v aughan,
Neal, Carlton, Thomas

on

of Copartnership

rpliE Copartnership

Wreat

York.

well represented, but the test
was the wife of a Senator
from
I ofl Nevada.
Nearly all the ladies wore silk dresses and
high iu the neck, with lace collars and’ ion

! hearty atidEBVsarw
s.«*s
sincere

PORTLAND.

ISAAC DYER.
auglltiNo.
Union Wharf.

he made
the first ot February next
ilioso who insure at this time will derive tfai
WILL
benefit of that

is this day dissolved by mutual consent.
The alijirs of the late firm will be settled by

Opposite Old Cily Hull,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
oclOeodll
Kimbail, D. D. 8.
Fred A. Prince

CO.,

Upholsterers

Olapp's Block, Congress

BUSINESS

FENDERSON & SABINE,

Dentistw.

BUBS,

nml

n

P.

Kimball A- Prince, j

Lace Leather,

Sides,

Dissolution

H021dt

ME.

BOARDS,

GREAT

Now

Another

their old stand,

at

I.ANCANTEB

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND,

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.)
Itlauutaclurer of leather Belting,
Also tor sale

Increasing

i and by prompt attention to the wants ot customers,
j shall endeavor to merit a continuance of their pat| ronage, which I respectfully solicit.
I'll AS. B. n nilTEBOBE.
Portland, Jau. 9, 1867.
dtf

STOCK BROKER.

WER,

FURNITURE

-Fore Street.

H. M. PAYSOX,
KlMMiSS CAICOS.

Cash

Having purchased the stock aud good will of the
I late firm of GEO. X. BURROUGHS & CO., 1 shall
continue the

brokers,
’“>7 it

Ol

JOHN B. HUDSON.

Portland, Jan. 8,l$p7.

ME.

Wholesale aud Retail.
plunk, shingles aud Scantling oi'all
constantly on hand.
material
sawed to order.
Building

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

expired this (lay by limitation.
GEO. T. BURROUGHS,
11. B. MASTERS,

Square,

PORTLAND,
aug21ddm_
fF. H. WOOL* J
SOX,

lertion.

WITH THE

DAILY press.

LUMBER,

IS THE TIME TO INSURE!

the

under

———————

BU1LD1NO.

N O W

GEO. T. BURROUGHS & CO.,

artist,

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press”(which has a large circulation in every parof the State)for SI.00 per square for first insertion'
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

Notice.

name

Congress Street.

27 Market

INiillUAMtli

copartnership heretofore existing
npHE
A
firm
of

J. B. HUDSON, JR,,

Wiek after; three Insertions, or less, $1.90; continual every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, threo insertions or less, 75 cents; one
Wjek, 91.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 pei square
per week; three insertions or less, Sl.no.
Special Notices,$1.25 per square for the first inte ’tloii, uud 25 cents pei square for each subsequent
n

Capartnership

[Chadwick House.)

249
octe-dly

Hates of Advertising.—One inch oi tpace,in
*Q?th oi column, constitutes a “square.’*

daily first

and Counseller

Attorney

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
aine place c verv
Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
availably in advance.
THE

»1.60 per square

(OF A RTNEKSHIP.

,
„
,
„
Terms
Eight Dollars per annum, In advance

i

i
i

j

~

j

book.

Amongst the

hostess.

women

of Chili, education is

not so well attended to, nor so
widely disseminated a3 amongst the men. In the art of
writing, the fair sex is particularly deficient,
the epistles of a Chilian lady as compared with
the notes of an accomplished Englishwoman,
being like the productions ot a country servant girl.
There is, however, no lack of polish aud refinement of manner amongst the

I

30,000

Gen. Grant was in undress uniform, with
token of their respect for Abraham Lincolu.
salafour stars on his shoulder-straps. Mrs. Grant
—Female teachers in Hartford live on
wore a handsome green silk dress, with a
to 8300. The Press
from
S'zOO
I
ries
ranging
black lace shawl, and near theca was their
matrimony.
oldest son, Cadet Grant, wearing the West I says it is worse than
in the streets of
arrested
Point gray uniform. The
were
—Two
in
girls
army odicers,
uniform, were numerous, and
in a state of intoxinight,
thorn
Saturday
Pittsfield,
among
were the leaders of the
Union forces on 1
and when found were Stuck In a snow-

many a hard-lought field.
The Cabinet, the Supreme Court and the
better families in the Chilian capita). Music
is very generally studied, and many ot the
Senate were all represented; and had Mr.
youug ladies render the operas ot \ erdi and Speaker Collax chosen to call the House of
Bellini with a power and skill rarely found in
Ueprescntatives to order he could have hod a
quorum. Naval officers, diplomatists, gentlenon-professional circles.
The Chilians are trank, accessible, courte- men of the press, and citizens generally, com1 be unatleeted kinducss
ous and hospitable.
pleted the array of masculine guests.
which one meets with, especially at their esAs for the ladies present, t might as well atmakes
a
statos oi haciendas,
lasting and most | tempt to give a list of the stars that are shin
favorable impression. In the cities there is, ing so brightly to-night as to attempt a cataperhaps, less outward expression of hospitali- logue of bright maidens and matrons in the
ty. A foreigner is very rarely invited to dine, galaxy of fair ones present.
aud is seldom asked to stay at his lrlend s
Maine and New Hampshire were especially

cation,

bank from which they were with

|

difficulty ex-

tricated.
—There was a snow storm at New Orleans
the 3d inst. for the first time in fifteen

on

years.
—Bradford’s painting of “Sailers Crushed
by Icebergs,” has been sold to Mr. Le Grand
Rockwood of Now York city for 812,000.
—A man has been arrested in New York and

put under $300 bore's for violation of the act to
prevent cruelty to animals. His offence was
setting a dog to worry a cat.

THE STATE.

ITiristinn Association l.eeiiiiesa
Sfcirrs delivered a second lecture last
evening, under tlie auspices of the Young Men’s
Christian Association. His theme may be de’"
fined to be the Saxou element in English history. Kobin Hood, as represented by the lec-^
ot the
turer, is not merely the merry outlaw
libballards, but a partisan chief fighting for
the
erty as truly as Ethan Allen or Marion,
central figure of a wide and spreading rebellion against arbitrary power which pointed and
led straight to Magna Charts and constitutional liberty. The Saxon element in English character furnished the instinct of personal liberty

eOllTLAND AND VICINITY.

The lfrtclnoM'.
])R]vS.Sl\u THI* HAM.
The style of coiffures is decidedly closer to
the head than lias been worn for years. The
absurd cliiynows and surprising rolls at the
side of the face will soon disappear from the
promenades and dress circles. Two modes of
dressing the hair are at present in vogue.
The empire stylo lias much of the hair drawn
bad; from the lace; has little curls on the
forehead, and the high pull's aud twists of ancient model. This will be found suited to persons with marked features, aud good necks to
he revealed by the upliiled hair. The Grecian style brings abundance of waved tresses
low on the brow, and confines them in close
mass

behind,

features may

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Main's Pure Elderberry and Current Wines.
Boots and Shoes—T. E. Moseley <Y Co.
Hall’s Vegetable Hair Roncwer.
ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

NEW

Store to Let-Joseph H.
For Mobile—New Batk.

Webster.

French Tuition—Evening Classes.
Camphor Ice—J. R. Hunt & Co.
A Choice Sunday Dinner.
To Let—Large Chamber.
Paints and Oil Cheap—J. W. Perkius Jt Co.
Rogers’ Excelsior Pain C'urer
Removal—Tukey, Chase & Co.
Apothecaries—A G. Schlotterl.ock A Co.
Fresco Fainter—0. J. Schumacher.

fasten the golden grasshopper on their brow,
after the old Athenian custom, sacred to
those of pure civic blood. A woman with
look as it she
aquiline ibalures will simply
had forgotten herself if she wears this coil-

Religious Notices.
New Jerusalem Church.—The services of the
New Jerusalem Society will be held as usual in Park
Street Church to-morrow afternoon at .3 o’clock. In
the evening, Rev. Mr. Hayden will deliver the first
of a series ot lectures on" the “Future Life,” at 7

fure.

robust manhood which it celebrated, vigorous
iu diction, utterance, and action, fit words fitly

o’clock.
To dress the hair after the empire style re- |
First Parish Church.—Rev. John It. Efllnger,
quires that the front hair he parted three or of Harrisonburg, Va., will preach at the First larfour inches from the Brow and turned back, in
ish Church to-morrow.
Vesper service at 7 o clock
Chinese fashion, with a short lock on each j P. M.
the
lace, puffed, through which the
side of
Williston Chapel.—Sabbath School to-morrow
Dan forth
ribbon that encircles the head should be pass- (Sunday) afternoon at Williston Chapel,
in the evening at
St., at li o’clock. Prayer meeting
ed. Five very light short fake curls should
All are invited to attend.
7 o’clock. Seats free.
be piuueil at the middle parting, to the ribMountfort St. M. E. Church.—Services in this
bon. (That’s what it’s tor, to attach this church to-morrow (Sunday) all dfty at the usual hours.
false arrangement to.) .The back hair is to
Preaching bv Rev. J. T. Hazlott. In the evening
there will be a Sabbath School Concert, commencing
be tied very high, and may then be made into
All Interested are invited to attend.
at 7 o’clock.
a large braid, by
twisting the strands round
Spiritual Association.—Rev. A. T. Foss will
long, slender frizettes, (which you understand lecture at Temjierance Hall to-morrow (Sundav) at
to mean any putting for the hair, whether ot
10* o’clock A. M. and 2* o’clock P. M. All are inhorse hair, netted rolls, or matted hair, or vited.
This
them.
Washingtonians.—The Sunday evening Temi>ercolored wool) and then plaiting
braid occupies the back of the head, laid on ance Meeting, holden in the Sons of Temperance Hall,
Congress
Street, will be addressed by Hon. Charles
Holden and others. All interested are invited. Serstraight, and the ends secured in the same
di- vices at
be
hair
or
the
may
as
a
seven
way
‘'waterfall,”
o’clock.
vided into four or five locks, these twisted
Sumner Street Church.— Rev. Dr. Pennington
will preach iu the Sumner St. Church to-morrow, all
around slender rolls, aud the puds curled
round the back of the head, avoiding even- day—morning at 10* o’clock, afternoon at 2* o’clock,
and evening at 7 o’clock.
for model
ness of coil, however, and taking
Second Parish Church.—The Second Parish
fashion plates
some grand high twist ot tho
Church will unite with that of State Street Church
of the last century, if you can find auch a
in observing the Lord’s supper, to-morrow at 3 P. M.
curiosity. This style gives most persons a
THU COURTIS.
better outline of the neck than the old, low
lyin<* masses of hair allowed, and on good
MUNICIPAL COURT.
figures gives a graceful dignity, approaching
JUDGE KINGSBURY PRESIDING.
that of a coronet. By the way, Hat, heavy
Frida Y.—Henry A. White, on a search and seiiure
braids at the back of the hair, and a coil passing rountf the top and brow, is at once a clast- process, paid $22.20.
ic and stylish mode of dressing the hair, very
Byron Annis, for larceny of a cap, tlie property ot
suitable for large heads that require a oom- Edwin Goodwin, paid a tine and costs, amounting to
pact form of coiffure.
$13.17.
style oi dressing me uaca ua:r
in horizontal loops or pulls of different
breadth, avoiding the excrescent-like look of
the round chignons as much as possible. It
is rumored that there will be a great rage for
givhig toilet cushions as Christmas presents,
as the stuffing of the masses of hair rendered
useless by the new fashion can be put to uo
Persons receiving such gifts
better pupose.
may perceive a faint odor of cilronella or cocoaine about them which the above hint will
fully account for.
The front hair is also worn in several horizontal rolls at the side of the face, aud a gold
thread or narrow velvet run between the putt's.
False chignons come in pretty style—a flat
broad hraul encircled by a cable twist. Common switches of hair can be made into empire twists, and save much trouble of headdressing. The unpleasant flying and snapping
ol the hair when brushed in cold weather,
over a
may be got rid ot by bolding the head
hot stave or tlie register a moment.
To friz short hair nicely, curl it in many
close loops, then thread these out with the
Ungers. The straightest hair may be frizzed
beautifully without harm to the growth by
taking care never to have the curling iron
scorching hot. A mixture of ammonia and
olive oil will be found one ol the beat hairdressings. l!ut be earetul, whatever you use,
don’t scent it with that vulgar pefume, citronella.

spoken, manly speech adapted
has seen manly deeds.

Tlie beauty and unity of arrangement
are unsurpassable; the good taste and manner
of fitting up a store of this kind, is better than
lias ever been displayed in this city or State
first.

before.
For the accurate compounding of prescriptions this firm has made special arrangements,
by placing a second counter for this branch of
their business, directly back ot their serving
counter, whereby tlie customer and the compounder of the prescription are so far apart as
This gained,
make conversation difficult.
mistakes are easily avoided. This is something
that has been needed lev a long time, and we
congratulate our fellow citizens for this place
to

of safety, as far as medicine is concerned.—
Chemicals which change by the rays of light
acting upon them, and decomposing the same,

kept in bottles of pure glass, which protects
them and preserves them most effectually. An
are

enterprise of this kind, with a choice stock of
patent medicines, fancy goods, &c., as this firm
has on hand, they cannot but meet with the
success they so much deserve.

Opinion*
We copy the following article from the Gospol Banner to show how our fellow-citizen,
Hon. John B. Brown, is estimated outside of
the city of his adoption, and also for the purpose of correcting a mistake as to the birthplace of Mr. B. He was boru in Lancaster, N.
H., from which place his father removed to Oxford County:
There is no man in Maine, perhaps, of greater business ability than J. B. Brown,
Esq., merchant of Portland. He was born, if we mistake not, in Oxford County, and commenced
operations for himself, a poor boy and in a most
humble way, some forty years ago. He is now
unquestionably the richest man in Maine, estimated by some to be worth between tour and
five millions of dollars. By the great fire in
Portland in July last, many buildings belonging to him were destroyed. With the double
purpose of showing the business capacity and
ability of Mr. Brown, and affording our readers
an idea of what has been done in Portland in
the way of rebuilding since the fire, we present
what this one man has accomplished.
While the fire was yet raging, he telegraphed
to Mr. E. F. Beal, Esq., of Norway, his old
master-builder, to come lo Portland, and the
next day commenced clearing away the debris,
aud has since erected
1. A sugar manufactory nine stories high,
which, together with its appendages, required
3,000,000 ot brick and 3,000,000 feet of lumber.
The floors of this building make an aggregate
of more than four acres. In this building are
twelve steam boilers, for boiling the syrup, for
motive power aud for warming purposes, each
of which is 30 feet in length. There are also
three stationary engines. The building contains 60,000 wrought iron pots for straining the
syrup, holding each 14 gallons. Three thousand
tons of coal will be required annually to run
the manufactory.
3. Since the middle of October Mr. Brown has
also built a wharf which he has named "Merchants’ Wharf," 800 feet long by 70 feet wide,
300 feet of which is solid work and 500 feet is
built on piles.
3. On thisfwharf he has erected a warehouse
406 feet long by M wide, and two stories
high.
All of which is finished and under rent, aud
the whole accomplished, let it be remembered,
since the middle of October last.
4.
Since the fire, J uly 4th, he has also remodeled and erected twenty-three stores on
Congress, Middle, Free, Centre, corner of
Brown aud Congress, York aud other streets,
many of which are first class and most elegant
and nearly all of which are finished and under
rent. Aud besides all this, Mr. Brown has
laid the foundation of ten more stores which
he designs to erect in the spring.
The cost of
all these buildings is no small amount as our
a
readers may judge by single item. We stated
tlicit llw aU"iM livuac rt^uirud 00,000
<iL)OVtt
These cost $3.00 each,
wrought iron pots.
amounting to $180,000 in the aggregate. This
is enormous for a single item, aud the facts we
give will not be quest oued when we say they
come to us, not from any doubtful
authority or
through any second hand channel, but from the
lips ot those best qualified to know.
This writing is not designed as merely a complimentary notice of Mr. Brown, but to speak
of him as a business man and relate something
of what he is doing towards rebuilding Portland. Still we cannot close what we have to
say without an expression of warm approbation of the man. He is one of Portland's noblest and most enterprising citizens. In giving
work under the most generous compensation,
lo the hundreds of laboters in his employ, he
encourages industry, scatters abroad his ample
means and carries blessings to all who share
them. And besides, he is a noble patron of
every benevolent cause and worthy enterprise.
Long may he live to enjoy the fruits of his efforts and to bless his lellow men, his city and
his State.

Negro Soldier.
before Christmas tlie negroes in

(Speech of

a

night
Augusta, Ga., met to consider the question of
emigrating to land offered by the Government
iu Florida, Texas, Alabama and Mississippi.
Tlie Bureau ageut explained the matter, and
some one suggested that they should send au
ageut to Waghington to urge universal amWhereupon an ex-solnesty and suffrage.
dier, colored, said:
The

“Brethren: 1 have seen the lands the Government offers you; they are not as good as
you’d like to have, but you'd belter go and
Some of you say,‘what, go an’
take them.
leave all I have in Augusta ! But what have
liave you land or house,
you iu Augusta?
or home ? < an you get yonr wages, after you
work for them, halt the time? Can you get
justice ? You remember ’bout that woman up
there, an’ her husband went to help her, and
halt a dozen of the white people put their
pistols light up to his breast and shot him.—
You know they got a jury of all the men that
had been in the penitentiary and such bke,
uuj Ar.:r i„—.are is, * verdict.
JYot Guilty,—
[Sensation.] You’d better go. You’d better
near
time
to prepare
It’s
at
ouce.
pretty
go
to piaut the corn.
Captain White says you’ll get thirty days
rations alter you’re there. That's all well, but
it won’t last you long. I expect some ot you
will die, with your old masters; for they won't
give you your rights. You’re notified not to
come on their land, and you all come crowding into Augusta; an' I've seen two or three
dead in one house an’ hardly can get them
buried. [Sensation.] Now mind, if you must
die, die for yourselves and your children.—
When I shouldered my musket to tight for
the freedom of my race 1 never expected to
live, I expected to die tor my country, but
God has spared me through it all. (Applause.]
t lur stranger brother has spoken ol' sending
some one to Washington lo look out lor your

right

[Tremendous applause.]
He’s spoken of universal amnesty. He’s got
more charity than I have. I say trike the‘power awayforever from the men that tried to
destroy this government. These rebels are
a great deal better off to-day than they ever
expected to be if they were defeated. They
expected then that every toot of land would
to vote.
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NAME

Flour Barrels

FOR

j

For Mobile
The newr Bark now loading at Parley's

12
12
12
12
Jan 12
Pennsylvania.New York Liverpool.
Han /.a.New York. .Bremen.Jan 12
Manhattan.New York .liav& VCruz.Jan 15
Erin.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 16
City o' Dublin.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 16
Columbia. .New York .Havana.Jan 17

often the result.

Portland,

DATE.

Hibern an.Portland... .Liverpool.Jan
(.Tty Washington. ..New York. .Livi-rdool... .Jan
Atalanta.New York..London.Jan
Hibernia.New York. .Glasgow.Jan

Consumption,

HONS.

Wanted.

WKwUI pay
*

30 cnits each for llrst class Flour
Darrelssuitable f.*r sugar,
LVNCT1, BARKER A CO.,
novl'hiir
1
*

1# < .'oinmercial street.

--

e5!

Agents Warned! $lo

by th“ Hurttord
F'XJSb&C?**?
uDIunm* LO. Box loou iaJ'
Portland, Main.
1

1

Portland Dec. 17

,llm#

Wanted
Immediately.
°°°d American, Nova Scotia and Irian
XVyVy Girls todo housework, cook, AC. to i>7ivato families and hotels i»i this city and couutrr
'*
Situations sure. The best wages paid.

Also 60 Girls to work In FactorM.
Farmers and others wanting nion for any work
will do well to call on us, a? we will supply them ir«o
of charge. Address or apply at tho General Agoucy
Employment Office, 3514 Congress Street, up stairs.
COX & POWAR8.
late VV rt 1 Siu Y & CO.
sept26dtl

AGENTS
For Frank

WANTED,
Moore’* New Work

“WOMEN OF THE WAR"
find this
and intrinsic value— SUBJECT SEW—intensely interAGENTS
and
No Work
will

esting

a

book of real merit

exciting.

ever

attracted and

engaged the public mind like this. Everybody wants
it, and thousands will purchase it as soon as au opportunity is afforded them. Kead what Ageutsaay

ofU.
One experienced Agent writes: It is the easiest
and Pleasantest Book be ever canvassed for; and says
people are delighted with it, the Ladies especially.
Another say*: “Women of the War” is the book
of the season.
Another, 137 Orders in Four Days.
One reports 17 ordors the first day of
canvassing
Intelligent, active Males or Females will find the
sale ot this work a pleasant and lucrative
employment
This book ban no competitor—it comes fresh and new
to the
The territory is clean am! clear
Agents understaud the advantages in this particular
For full particulars seud tor Circular.
Addnss
C. A. C1IAPIN,

people.

—

Phoenix Building, Room 13, Boston, Mass
daetfd&wlm

LOST AND FOUND.
Lost!
RAT-TERRIER DOG, dark brown, with short

A

tail and ears, and answers to the name of ‘Tip.’
Any one giving information whore he can be found
to S. W. JoY, 466 Congress street, will be suitably
©warded.
Jairteodlw'

BOARD AND ROOMS.
Rooms to Let.
Front Booms, well 1’urnUbed, to let with
board, No. 38 Corner Street, opposite Preble
House.
Jalldlw*

TWO

Board.
FEW gentlemen boarders can be accommodated
at No 28 Paris Street- Apply to T. P. S. DEEPING.
Ja'*12w»

A

Notice.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
To be Let.
iHE
International Steamship Company, will be held
unfurnished rooms without board,
at their office,corner of Unionland Commercial Sts,on j
suitable
for
at
3
o’clock
P.
M.
for
Wednesday, January 23rd, 1867,
gonlleiuon and their wives. Enthe choice of Officers, and the transaction of any
quire at No. 5 South street, betweeu 9 and 11 A. M.
each day.
other business that may legally come before them.
janSdU
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
To Let with Board.
1867.
dtd
Portland, January 12th,

master.

FROM

J. B. SHOWN 4k

PLEASANT

st.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Throat Disease,

Siitfar Co.,

O 1-4 Dunforih Hi.

rates

j

per-

BROWN'S

of the

Every description of PAINT STOCK at the lowest
«V. W. PERKIN* A' CO.,
by
86 Commercial street.
.1aiil2d3t

Eunice F., wile ol Benj.

amsiiip Belgian-—!# eases machinery, 61 capes mdse, Ba. ing Bros; 50 cases oranges, o. der; 2 cases mdse, T Paddock; 7 cases mdse,
lir &• Am Ex; 12 cases mdse, J E Prindie; 6bales
linens, C M Bailey; 2 eases mdse, order; 140 bdle
steel, Eben Corey; 2 cases mdse, A get G T R; 15
boxes oranges. Canadian Ex Co.
APPLE RIVER. NS.
Sch Quickstep—325 pieces
spruce

a

in this way.

IMPORTS.

continue,

Irritation of the Luugs,

PortInutl

shall resume
CASH, at the

A

Wliarf will liave immediate dispatch.
For freight or passage apply to
C. M. DAVIS A CO.,
117 Commercial street.
Jan. 12,1*67.
dlw

French Tuition—-Evening Classes.
GENTLEMAN lately from France, having some
j A spar e hours iu the evening, winhes some pupils
in
that
branch. Terms moderate. Apply at No. M
(

Large Frost Parlor at 31 Fro* Strut.
Also Lodging Room with or without Board.

Jan5d2w*

FIRST ANNUAL

SALE-

-oF-

Fancy Groods!
at-

Clark street, between tj and 10 o’clock P. M.
Christian
denomination, and many
janl2d3i*
ney General. No member of the party or
TROCHES
BRONCHIA L
1
lieduced Pricest
of
the
Christian
Herald
and
Meseditor
years
Legislature felt that influence, nor did it even
HAVING A DIRECT INFLUENCE TO THE FARTS,
Ice.
died in New York on Saturday.
Camphor
senger,
GIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.
remotely enter into the contest between MesDAVIS & CO.,
the same unrivalled quality manutactured by
Belgian.Portland—Liverpool.Jan 19
—Bishop Simpson recently preached in For
srs. Frye and Shepley. Both of the Honorable
us for the last ten years, we are now prepared to
Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Con- Saxonia.New York.. Hamburg.Ian 19 I
Turner Hall, Galveston, Texas. No church
determined to reduce their extensive stock of
furnish consumers and'the trade, iu any quantity
Saving
of Paris.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 19
City
as
and
were
to
the
far
Throat
sumptive
Diseases,
gentlemen
acceptable
party,
J. R. LUNT A CO.,
Etna.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 19
was open to him.
LADIJS’
as relates to their individual opinions on the
348 Congress St.
Jal2d3t
I TROCHES ARE USED WITn ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS,
Rising Star.New York. .California_Jan 21
—The Aroostook Times says Rev. Mr. MurAmerica.New
Rio
North
York..
Janeiro .Jan 22
ftingers and Public Speakers
political question of the day; and on that
Moro Castle.New York..Havana.Jun2l
A Choice Sunday Dinner.
ray, of Dorchester, has signified his intention
will find Troches useful in clearing the voice when
Bremen.New York. .Bremen.Jan 26
question there was no division or talk. Mr- at the solicitation of
of those rich Norfolk Oysters, prepared to
members of the
leading
will sell, until further notice, goods at from
before
or
and
the
in
the
taken
took
occasion
suit the taste of the most fastidious, for Sunday
Frye
Singing Speakiug,
relieving
to-day,
House, Unitarian
society of that place, of accepting throat alter an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
Miniature Almanac.January 12.
Dinner, at TIMMONS A HAWES, 15 and 16 Market 95 to 50 per rent, less than former Prices !
to refer to the matter on the question of refer- !
the pastorate of the church at Houlton.
Janl2d3t*
sun rises
Moon sets.11.51 I'M
The Troches are recommended and prescribed by
Square._
euce of that part of the Governor’s message
Please examine our prices and be convinced.
Sun sets.
Hiffh water. 4.00 PM
—Father Hyacinthe, the sensational preach- ; Physicians, and have had testimonials from emiuc-nt
Store to Let.
which relates to the Constitutional amender of Paris, closed a recent sermon at Notre
an article oi
men throughout the country.
Being
No. 2 Central Wharf Is for rent on a least
WE SHALL SELL
ment, to the Committee on Federal Relations.
of one or more years. Enquire of
true merit, and having proved their efficacy by a test
Dame thus: “But what might happen—but
1ST
Good American Corsets for
While he deprecated immediate action, ha said
$ .75
JOSEPH
H. WEBSTER,
in
ot
oach
tinds
them
new
localimany years,
year
shall not—is that France may descend from
Ladies* Cotton and Wool Ribbed Hose,
.25
No. 10 South street.
that he was much like 'Jihad. Stevens, who
janVJdlw*_
Children's all Wool Hose,
ties in various parts of the world, and the Troche^ are
.15
her rank in the West. Ah! if we only send
OP PORTLAND.
PORT
Best Shetland Clouds,
stated that during the last session of Congress, |
1.00
better
than
other
articles.
universally pronounced
TO LET.
to those great Christian countries—to that
Ladies’ Hoods.
.90
he “might have been too conservative,but now
Obtain only ‘‘Brown’s Bronchial Troches”
CHAMBER No 4 Free Street Block. ApBeautiful Breakfast Shawls from
Friday* January 11*
1.75 to 5.50
which fasts on the eve of battle, and
One thousand Linen Collars for
and do not take any of tlie worthless imitations
ply to
he was radical.” He entirely repudiates the I Germany
ARRIVED.
.10
which carries the New Testament in the shako
Ladies Paper Goods of all descriptions.
jal2dlw#
FRED. F. HALE,
that may be offered, sold everwuere
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, St John
idea of conservatism—which statements will !
Rich Embroidered Collars at
.25
of her soldiers—to that England which orders
via Eastport for Boston.
Dec 4—d&w6m sn
250 Dozen Linen Handkerchiefs for 12£ cents each.
be considered entirely unnecessary where he !
Bos
on.
Brig Edwin, Clark,
national prayer in her days of humiliation, and
600
extra, 17
is best known.
Sch Quick;-tep, (Br) Dickson, Apple River, NS.
«
•«
100
very fine, 25
which respects the Sabbath, to the glory of
Why Suffer from Sores ?
Sch EG Willard, Parsons, Philadelphia
Ladies’ Gloves, fleece lined,
General Shepley is cited by the same au.25
Sch Bramhall, Hamilton, New York.
When by tho use ol the ARNICA OINTMENT,
her industry and her civilization—to that
Children's Gloves, fleece Linen,
15
as
Radical
candidate.
His
assothe
Sch Packet Grant. Boston.
thority
you can easily be cured. It lias relieved thousands
GIVEN on tbe PIANOBLACK KID GLOVES,
1.00
America which proclaims after each crisis
Sch
Wascott.
Boston.
from
Burns.
Chaffed
Idaho,
Scalds,
Hands,
Sprains,
Best French Kid Gloves,
ciates in the western counties of the State conFORTE,
by
1.25
Sch Bucco, (Br) Chalmers, Bostou, toloadior St
Chilblains, Sore Lips, Waiits, Cuts, Boils,
that faith in God is the condition of her salvaA ftill assortment of GERMAN ZEPHYR WORSsidered him sufficiently right and deserving to
John, Nil
Eruptions, and every complaint of the Skin. Try
Miss AGNES McC. LORD,
tion and her greatness—if, I say, we only send
TEDS, imported by us, and a superior article.
Sch Beni Franklin, Grindle. Bostou lor Bucksport.
it tor it costs but 25c. Be sure to asx for HALE’S
him
a
unanimous
and
his
Radisupport,
give
Schs
Decora.
and
St
ARNICA
OINTMENT.—For
sale
all
137
Ingalls,
Street.
Lawrence,
to these countries the echo of an abject skeptiColbeth,
by
Druggists,
Congrru
calism was no bar to a unanimous muniBo-ion tor Mucliias.
or seud 35c to O. P. Meymoiar dr Coi, Boston,
January 4,1867.
Jajdtf
Funs, Veils, Under Garment*, Corset*,
Sch Win Po e. Libby, Boston for Maehias.
cism, and an immorality more abject still, what Mass., and receive a box by return mail,
tion. They united with his numerous friends
Schs Gen Meade, Ferguson, and uak Grove, Burdec 29 sn dim
will be, great God! the future of France? Ah!
j
every kind and size, and
in other sections, feeling that the legal experigess, Boston for Belfast.
let us invoke no more liberty and democracy.
Schs Flatten See, Baily, and Glide, Rollins, Boston I
n ce of later years would bring corresponding ;
dc
COLGATE
CO.’S,
FANCY GOODS of all Descriptions.
for Damariscotta.
The diroct and legitimate heir of all skeptihonor and value to an office which he had reSch J H (Jounce, Billiugs, Bucksport for N York.
;
An examination of this branch will convince all tha
cism and of all corruption is not liberty—it is
INTER
W
SOAP.
fused in his earlier life. He would have been
CLEARED.
wc are making prices very low.
servitude.”
Recommended for Chapped Hands and for
elected had not his friends been sure that his
Biig Snow Bird, (Br) Bacon, Matanzas—Phinny &*
Jaikson.
—Public meetings are held iu Canada to ori general Toilet use during Cold Weather. It
high legal character and political standing were
Dress Trimmings
Brig Clara M Goodrich, Look, Havana Isaac
ganize opposition to the ritualist movement.
sufficient guaranties of his nomination. Other
Emery.
may be obtained of all druggists and fancy goods
at prices to suit.
A Pike, Gove, Sagua—E Churchill & Co.
VELVET RIBBONS, black ant
Sch'F
parties were steadily at work for their candidealers.
SNdec24tofeblO
Sch Nile, Oliver, Boston—J 1 Libby.
Near Foot of Exchange fit, Portland,
colored,in any width; by the piece we make a discount
dates, and undue importance was attached to
EP*A11 our prices will prove to you beyond a dout
P olilical Tests iu Navy Yards.
NOT ICE TO MARINERS.
FELLOWS ORIGINAL
Importer ami Dealer in all kinde of
that goods are sold here cheaper than elsewhere.
the words “I am not a candidate.” It served
Notice is hereby given that the Pollock Pip Light
Washington, Jan. 11, 1867.
WORM
as a
on active work which is essential
LOZENGES.
Remember thq place, old stand of HERMAN
I Vessel was replace 1 on her station 011 the 10th mat
Tbe Secretary oi the Navy, in compliance
1
and her light exhibited as usual.
with instructions, has sent to the Senate a refor success in a closely contested nomination.
GRUNTAL, now
TATTE can with eonlidenre point to FELLOW’S
By order of the Lighthouse Board,
v v
WORM LOZENGES as the most perfect remall
orders
issued
to
relative
the
port
covering
to
cauOther combinations peculiar
!
legislative
G S BLAKE.
DAVIS
&
OO. p
for
those
troublesome
pests, INTESTINAL
employment of men in the Norfolk- navy yard edy
Lighthouse Inspector, zd District.
WORMS. After years of careful experiment, success
cuses, lor which Mr. Shepley is not responsisince the close of tbe war.
There are someJan. 11, 1867.
I® Clnpp’* Block, Congress titreo
Boston,
has
crowned
our efforts, and we now offer to the world
ble, aided in the nomination of Mr. Frye.
thinglike sixteen hundred pages of manuscript. a confection without a single fault, being
sate, conJanuary 1,1807. dtt
Greave*s
DISASTERS.
Jb
It is pleasantly over, and the Republican Much of the matter is of no general interest or
venient, effectual and pleasant. No injurious result
can occur, let them be used in whatever
consequence, but a portion thereof is of signifiA d spatch from Holir.es’ Hole 11th, say» steamer I
quantity.
the
the
in
choice
of
party cqrdially acquiesce
cance as
showing how tbe Secretary manages Not a particle of calomel enters their composition. Equator, Clark, from Halifax ior Portland, had put j
convention, bnt not without a settled convic- j the navy yards for political purposes. It ap- They may be used without further preparation, and into that port with loss of smoke slack, steam pipe ,
at any time.
Children will eagerly devour all you
and i.tlier damage.
tion on the part of all the members of the
pears that some time in the latter part of last
Advices from Singapore, of Nov 15, states that a
Win. Jcssop A Son’s Cast Steel
give them, and ask for more. They' never tail in exan order was issued by the Chief of
September
of
a
or
the
loss
that
the
Worms
from
their
vote,
Legislature,
dwelling place, and they ship supposed the Queen of the Ease Irom Foc-chow
the Bureau of Yards and Docks, by direction of pelling
will always strengthen the weak and emaciated, even
for New York, had been lost 011 Pratas shoal.
nomination does not in any way indicate the
Carriage Tyer Steel.
the Secretary, to inquire into the political stawhen lie is not afflicted with worms.
Brig Alrnon Howell, 01 Portland, recently ashore i
Various remedies have from time to time, been reat Dutch Island, has discharged her cargo of salt at
unpopularity, or a lack of confidence in the tus of workmen in the yard. Among the docSwede mid Norw'ay Shape*,
uments submitted is a letter dated Sept. 31, at
commended, such as calomel, oil of wormseed, turp- Newport and will go on the marine railway tor reNail Rod*, Horae »hoc* and Nail*,
high character or political opinions of General
Norfolk, aduressed to the Chief of the Bureau entine, &c., producing dangerous, and sometimes laial pairs.
Carriage Molts, Nul* and Washer,
Shepley by the Legislature of 1867. He
consequences. After much research, study and exof Yards and Docks, in which he says:
Roll Ends, Rivets, ftlallable Castings,
periments, embracing several years, the proprietors
DISASTERS.
held in the highest estimation, and the RadiMellows, Anvils, Vises, Tyer Readers
“In compliance with your orders the investiof Fellow’s Worm Lozenges, have succeeded in proNEW ORLEANS—Ar8th, barque Almoner, CarScrew Plates, Hand Drill*, Ac.
calism of which the Argus speaks, which it
gations have been continued. I sent for Naval ducing this remedy, free from all objections, and posi- ver, Boston.
lOP’ Agency for tlie sale of Carriage Springs and
tively safe, pleasant and effectual. They do not kill
Cld 8tb, ship Turitan, Knowles, Liverpool.
opposes, will make him a file leader of a host l Constructor Hanscom, Chief Engineer Newell
the worms, but act by making their dwelling place
Axles, at Manufacturers’ prices.
and Civil Engineer Worrell and asked for the
Towed to 8ea prev to «»th, ship John Siduey.
ot friends, who may one day aid in planting
disagreeable to them. In order to assure consumers
{Eir^Wauteda Salesman acquainted with the Iron
MOBILE—Ar 2d inst, i-ch Bedabodec, Rowe, trom
results of their inquiries.
Mr. Newell states of
tho genuineness of these lozenges, the analysis ot
Trade.
that banner on the White House at WashIndianola.
that his foreman of machinists, James H.
Dr. A. A. HAYES, State Assay cr, is annexed:'
January 5, 1867.
jaSdbwlm
SAVANNAH—Ar 8th, brigs Hattie. Thomas BalClemer ts, went to the September Convention
Thebe and Here.
“I have analyzed the Worm Lozenges, prepared
ington.
timore; Jenny Achrrn, Achorn, Rockland.
as a delegate accompanied
Messrs.
maker
FELLOWS
&
and
lind
that
are
by
CO.,
by pattern
For Sale.
they
Cld 8til, barque John S Harris, Kenney,
Liverpool;
free from mercury, and other metallic or mineral matJames W. Brownley, and I have directed these
9th, brig L Staples, Stowers, Boston.
SUIT of Sails, Rigging and Blocks, nearly new, i
ter. These Lozenges are skilfully compounded, pleasCounty Temperance Convention.
men tp be suspended and await the orders of
CHARLESTON—Ar 5th, brig Abby Watson, Watfrom a fishing Schooner of 100 tons; also Topant to the taste, sale, yet sure and effective in their
the
son, New York.
bureau.”
Fore and Mainsails, second hand.
sails,
The meeting of the County Association held
action.
A.
A.
M.
D.
Respectfully,
HAYES,
Ar btk, sell Nellie Tarbox, Pendleton, Baltimore.
SAMPSON & CON ANT,
This precious document, showing that men
at Freeport on Thursday, was an
Assayei to the State of Mass.
CM 5th, barque Orchilla. Havener, New York.
decldtf
interesting were dismissed
No. 19 & 20 Commercial Wharf.
for attending the convention ol
GEORGETOWN, SC—CM diet, sch it E Pecker,
Price
25
cents per Box j Five for $1.
occasion. The attendance both afternoon and
Southern loyalists, is endorsed by Joseph
Sherman, St John, Pit.
W. SWETT, Proprietor of the New England
» -X- JSi -A. JVC
1 have just received from Mr.C. P. Kroll, of r
evening was large, and the proceedings harmo- Smith, Chief of the Bureau oi Yards and Docks, GEO.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 6tb, sch John A Griffin,
Botanic Depot, lu6 llanover Street, Boston Mass.,
as
Foster, from Charleston for Philadelphia.
York, one of ids Patent Hair Brushing Mach*,
lolloiys:—1“This bureau docs not consider the
nious and satisfactory. O. S. Beale, Esq., of
Sole Agent for the United States, to whom all orBALTIMORE—Ar 8tli, sch Anna Freeman, Reed,
which I have now in operation at my new SLav iugl
to the Convention as a delegate as a cause
ders should be addressed.
this city read an admirable essay on “Young
New York.
Hair Pressing Room, No 316 Cougiess street, cunissal."
It also bears the (allowing inBdf/“Sold by dealers in Medicines everywhere.
Cl 1 8Jh, sch Eliza France-, Sawver, Charleston.
site Mechanics’ Hall, where also may he loumv
men and the Temperance Cause,” which we
dorsement bv the Secretary of the Navy himoct5-deow6msN
li
Cld 9th, sch Carr.e Melvin, Watts, Batli.
REPRODUCTOR, N'ATURALIZEK, etc.
self:—“The character and doings of the conventrust to see in print. Miss Augusta Meservc
I.t.l I
Ar loth, barque Jennie Prince, Prince,
dclfldtfII. H. JOHNS*
Portland;
tion at Phildelphia could have been attended
WI STAR’S BAL8A3I
sch Hcdiugtou, Gregory, Rowland.
recited in a very pleasant manner—“The Devsolicit
the
attention
of
the
and
trade
Sid 8th, sch AzcMa A Laura.
only tor partisan purposes, hostile to the ad—OF—
consumer* to their Standard Biand* of
COOPER A
il’s visit to Portland,’’and the “Water Drinker,” ministration.” The
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9th, sch Fanny Keating,
papers do not contain the
WILD
CHERRY! Daniels, Portland.
pleasure in informing their old patrons
formal dismissal of these two men, but their
which received the warm approval of the audiSTEAM REFINED SOAPS,
friends
that they have resumed business at 1
NEW
YORK—Ar
sch
9th,
HAS BEEls USED NEARLY
Wbimey Long, Hayes,
fate is evident endugh from the Secretary’s in-viz:OLD STAND, lorncr of Market and Milk
Baltimore.
ence.
HALF A CENTURY,
dorsement.
where they will keep constantly on hand the bee
Cld 9th, sch Mary Grace, (Br) Pettis, Parsboro via
EXTRA,
A very lively and entertaining discussion
sortment of
The spirit of Mr. Welles is further apparent
With the most astonishing success in curing
Portland.
FAMILY,
NO. 1.
Ar 11th, ship Swallow, Dreyer, Callao.
arose on a resolution introduced
by Mr. Wal- from a letter sent by him on tbe 20th of Octo- Coughs, Cold®, lYoarnraie®®, Sore Throat,
Meats, Poultry, Game, &c.,
Cld lltli, ship F H Cutting. Tyson,fir Savannah;
OLEINE,
to
the
to
relative
W
Admiral
ber,
Iniliicuza,
1866,
that
the
Bowen,
hooping Cough, Croup.
ton,
Prohibitory law should be amendThat the market aflords, and it will be their cm
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
barque Halcvon, Hubbard, New Orleans; brig NelLiver Complaint®, Bronchitis,
of temporary hands in the yard.—
employment
ed by adding imprisonment for its violation.—
lie Ware, Ware, .Mans an ilia; schs Franconia, Tie
CRANE’S PATENT, endeavor to serve their customers with promts
Difficult)' of Breathing,
Ho gives him authority to employ' those in
and
SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
dccl i<F
worgv, Demerara ; Paul Seavvey, Guldve
WilAsthma and every
fidelity._
Among the speakers were Hon. Seth Seam- whose loyalty he has confidence, without reAll of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in
mington. NC.
affection of
package* suitato their past course, and in order that bis
man and Rev. Mr. Martin of
BRISTOL—Ar
Mr
seb
7th,
Blue
gard
Bell,
Irom
ble
for
the
trade
For
Martin,
and family use.
Scarborough,
Sale,
THE T il COAT, LUNGS AND
CHEST, Providen. e, to load lor Matanzas.
moaning may beclear—in order that the admirImporting direct our chemicals, and using only the
Harmon of Saco, Messrs. Walton, Reade, F. N.
SUPERIOR lot of DRIED PEACHES iu
FALL RIVER—sld 9tb, sell May Day, Adams, for
INCLUDING EVEN
al may understand that supporters of Congress
best materials, and as our good* are manufactured
and
tierct
bv
rels,
Bags
s,
Baltimore.
Dow, Rich, and I^-v. S. H. Merrill of Portland, are not to he employed, and are put on the same
under the personal supervision ot our senior partner, I
C. B. ROGERS, Vo 133 Market St.,
CONSUMPTION.
HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar 9th. schs Hattie Anna,Lord.
who lias had thirty vears practical experience in- the
Rev. Mr. Nichols of Pownal, Rev. Messrs. Sanlooting as original rebels,—he adds:—
The unequalled success that has attended tne appliElizabethport for Boston; Shooting Star, Coc, trom business, we therefore assure the public with con“It has not been the policy oi this department
cation of this mod cine in all cases of
born and Barrows, and Capt. W. P. Rogers, of
Newcastle. Del, lor Salem.
deuce that we can and will furnish the
A New Place Just
In port, brigs Edw 11 H Kennedy, I. T Knight,
to give countenance or encouragement to disMr.
Starbird
of
Mr.
Falmouth,
Freeport,
Doug- unionists of
Beat Goods at the Lowest Prices!
schs
J
E
Potomac;
Pavdi
u.
Sarah
damage,
GardiThose whose opany
description.*
vou can buy real French CALF 3
Mr.
lass of Cape Elizabeth and
Stackpole ot posethe government in its efforts to establish lias induced many Physicians of high standing to ner, Adml Furragut, Northern Light. Hattie Ross,
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
and Philippe and Canaud’s SARDLNQ
Transit, C W Locke, Wm Slater, F A Baizlcy, Hat- WORKS, containg all the modern improvements, we received from
Gorham, The resolution was unanimously national unity, whether claiming that States employ it in their practice, some oi whom advise us tic
Pans, now in Itond, and ibr sale*
Anna, Elwood Doran, Shooting Star, E G Wilare enabled to turuish a
supply of Soups of the
to suit customers by
have the right to voluntarily withdraw from
of the tact under their own signatures. Wc have
lard, Camilla, Nicola, ( lint on, Girolte, Vulcan. Geo
Best Q.uulitics, adapted to the demand, lor Exadopted amidst applause.
the Union by secession, or striving hy arbitrary
Gilman, Lyndon, Charlie & Willie, Mary E Gage,
II. PE Y RET,
space only for the names ot a few of these:—
port and Domestic Consumption*
The following gentlemen were elected officers
and illegal power to exclude States from the
Mary Louisa, Bosina, Anna Myrick, Harper.
E. Hoyden, M. d.. Exeter, Me.
ofthe Association for the current year:
Office aver the Fisk flarki
BOSTON—Ar luth, sch Cora Morrison, Higgins,
Union, and deprive them of their guaranteed
LEATUE a
GORE’S
Alexander Hatch, M. D., China, Me.
Craney Island.
constitutional rights, are not deemed worthy
a naoiDEn a
Ar Uth, brig Glendale, Munroe,
STBE
sclis
R
N
I
Mobile;
of
K.
M.
service.”—Dispatch to the Boston Advertiser.
Fellows,
D., Hill, N. U.
E. H. Starbird, Esq., Falmouth.
Atwood, Doane, St Marcs, Hayti : Mary Lou su
\V. II. Webb, M. D., Cape Vincent, N. V.
Steelman, New burg; Boxer, Wells, Yarmouth; Cit- 1
DIVIDEND.
VICE PRESIDENTS.
izen. Upton, and Shawmut, Ricker, Portland.
SOLD BY ALL THE
W. B. Lynch, M. D., Auburn, N. Y.
!
DIVIDEND of 10 per cent. wiU be pe
Impeachment.—An exchange thinks the
Hon. A. E. Stevens, Portland.
Below, ship Zimi, from London.
stockholders of the Tug Warrior at the f
Wholesale Grocers Throughout the Stale
Abraham Skillman, M. D., Boundbrook, N. ,T.
Cld 11th, barque Caroline Lemont, llowker. New
most effective promoters of the impeachment
J. S. Winslow, January 13th.
Hon. Seth Scammau, Scarborough.
H. I). Mabtin, M. IJ., Mansfield, Pa.
!
Orleans;
brig
Shack
Emily
Fisher,
Truudad.
8. WINSLOW. A
lord,
janlOdtfJ.
of the President are men like Mr. W. N. EaDr. A. Parsons, Windham.
SALEM—sailed 10th, brig Edwin, Clark, mi Bos- !
The proprietors have letters from all classes of our
Rev. B. T. Sanborn, Freeport.
ton lor Portland; sehs Bramhall,
ton, who, at the Connecticut Democratic conN
York
Hamilton,
Notice.
fellow citizens, from the halls oi Congress to the
Hon. Chas. Holden, Portland
tor do; Joseph, McCarthy;
Mazurke, Kimball, and 307 Coutiurrciul Si, 17 &. 40 Brack Siren,
vention the other day, had the supreme folly
humblest cottage, and even beyond the seas; lor the ; S«»lon, Colt, Bostou tor Belfast.
members of the Portland Society of R
Hon. J. A. Waterman, Gorham.
PORTLAND, MAINE
are hereby notified to meet at tb
that
if
the
with
to
History
on
filme and virtues oi AYiulnr's Bal.nin have exsay
Congress dared to go
Dr. Shannon, Cane Elizabeth.
March 20—<itl
of the Treasurer, No. 21$ Free street, on FB
rui4biu.il HUKTS,
uttermost bounds of the earth,”
matter, “a million of democrats would rise in tended to the
Benjamin True, Pownal.
next, Jan. 18th. at 3 o’clock P. U., to decide,
Ar
at
Nov
from
Yarmouth.
Batavia,
10,
Mindora,
ship
Allen,
Capt. Lane,
without any attempt on our part to introduce it be1st, If the Society will sell their real estate o
arms and rally to the defence of the President.”
Ac.
Boston.
street.
grt-ss
Capt. I. T. Quinby, Westbrook.
the limits of our own country.
yond
it
be
once understood that a resort to a
Ar
Let
at
Nov
9,
ship
Graves,
2d
In case it is voted to sell, to authorize
Singapore
Pocahontas,
E. A. Sawyer, Portland.
BBLS. Baltimore Fanuly Flour.
SETH W. FOWLE & SON. 18 Tre- S Hong Kong.
to sign and deliver a good deed of convd
Prepared
By
person
ConstituPortland.
G.
100
Rich,
process expressly authorized by the
Secretary.—F.
Baltimore
extra
Flour,
moni Street, Boston, and so d
Ar
at
Callao
17th
nit,
ships
Washington Libby.
1
by all Diug-nsts and
lo
Itye Flour.
Treasurer,—Rev. Mr. Nichols, Powual.
tion is to be resisted by force or is to be hinDealers generally,
Minot. Melbourne; loth, Europa, Patten, Chinchas.
janildtd
10
Executive Committee,—C. A. Stackpole, O.
Buckwheat.
Sid 17th. ships Eliphalet Greeley, Cutter. Antwerp; |
dered by threats of force, and Congress will
30 half bbls. Buckwheat.
S. Beale, E. Leach.
19th, Sarali Newman. Giles, Chinchas; 20ih, Osceola,
(IKACE’MCELKIlltATED
40 bbls.
new Oat Meal.
to
find
not
John
Garit
superior
but
put
Beads;
Bryant,
only
necessary
Bennett,
Hampton
21st,
expedient
A large delegation was appointed to attend
-&
Cures in a very short time
kiln dried Meat.
•
diner, United Stab s.
the machinery in motion, in which case Mr.
10 " superior White Meat llbr table use).
the State Temperance Convention to be held
OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS,
At Malaga 22d ult, barque Pearl, Freeman, tor !
CUTS,WOUNDS, New York, lag.
suffering from that terrible malads
1000 lbs. Butter, <£o., Jfe., in store amt just refpHOSE
Eaton or anybody else who gets in the way>
JL and Fever, who have hitherto been uo
at
BRUISES, SPRAINS,CHAPPED HANDS
Augusta on Thursday 24th of Janceived, for sale by
At Gibraltar 18th ult, barque Ann Elizabeth, Norfind a remedy, will do well to write to me. te
to be ground up.
be
will
likely
very
CU.UE
reference
HKOTHEB8,
with
CHILBLAINS, &c.} &c
special
uary
instant,
grave, from Philadelphia, nr 13th, wtg orders.
a sate ana
ertain cure, whicli I will minis*
HEAD LONG WHARF.
Sid I'm Aspinwall 27th ult, brig Star oi Faith, Peak
labaSTxTti'
afflicted tor five dollars. Address
to an
Grace’* Celebrated
amendment of the Liquor law.—
Naive!
for Mexico.
CYRUS LOW!
Patents have been granted to
Paientl
the
At Miragoane 14th alt, sell Rosa way, Teel, tor Bosto
be
Is prompt in action, soothes the
To Kent,
It
seem
would
purpose
Stevens’ Plains, Westbrook, Me., care oia
pain, takes out the ton
in 10 days.
8
soreness, and reduces the most angry looking swellAmos Wilder, of Calais, for improved blacking
on Custom House Wharf.
of the friends of temperance in this State to
EnColley.
\ITAREHOUSE
T
2f*tli
H
Ar
at
ult,
brigs
and
Aspinwall
Todd, McGutr,
ings
inflammations, as if by magic: thus afford▼ T
quire of
and David M. Ayer, of Lewiston,
January 0,1167. tl3w*
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
New York; 27th, L L Wadsworth, Bailey, do; 29th,
push that matter until the end shall be accom- box holder,
lug reliei and a complete cure.
novldtf
139 Commercial street.
in boots and shoes.
barque Lavinia, Davis, do; gist, brig H F Eaten,
sent by mail lor 35 cents.
“TOE PEN
18 lUIttHTIEB f
aS£}$
plished, namely: Imprisonment as a penalty for improvement
SETH W TOWLE & SON, 18 Tremont St. Boston,
Reed, do.
Cleansed
and Retired
2d
Clothing
I
mar.
Havana
Ar
at
R
S
brigs
for the sale of intoxicating drinks.
THE 8UORD.”
Ha-sell, Staples.
Proprietors. Sold by Druggists and dealers genor- 1
WLLXIAM BROWN, formerly at 91 Federal
Belfast; General Marshall, Ellis, Mantua; Havana,
—TlieN. Y. Evening Gazette says: “Since ally*
Dennis. Sullivan.
street. L» now located at hi* now store No 04 Fod,
Febl9, "06—SN'eodT.T.s&wcow
The Geld Pen-Best and Cheapest o’
iral fit, a tew doors below Lime
Sid 1st. barques George S Hunt, Woouburv, New
Medical.—A meeting of the Homseopathic the close of the war nearly all the broken down
street, will attend
York; 3d, H DStover, Pierce, Trinidad; brig Gen | o hi* usual business of Cleansing ami Repairing
schools in the vicinity of New York
Auhas
been
called
at
boarding
State
this
of
<
physicians
Batchelor’s Hair Bye.
Marshall, Ellis, Baltimore.
lothing of all kinds with his usual promptness.
into military schools. The
A rat Matanzas 29th ult, sch Sabino. Morrison,
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world
gusta, Tuesday, the 15th inst., for the purpose have been changed
Clothing for sale at fair prices.
Darieii. Ga; 2d inst, barque Almira Coombs, WilThe only true anti perfect
that
of
are
is
cadets
Reliable.
result
youne
everyDye—Harmless.
of organizing a State Hoimeopathic Medical
prigs
Boston.
son,
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
The Best Pens In the Wor
where to be seen. Tho main ambition of the
Ar at Cardenas 20th ult, brig Corriantes, Lord,
tints. Natural Black 01 Brown.
Society.
Remedies the ill
Clove Anodyne.
eifects of Batl Dyes.
schools seem to be to deck out the boys in
Invigorates the hair, ltaving I Ellsworth.
The necessity for such an organization has
For
sale at bis Headquarters, No 25 Maid,
for
Toothache
and
remarkable
its
specific
Ar at St John, NB, 3d Inst, sch Adria, Crossiey.
it solt and boantitul.
The genuine is signsd Wilassociated neuralgic*, prepared l»y u» only, can
New York, and by every duly.appointed Aga
long been felt by the members of the profes- brass and stripes and fdkthers. All of which liam A. Batchelor. All others are mere imitations, Portland.
low be furnished to consumer* or to the trade in
and should be avoided.
Sold bv all Druggists and
same prices.
1
sion, and it is expected the forthcoming meet- must be very pleasant to soldiers of the regular Perfumers.
[uantities to suit, at our establishment,
SPOKEN
Factory 81 Barclay street, New York*
|y A Catalogue, with full description ofj
Beware
*f
n
ing will be one of unusual interest to those army, whose uniforms are imitated with great
348
CONOBEiS
lou
counterfeit.
lat
STREET,
Deo
18,
49,
from
Lonship
Pratt,
pT
7,
Hudson,
Prices, sent <m receipt ol letter postage
November 10, I86fl. dly6n
J. B. WIST Si CO.
don tor New York.
exactness.”
who have adopted this system of practice.
Janlfctft
noi’OdAwCra
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COREY,

Nos. 9 and 11

Moulton Street,

Bar, Hoop, Oval & Half Round
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SOAPS!
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Pulmonary Complaints,
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cliap named I
to

£ eizubes.—The Deputy Marshals
yesterday seized two barrels of ale at the shop i
of A. G. Cook, Corner of Brown
and Congress
streets; also, a small quantity of liquor in the
of
Dennis Warren, on Washington street. !
shop
There is another place that the
officers know of :
which they intend to visit
to-day.
1

Good News —The Spring street
Mission Society, at a meeting held Monday evening voted
to open the Spriug Street Mission
School at 1
once, and elected Dr. E. Kimball

—A
correspondent of a New Haven exchange
asks if there is
any such“lusus naturae" as singSuperintending mouse, for if there is he thinks he has one in ent. The school will commence
to-morrow at
his house that warbles at
night with the sweet- half past one o’clock. All friends of the school
ness, harmony and fullness of two or
are invited.
three caSecretary.
nary- birds.
Another
writer
a
hM
mouse in lns room which
sings every night 1 A Card.—The Treasurer of “The Associaas
as
a
sweetly
canary
bird, though tion for the Relief of Aged, Indigent.Women,’’
not
as
loud. It has a
partiality for bird gratefully acknowledges the receipt of 81000, a
seed and will eat
that in preference
to
from the late Mrs. Henry H. Boody, of
anything else; and what is still more singular bequest
this oity. Also $75.35 from the contribution ;
the mouse is perfectly at home with
two canataken at the late lecture in Central Chureh,
ry birds and runs in and out at pleasure,
Portland, Januaiy, 1807.

|

Pile Cure.
DR. GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT positively
cures the worst cases of piles.
Sent by mail on reBaptists.
of $4. Circulars lee. Sold by druggists. Agents
—The Inquirer, Unitarian organ in New | ceipt
Address J. B. ROMAINE,
wanted everywhere.
York, gives plaoo to a nery paper, the Liberal
Manager, No. 575 Broadway, New-York. oc26dSmsN
Christian, a step towards a union between tbe
A Cough, A Cold, or
Unitarians and Universalists. It is to recognize all liberal Christians of whatever name,
A Sore Throat,
and no name, as brothers and allies. Drs.
immediate attention,
[Requires
Bellows and Osgood and leading Unitarian
AND SHOULD BE CnECKED.
and Universalist ministers are to contribute to
If allowed to
the new paper.
—The Universalist Society have voted to
build a chapel on the lot owned by them in
Biddeford, at a cost of $o,000. Subscriptions
to the amount of $1,000 have already been re-
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A

ami Miter January 2d, 1867, we
the purchase of Flour Brls. FOlt
Office of the

WOULD

fire a ten- ;
house occupied by l,iin in
the barracks
on Portland street. He was
arrested yesterday
morning, and sent, by the Overseers of the j
1 Poor, to the
1
workhouse, where
I ployment will be afforded himplenty of emI
during the
1 winter.

I

71 years.
fn Kittcry, Dec. 15, Mrs.
Jenkins, aged 46 years.
In Beliast, Jan. 2, Mrs.
Obod
of Hallowell.
In Swanville, Dec. 26, by
Chase, aged 36 years.

IIlT.f

ement

Liquor

aged

n

JOSEPH HICK$ON,
Secretary and Treasurer

daughter*^-

had

a

Flour Barrels Wanted.

A

Railway Traffic.—The following are the
receipts of the Grand Trunk Railway for the
week ending Jan.
5th, 1867:

incendiarism.—A

In this city, Jan. 11, Mrs. Sophia, relict ot the late
Thomas Merrill, Esq., aged 73 years 2 months.
In Westbrook, Jan. 9, Mrs. Mariam, wife oi Jam s |
PAINTS AND OIL CHEAP
F. Tapley, aged 63 years 7 months.
[mineral lilts Saturday aileruoon, at 1 o’clock.! !
Just received in bond, and for sale duty free, for
in Bristol, Jan. 6, Mr. Moses G. Varney, aged 78
use on the bnmt district,
years 8 months.
In Biddetbrd, Dec. 17, Mrs. Ell. n M., widow of the
Strictly Pure English I.end and Oil !
late Cyrus Gordon, Esq., aged 57 years.
In Parsonstield, Dec. 12, Miss Sally Fendcrson,
Rebuildcrs will effect a great saving by purchasing

to

C., Box 276,
Saint John, New Brunswick.
D.

_

wounds and bruises.

Libby attempted Thursday night

the spring.
—A Baptist church at Richmond, Va., ha3
refused to receive members immersed by non-

Apply to
dc2Vd3w

Teacher!

English Department

Corking
STEEL!

verely injured. Mr, Wescott was injured in
spinal column and thigh, and one whose
name we could not learn, had one of his
legs
badly broken, and the third sustained several

!

303 Congress St, Portland,.Vie,
One door above Brown.
jal2dtf

MOSELEY St CO., Summer Sr., Boston.

of the

PAINTER.

the Drug Store of Messrs. A. G. Schlolterbeck A Co.,

Lady

(’lass

charge

thin

l

Spring

the

«

DIED.

Immediately

IRON !

gave way yesterday when five men were upon
and they were all precipitated to the
ground
a distance of some
thirty feet. Three of the
men, among whom was Mr. Wescott, were se-

j

FRESCO

Oflcc at

found at the wholesale drug store*
Win.
Whipple St Co., H. H. Hay, W. F. Phillips & Co., E. L.
Stan wood and J. W. Perkins & Co.
janl2sNdly

Gentlemen’s Routs and Shoes
the finest stock and best workmanship, can be

j

Seminary.

SCHUMACHER,

Alains’ Pure Elderberry and Current Wines.
So highly recommended by Physicians, may be
of
W

of
of T. E.

our

public

qtietus

it,

A I'Rench Amazon.—The Baroness
Binet
de Mareognet, widow of
General Mareognet,
died recently in France. She
was tlie daughter ot a Captain Le
Mormier, who fell mortally
wounded in one
qf the battles of the first Emin dying,
and,
pire,
besought his intimate
friend aud Comrade,
Mareognet, then his sinie
rior officer to take charge ofhis
He accepted the trust.
When she attained her twentieth year he sent for
her, and from
that time she shared the fatigues and the
dangers oi' her protector until the disbanding of
the army of the Loire. The better to perform
this labor of love she assumed the dress of an
aid-de-camp. At tlie battle of Waterloo she
hastily jumped into the wagon of the General’s,
where her mother happened to be; saved her
by presenting one of the pistols she carried at
the officer of ordnance, aud threatening to blow
out his brains if persisted in traitorous intention of leading them to tlie enemy under the
pretext of a false order of the General.
In
1838 Md lie. Julie le Mormier became the wife
of the Baron de
Mareognet, whom she survived some
years.

Bath the same week. Bishop Scott
will preside in the Maine, and Bishop D. W.
Clark, who has been in Mt. Desert, will preside in the East Maine.
—The Free Baptists of Houlton have had in
contemplation for some time past, the erection
of a meeting house. An excellent lot has been
secured, and a subscription is now in circulation to obtain the necessary funds to build in
at

of

EBEN

house on the corner of Lincoln and "Wilmot

year,!'.! "‘"i..

Vegetable

article known to preserve the hair.
It will positively restore Gray Hair
to its Original Color.
It keeps the hair trom tailing out. It is the best
dressing in the world, making lifeless, slilf, brashy
hair, healihy, soft and glossy. Price $1.00. For
•ale by all druggists.
It. P.' HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
sn
janl2d&wlw3

—The East Maine Conference will meet at
Bucksport next May, and the Maine Confer-

Specialities. I’sin g Preparai Iona of our
manuufucture, we are able to vouch lor their
purity.
We also keep on hand a full supply of LCBIN’S
POWDER and
SuAP, FANCY
EXTRACTS,
GOODS, Toilet Articles, heed’s Liquid Dye Colors.

one
own

TO

Is the best

naau.

Brown,

HE.

REMOVAL !

SICILIAN HAIR RENEWER

—Rev. John Parsons was installed pastor of
First Parish Church in York this week.
—Rev. J. M. W. Smith, of Pittsfield, is engaged to preach one-fourth of the time in Ca-

door above

Compounding Physicians Prescriptions
Is

—

street, in process of erection by Mr. Wescott,

last

Hall’s

one

PUHTI.AM),

IRON AND

Serious Accident.—A staging in front of

week

St. Paul’s

303 Congress St,

First

To take

on

INNTKKTION

the

Increase,.

Neely,
place in

j

Apothecaries & Chemists,

In this city, Jan. 10, by Rev. C. F. Allen, George
A. Card ami Miss Emma L. Sin tb, both of this city.
In this cky, Jan. 10, by Kev. C. F. Allen, John F.
Wil on’rt Herbs, March's Celebrated Trusses and
Green and Miss Marcia C. Sinnot, both ot Portland:
Supporters, Patent Medicines, Hair Restorers, Cialso, by same. Robert W. Higgins and Miss Hannah
gars, Tobacco,
D. Ilawos, both ot Welltieot, Mass.
Artiste’ .Halerial*, Ac., Ac.
In Cape Elizabeth, Jan. in, by Rev. H. M. Vaill,
Prof. Geo. R. Ros-eter, of Marietta College, Ohio,
Jan 22—d2m
and Harriet M. Webster, of C. E.
In Gorham, Jan. 1, by Rev. D. A. Maddox, Edw.
M. Peabody, o» Buxton, and Miss Jennie C. Smith,
of Hollis. Also, by same, Andrew B. Billion and
Eva F Rich, both ol Standish.
Also, Sara’l Nason
KEY, CIIANE, A' CO., Jobbers of
and Miss Mary M. Gilkey, both of Gorham.
Boot* Nbori A Rubber*., have tills day reIn Wiscasset, Jan. 1, It chard T. Ruud left and
moved to new store Nos. 5*4 & 54 Union Street.
Georgie Gilman, daughter of Capt. J. G. White.
While thanking our friends for the patronage exIn Vinalhaven. Jan. 1, Capt. Simeon Co: ant and \
tended to us heretofore we would invite them and the
Mrs. Susan G. Wasgatt.
generally to give us a call at our new place of
In Union, Dec. 29, Capt. Wm. Fountain, of Rockbusiness.
laud, and Miss Martha N. Boggs, of Warren.
Portland.
jal2d2w
January 11, 1867.
In Belfast, Jan. 1, Jas P. Hobbs, ol Hope, and
Nanev M. Miller, of Lincolnville.
C.
J.
In Belfast, Dec. 27, George A. Sherman and Rose
E. Ellis.
In Vinalhaven, Dec. 28, J. C. Ryan, ol Boston,
j
and Lydia F. Carver, ol V.

SPECIAL notices.

Day.

ence

A. G. SCHLOTTEBBECK & CO,

MARRIED.

“The doctor prescribed, as an experiment,—wbat
had been suggested by Dr. (O. W.) Holmes on tils late
visit,—1'Jonaa Whitcomb’s Remedy for Asthma,’ a
teaspoonftil in a wine-glass of wator. to be taken
every four hours. A good night was the result.”
In no case ol purely Asthmatic character has it
l&ilod to give prompt reliel, and, in many cases, a
permanent cure has been effected. No danger need
be apprehended from its use. An infant may take it
with perfect safety. iSee Circular.) Joseph Burnett A Co., Boston, sole proprietors. Sold everywhere.
janl2

—The consecration of the Rev. Dr.
on

UUADBUKY,
Druggist, Bangor.

Jubdtw_
Wanted
A

employed

LEWIS A CO.,
No a Galt Block

PM.VO-fOJf TE.

were the jokes
laughter. The company
separated at the usual time, after one of the
most pleasant reunions it was ever their
good
fortune to enjoy.
p. p.

Corres^nding

Extracts from the “Life of Washington Irving,” by
bia nephew, Pierre M. Irving, vol. iv. page 272:

seueioi'8.

City,

Apply

Excelsior Pain Purer.

Cough*., C’oIiIm und Consumption,
Trv the old and well known VEGETABLE
PIIJIOVAKI BA EMAitl, approved and used
by our oldest and most celebrated Physicians for forty
years past. Get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Druggists,
dec24sNd&w6ni
Boston, Proprietors.

from his physician, and from Mr. Van Buren himself,
express much gratification with the results of its use

woolen cloths of varions kinds and styles per
week.

New York

liOGKBS’

For

days of ex-President Martin Van Buron
were made comfortable by the use of Jona9 Whitcomb’s Asthma Remedy. Letters in our possession
Tn£ last

—The Farnsworth Woolen Mill at Lisbon
Plains, owned largely by the Libby's of this
city, runs six sets of machinery, employs 85 operatives whose monthly pay-roll is about 83,000
consumes about 200,000 pounds of wool annually, and manufactures from 7000 to 8000 yards of

Trinity Chapel,

octlod&wsNOm

N. Y. World and U. S & E. News Association.

shoulders.
—The citizens of Lewiston and Auburn have
agreed to raise 85,000 in aid of the Bates College fund.

take

Help Wanted.
number ot hands

will he
work made out ot the .hop.
ANT
J. T.
to

j

11. If.

not noticing the mistake, stepped off the stairs
and iell to the bottom of the cellar. She was
severely bruised, and the spine injured so
much that she is entirely paralyzed below her

to

DISCOVERY]-

LARGE

plum pudding and pies, many

Stock,.

General tojre-instate R. B. Fuller, Esq., to the
office of Postmaster in that town.
—The Oxford Democrat learns that on New
Year’s day, Mrs. Silvanu3 Poor, ot Andovor(
made a call at the residence of a neighbor.—
On going out sho opened tlie wrong door, and

understand, is expected

GREAT

Last!

Mains’ Elder Berry Wine.

MARI ISTE

of the ludicrousness of the affair be-

Bsc

eight

acres of land, five hundred bushels of oats.—
The market price of this grain is about fiftyfive cents.
—The citizens of Wilton, without respect to
party or color, have petitioned the Postmaster

we

at

SOME

apparent, and while they feasted upon

Passengers,.*......,
a,"j Sundries,
Fr<rivlu8«Ftfi!?-lt’
*
reight and live i,ail?

Samuel
on

Come

Furnishing and Fancy Goods!

guests the sad loss of the favorite dish—and
great was the indignation thereat—but at last

a

j

Shadows.”
The Farmington Chronicle says
Becdy of Phillips, raised this season

For !

>

which, reclined his majesty
Mrs.-was busy as a bee, flit-

was

Square.

A communication from Augusta in the Argus, which appears to be written by one who
claims great familiarity with the inside operations of the Republican party, among other
statements not altogether reliable, alleges that
Hon. William P. Frye was supported by the
Conservative portion of the party, at the caucus of last week, for the nomination of Attor-

turkey would keep just so far ahead of the
dog, who also kept out of the reach of the
broomstick, all parties going at a high rate of
speed, until the lady got fairly exhausted, aud
Nero escaped with his prize. The discomfited
hostess re-entered the house, looking anything
but “mild and lovely,” and announced to the

and great

collision with the horse

[Correspondence of the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 11,1867.

around the yard, into the woodhouse by one
door and out at another, shouting at tbe top of
her voice—“let go, you rascal.”
But still the

sense

in Market

a

Cunaervatiam and Radicalism at Augusta.

Bhip, instantly gave chase with the broom,
continuing the pursuit ot the dog and the fowl

a

janl2—W&wly

Collision.—Yesterday afternoon a countrysleigh was badly damaged, and his load

a

came

wholesale only, at

man’s

fence last,” just as the lady came out of the
cupboard, aud who, seeing the nicely browned
bird going out ot the room ahead of the
dog,
in much the same position as the bowsprit to

Sanborn’s

at

prices.

grocers.

within attracted the attention of Nero, fa large
Newfoundland dog) who, watching his chance>
walked boldly into the dining room aud seized
the turkey by “the part that went over the

of such dimensions that with the addition thus made the wails ut the two safes were
of equal thickness.
Books and papers were
put into each. At 9 1-2 o’clock, A. M. a fire
was made about
them, of dry pine wood, which
was kept up
through the day. About 2 o’clock
black smoke issued from the safe that bad not
the improvement in it,
showing that, even
then, the interior was on fire. Only steam
calne out around the door of the. other.
At 51-2 P. M. the fire was withdrawn.
The safes
continued nearly red hot two hours longer.—
At 7 they were cooled, and half an
hour'later
they were opened. The contents of the thick
wall safe were burnt to aslies. The
contents of
the bail born sale,
although the walls contained but 2 1-2 inches ol cement
filling, were as
sound and fresh as when
put in, and the large
proportion ot the water still remaining showed
that it would have withstood the
fire many
hours longer. Hus experiment
proved to the
gentlemen who witnessed it that a safe with
Mr. Sanborn s improvement will
resist the effects of tire at least three times as
long as any
other safe with the same thickness of
walls
reckoning as a part of the walls in the Sanborn
safe the space which the water vessels
occupy
aud that this invention can be so
applied as to
render a safe fire proof for any length of time
The philosophical points of this new invention
which give it its great value, lie in the tact that
nothing bathed in unconfined steam can be
heated much above the boiling point, and the
water vessels, like everythin" else in the safes
being thus protected, are little exposed to heat
and tlie evaporation proceeds so
slowly that
the water can be made to last as
long as may
be desired. Wo understand this safe will goon
be offered to tbe
public for sale.

olfered,

Mains’ Elderberry Wine is the best remedy in the world for Piles. Buy one bottle and
try it. For sale by all druggists and country

the head of

turkey.

are

We regret to learn that the amiable and estimable wife ot City Marshal Heald is at the
point of death. Yesterday afternoon there
were no hopes of her recovery.

ting from one room to another, putting the
last finishing touches to the table arrangements.
The kitchen being very warm, the outer door
had been left open and the savory odois from

consists iu the adjustment id water vessels inside the safe, next to the walls, in such a way
that, when heated, valves are opened by the
steam which after bathing the heated
walls, escapes through the cracks about the door, carrying off the caloric and keeping down the temthe whole interior to near the boilperature ofthus
ing point,
preserving the contents of the
safe for any desirable length ol' time. At a test
made in Hadley’s brick-yard, in
Somerville,
two weeks ago, a safe witli this
improvement
pres irved its contents entirely uninjured, and
with but a slight draft upon its
capacity,
through a lire that completely destroyed the
contents of a similar*Sat'c withoutit.
Another
experiment was tried at the same place, on Friday last, with still more remarkable results.—
Two safes of similar make and size were
used,
one with walls just half as thick as those of
the
other. Into the safe with the thin walls were

vessels, according

at

—the

Important Invention.
Mr. H. S. Sanboru, of Wisconsin, exhibited,
a few weeks since, before the
Technological Institute, an invention recently patented by him
for improving the tire-proof quality of sates. It

water

Removed.—Messrs. Tukey, Chase & Co.,
who were burned out of Union street, at the
great fire, are back again and have taken the
spacious warehouses Nos. 52 and 54, which
they have stocked with a full line of boots and

his house and dine.
The “gude
wife" had made all things ready, the table was

An

placed

Portland, January 11th, 18C7.

to meet at

themselves.

plan,

dollar should be expended to re-building
the Church in the lower part of the city.
One who was Present.

Sinoulab Robbehy.—A gentleman living
in the suburbs of the city, on Christmas, invited a family gathering, from grandpapas down,

be taken away from them. I was among them.
I heard them talk.
Look at New Orleans,
how our jieople were butchered by the very
police that should have protected them. They
met together unarmed and peaceably, and
they were butchered—ice don’t know how
many! Brethren, I don't go in for pardoning
such men for they don’t ask God to pardon

tial election since, entered upon his 102d year
the 8th inst. Capt. H., though blind, is enjoying good health.
—A salmon dinner, the first of the season,
was served in Bangor on Wednesday.
—Mrs. P. A. Hannaford of Boston, lectures
in Bath on Monday, upon “Sunbeams and
on

Ml.

one

WASTED.

j

_

Stephen's Church.
Mr. Editor:—At the meeting of St. Stephen’s Church, the Rector stated that he promised those who gave him the $13,000, that not

NEW AIM EKTIhEMENTS.

We take pleasure in announcing that the al»«n«naineil article may he found for sale by all Ciiy
Tlic Host Preparation Ever .Undo
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
As a Medicine Mains’ Wine is invaluable, being
For the following Complaints:
and
ALL
among the best, if not the best, remedy for colds
OUS and NEURALGIC PAINS.
ifS'
pulmonary complaints, as well as one of the most
PLEURISY
PAINS
agreeable Beverages. Manufactured from the pure
kheumatism,
and
iuiceot the Gerry,
unadulterated by any impure
toothache.
ngredient, we can Hcnrtilv recommend it to the sick ]
headache, earache,
as a medicine, and to the well, as a beverage.
stiff neck,
of
the
it
addetli
To the days
aged
length,
diphtheria
To the mighty it addetli strength,”
A Card.
'Tie a balm for the sick, a joy for t lie well—
Also invaluable in all cu*»of
!
New York, Jan. 10.—The undersigned have
will be satlsfled.
Druggists uml Grocers buy and sell
Try It and you
Manutbclured and
in announcing to the Newspaper !
sold wholesale and retail by w. w. Royers, Hampden i
illAVXN’ KLDbRBEHBV WINE,
pleasure
Sold in Portland by pi. pp. ppay j
Press of the United States and to the public
Corner, Maine.
nov 27 a n d&wtl'
that the differences which have lately existed
A in., wholesalejuiU retaiL__jataillui*
between themselves, the newspapers and the
Some Folks Can’t Sleep Nights.—We are I
CITY OF PORTLAND.
news organizations which they represent, have
now prepared to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the J
been adjusted satisfactorily to all parties.
It
trade anu the great public generally, with the standill
HERE
AS the City Council, on llie eeveutb day
is a part of this adjustment that all the newsard and invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
\ V of Jan., A. D. 1867, passed an order directing
article surpasses all known preparations for the cure
papers of the country are restored to their foron laying out and widening Streets, i
the
Committee
ot all forms of Nervousness. It is rapidly superceding
mer amicable relations to the New York Assoto consider the expediency of widening f ranklin st.,
every preparation of opium—the well-known result ol
ciated Press, the World retaining membership
to
Commercial Street: therefore,
from
which to to produce oottivonetfl and other Mriena
Congress
in the Associated Press; that the United States
Is hereby given to all parties interested, that
difficulties; it allays irritation, restlessness and spasms, theNotice
and European News Association, w hose con.Joint
Standing Committee of the City Council on
and induces regular action of the bowel
and secretract with the lleuter Company and lease of tive organs.
laying out new streets, will meet to hear the parties
and
view
the pioj»ot»cd way on the 19th day ol Jam,
No preparation for Nervous Diseases ever sold so
the New Orleans and Balize Telegraph are
o’clock in the afternoon, at the corner
transferred to the Associated Press, withdraws
readily, or met with such universal approval. For 1867, ut threeand
Franklin Streets, and will then and
of
Congre>s
Sleeplessness, Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
from that part of their business which includes
there proceed u> deter mine and adjudge whether the
Weaknesses
and
ami
all
.earthl
the
Irregularities,
the sale of news to newspapers, and that a
convenience
requires said street or way to be
menial and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
public
contract for the mutual exchange of news has
laid out.
ot nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remebeen executed between the New York AssoGiven
our
hands ou this eleventh day ol
under
dy known to science. Sold by all druggists. Price $1.
ciated Press and the Western Association.—
January, A. D. 1867.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,
Auo. £. Stevens,
n
Wholesale Agents, Boston.
This adjustment will take effect Saturday
augllsnlyd&w
Edmund Pninney,
night, Jan. 12, 18G7.
Ambrose Uiddings,
W. C. PRIME,
Warren's Cough Balsam.
Jos. Bradford,
President of N. Y. Associated Press.
The best Remedy ever compounded for Cold*,
Elias Chase,
W. P. Files.
C oughs, C'nlarrh and Consumption, and all
diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
Committee on Laying out and widening Streets.
janl'd7t
03^For sale bv all Druggists. Manufactured by

turns show that there were only lour wolves
killed in the entire State during the year.
—Capt. David Hinckley, of Livermore in
this State, who voted for Washington at his
first election, and has voted at every Presiden-

j

Long Sought

disthat
divthe

trict,
section of the State, praying Congress to
ide the Slate and let the loyal men of
western halforganizc anew State government.
If this cannot he done, they urgentiy ask a reorganization of the present State government
on a loyal basis.
The sighuers of the memorial embrace many of the leading men of
Western North Carolina, and it is looked upon
as one of the most important papers presented
at this section of Congress.

there were two hundred and sixty-five bears
killed in this State. In Penobscot county
alone there were one hundred and nine killed,
and in the town ot Lincoln torty-tive. The re-

age which

been made in this city since the fire, the store
of Messrs. A. G. Schlotterbeck & Co., 303 Congress Street, ranks undoubtedly among the

Ah Outsider’*

_

an

prom the Charlotte
Carolina, and 1438 citizens of

elect
representative
North

—Returns received at the office of the Secretary of State, show that during the last year

Amongst the many improvements that have j

A tavorite

is

to

SPECIAL Nomn.

dis-

Washington

Among tlio document* laid before the House
to-day was a memorial signed by A. H. Jones,

—Postmaster General Randall has appointed E. Brown, Postmaster at Webb’s Mills,
vice It. M. Webb, deceased.

which in religion protested against the Papacy. Wiclcliffe sustained the same relation to
the popular movement for moral and intellectual freedom which Robin Hood, a century before, bad sustained to the nuveinent for political liberty. The lecture itself was full of tlie

Entice—International Steamship Co.
City of Portland—Widening Streets.

with straight, regular
this style with pride, and

women

wear

Adverliiwmviii. To-l*«v*

Ni-w

A

Carolina.

North

patch of Thursday says:

Dr.

Leathe &

Ofore,

THE

Flour, Meal,

lOO

WIU-.AM^

HALVE!1

NOTICE.

_

—

1

BY

^^'Second-hand

I^HAT

Morton’s

Gold P4

XXXIX 00NGBE88—SECOND SESSIONBY

Washington, Jan.

TELEGUAPIt TO THE

PORTLAND

DAILY

—--

Mr. Sumner presented a petition of the
loyal
citizens of Arkansas for the overthrow ol the
present State government, and reorganization
by Congress. Referred to the Committee on

PRESS-

1867.

Reconstruction.
Mr. Wade, from the Committee on Territo
ries, reported back favorably the bill to provide
a surveyor and other officers of
Idaho.

-^

LEGISLATURE OF MINE.
[special

The House bill to enforce, the
ameunment to the
Constitution, was refer™
eierred
to the Judiciary Committee.
The House bill to provide a
New York

thirteenth

dispatch to the daily press.]

State House,

Livkepdol, Jan. 11, Noon.
1 ho Brokers' Circular report* the sales of cotton foi
the week ending to-day at 41,000 bales. The markei
Iw* generally been dull and quiet, and a
Hlight decline is noticeable
during the week. The markei
opened dull to-day and with but little activity; salei
to-day are not likely to exceed 8,000 bales. Middliui
upland* are still quoted at 14Jd. The market for Fe
troleum is not so active; Pennsylvania and Canadi
refined declined to 1* 7d per gallon.
London, Jan. 11. Noon.
American Securities.—The
following are th<
opening quotations for American Securities: Illinoii
S1United
States 6-20’s at
£,c,ntr£j*aJ!r?,adSi‘arC9
72^. Erie Railroad shares 44.
A dispatch from Frankfbrt-on-the-Main
says Uni tec
States 5-20’s closed last evening at 76^.
_

SENATE.

-—-—-—

Saturday Morning, January 12,

WASHINGTON.

11.

assas?*1* p““

AuousTA.Jan.il.

SENATE.

to examine

pending

in

into the
legality of the ordinance
the City Council of Washington,

granting the use of certain streets to the Baltimore Sc Ohio Railroad.
Adopted.
A resolution
ditccting the Secretasy of War
to remove the wreck of the steamer Scotland
from the entrance ol New York harbor, was

salary, Messrs. Hersey, Fairbanks
Mason, Bobie and Perkins.
Mr. Holbrook presented the petition of Chas
passed.
W. Warren and others for amendment of the ;
Mr. Lane intrnduced a bill to amend the act
law regulating pogy fishery; also several peti- ! providing for callii-g out the national forces.—
The amendments are of a minor character. Retions for assumption by the State of municipal
ferred to the Judiciary Committee.
war debts.
Mr. AVade introduced a bill providing for the
Several unimportant orders were referred
reorganization of the Courts of Montana, and
legalizing the third and fourth sessions of the
Adjourned.
Governor’s

—

Territorial Legislature. Referred.
Mr. Grimes introduced a
resolution, which
was adopted,
instructing the Committee on

house.

Papers from

the Senate were
duly referred.
Petition of H. M. Payson, President of the
Leeds & Farmington
Bailroad, for authority
to lease or sell said
of several

hesoeetionn adopted.

Tariff

Bill Reported

by Senate*]

Fessenden.

“»•*-

inducti«JVhi?n11^2eyi?tr0^Uce^ai‘e80Jution
ing the C ommittee on the District of Columbia

The several papers introduced in the Hous<
yesterday were duly referred.
The Senate added to the committee to take
into consideration the propriety of raising the

National League Convention
of Colored Men.

APPOINTMENTS,

At.

..
Washington, Jan. 11.
luc National
Equal Rights League Convert
tion ot Colored Men have
passed a series o
resolutions embracing the
following points */lst, The right to wield the ballot, because w< !
are Amet ioan citizens and as
such entitled tt »
it. Jd, Because we are
tax-payers, and assucl 1
full representation in Stab
jU8t*y entitled
and federal Government.
3d, Because we an
patriots, and as such have proved our loyalt]
to the country
our
by
self-sacrificing behavioi
in the hour of our
great trial. 4th, Because ii
is a natural and
inherent right, pertaining t(
every native born American citizen, whetluei
white or black, who has reached his
ms&ioriSv
A committee was
appointed to wait upon tlu
Reconstruction Committee and ask for a bu$i
ness interview.
a.*.

«as

_

T PROSPECTUS
For

DAILY

coupons,1864..* .7! .*.7!10£»
1051
issue!.’.’.’.’. .104i

U.

993

Paper Enlarged

now

year

we

present®

size of the

Village, Cape Eliizabeth.

sold at a bargain, if applied for soon,
a new If story House.
Said House is 21 by
31 feet with an L i2 by 22 feet, finished
throughout,
situated within sixty rods of the Ferry Office,
an'|
Terms : One half dow n, the balance in one and
J

of our daily edition is equivalen
addition of between three and four columns t
its size. Tbis additional space will be devoted to de
tails of important events, which we have heretofor ,
been obliged to give in brlof, and to selections fron
current literature, grave or gay, such as we havi 1

■

lately

been

obliged

to omit

Possession given immediately.

herry\

altogether.

ASA

T. WEBSTER.

illago,C.E., ,lan. 8, 1867.
Janudgw*
House for Sale.
the
ror?er oflaneoln and Anderson
*

What the character of

tl.h

oL

*1%,. TerS,"^
HoSe|‘

J_tt,16lw_

!

|

—

WE

—

^J,rt,t

—

t£V£pS‘h0e£dar‘Ol<,>

Store',!10®10n;

Desirable
N

THE

12—dti__

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.
ri>HE Oxford House,
pleasantly situated in the vilX
oi
lage

Fryeburg, Oxford county, Maine. Is ottered for sale at a bargain, it applied
tor soon.
The House is large, iu good
repair, with lumiturc
and fixtures
throughout, together with all necessary
outbuildings.
For Aill particulars inquire ol
HOKATIO BOOTHBY,
Or Hanson ft Dow, 345 Congress st. Proprietor.
Fryeburg, Sepf. 29,laCG.
dtf

WILL sell my farm near Allen’s Corner Westbrook, about three miles tirom Portland, one mile
from horse ears, aud Westbrook
Seminary.
Said farm coutains alnjut 100
acres, part of it very
valuable for tillage, and part ol it for
lots.
There is a good house, two large barns, building
and out houses on the premises,
it will be sold together, or iu lots
to suit purchasers
CYltUS THU

I

JE. S. WORMELL
Middle street, takes pleasure |n anthat he will on

nouncing

TUESDAY,

JAN. 1,

1867,

his

open

NEW PHOTOGRAPH GALLERY
At No. 316

Congress Street,

[Opposite mechanic.’ Ball,]
where he will be pleased to wait on hie friends and

the

public
Grateful for past patronage, he hopes by strict attention to business to merit a renewal oi the same.
Persons wishing lor
FIRST
of

CLASS

all styles and sizes

PICTURES

are

invited to call.

Picture* colored in Oil, Water Color* aud
India Ink bj one of the best Artist*
in the State.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Special

paid to Copying of all descriptions.
£p~All work warranted to give satisfaction.
N. B—Work done for Photographers in ink or
Colors at reasonable rat
JanleodSm

dec!8dtf_

attention

Marbleized Slate Mantles!

Expressly Prepared

Superior in Appearance,

More Durable and at
Half the Price of Marble.
T. B. STEWART.

THE

005 Sixtk Are. New Verb.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue with prices. Imdcl8

Iron Store Fronts and Columns

GOODIEWS!
FOB

ALL!

Goods S

»4if£

1IOF.V/

—

J

Revised Price List t

■

Beading

family.

novl0e_d3ro_Portland,

NEW

GO O D S!

Merchant Tailor,
fall,

lie

Fine

40.

17.
4®.

Bleached

ings,
Heavy Cotton Flannel,
Beet quality

45c

Red all Wool

33c

40.
‘4®*

“

Gray all Wool
Shirting

goods

33c

White

“

40.

“

45c

Balmoral Skirts,

44,00

Prints,

NOTICE^

4®

wool

All

ALL

Restorative

Very Good, yard wide, Brown Sheeting,
Fine, yard wide, Brown Sheeting,
Heavy
All tho heat makes, yard wide, Bleached Sheet-

FROST,

Blankets,

pr pair,
All wool Casslmerc,
75

c

All wool Tweods,

.

75

4®*

44,®®
former price 41,45
former price 44,0®

All wool Plaids,
75 c former price 41,45
Cotton and Wool Plaids,
50 c former rrice 75.

S !

<>

>•

«

37 c former price 64c

«

<•

■<

35

c

former price SOc

Union Beaver,

41,50 former price 43,50

Moscow

45,00 former price $7,50
—also—

IHAIR

BLACK AND COLORED SILKS,

C.karga,

Thibet., Mohair., Alpae
caa, (black and colored), Caaksacrea,

Cloaks at Cost!
LEACH, PARKER

DR.

1
1

I

eicCaogesdCd

lO^uilmo bnchi5CU'C

,.

Approved Styles

Patterns,

er^Wv enLiro»?Ianid

fiiUei

o^and

i0?8
£**

best in the world for
Stair-Posts. Halls, Counters or anv
amd of f urniture. This Polish
has lieeu used by Mr
Crossman for the last twenty
years, giving nerfec^sat
isfacUon
wise

I. is

?
‘JT“ defaced,
^uJ!dr®d
easily

fcKSjSty

warranted” Slid S^Vmwra-'
of
and

degs.

Is not othcrt urniture polished with
it will
^ use in five minute. M-

“nd

tvCti
wrtaepntonrulffL bottle, any

tbe

heat,

Directions on the bottle.

Reference—Messrs

ft
ueerin;*.
I

Manufactory
head
Green
dec28dtl
of

376
st.

Frost,Capt Inman,USA,
Jr ’w“
BeDj
Phillips

place

deposit their rnbliish
S. HOUNDS

tm

Preservative!

Sold Wholesale and He
tail by
w.
^

DUnSFIELD,

at

the U. S. HOTEL, Portland, Nov.
ARRIVED
5»U, ami will remain fill Feb. 1st, wliere he
bo

can

blmumss. Deafness, Catarrh,
Aural Polypus, Discharge from
the Ears, NoLcs in the head,
Berotala, Sole Eyes,
Films and all Diseases of the
consulted

EYE,

to

announce

upon

Bronchitis, Nasal and

be

Language

REV. C. PALFREY,
Pastor of 1st Parish, Belfhat
MR. W. M. RUST,
Editor of “Belfast Age.”

[From the Bangor Whig tf Courier.]
IROY, Me., Oct. 30.
Carpenter, Dear Sir:—On the2dd of February lust, 1 placed myself under your treatment lor
Discharge of the Ear, which had continued so long
and was so great as to affect my hearing. After upplying the medicine prescribed by you two months,
my ears were entirely well and remain the same.
Db.

Most

[From Maine Farmer
In defiance of physicians and .U remedies, I suffered excruciatingly from Scrofulous dure Lyes ten
yean, being frequently confined to a dark room. The
remedies Dr. Carpenter prAcrified last September, at
Bangor, cured them entirely, and they remain so.
I

CATARRH.
[From the Kennebec Journal qf Augusta.

Catarrhfruitsmost^diAgree-

I have been cured of
able form, of many years’ standing, bv Dr.
Carpen
ter. 1 suffered from pains, dullness and
tightness m
my head, continued discharges, great difficulty in
talking and breathing, felt as if I had a bad cold the
whole time, and suffered intensely to the
great impairment or my health, and was quite discouraged
for all I had doctored was of no bene tit. But thanks
to Dr.
skill, 1 now have uone ol these
troubles. 1 reside in Whitelield,
EPHRAIM MARKINER.

on

Carpenter’s

am]

Spring Streets; Rev. E. Bolles; Dr. Fitch, 87 State
Street; Dr Chadwick 295 Congress Street; Dr. Ludwig ; C. O. Files Esq. Principal of Portland Acade-

[From the Maine Farmer.]
I suffered from Catarrh over 20
years. Last winter,
when 1

my.

10.

dtf

Meeting.

!

meeting of the Board of Trade ol
be belli at the
THEPortland will
OMce sf tbr
Oeenn Inanrancr

I

1

annual

new

Csnpsny, on MONDAY
EVENING, January 14th, 1867, at 7} o’clock, for the
choice of officers for the ensuing year, and the despatch of such oilier bulinesa as may legally come before the meeting. Prompt attendance Is desired.
M- -s. RICH, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 7, 1867.
.Ini'
FAIXTS AX I)

Drugs,

S.I.

171 Middle St,

consulted Dr.
I had frequent and
a bad cough, and
my health so
much reduced that myself and friends were
apprenensive ol serious consequences ; but Dr.
Carjienter
cured me. I am now well, and free from Catarrh.
W. N. SOULE,
cor. bewail and Coart streets,
Augusta, Sept.

Carpeulcr.

copious discharges,

Board of Trade—Annual

14,1866.

STATEMENTS OF THE PRESS.
All the published Cer tiff cates of Dr. Carpenter
bona Jide.—[Maine Farmer.
The

Certificates, published

In

our

are

columns, of Dr.

cures are bonajide to our own
Carpenter's
knowledge.
He Is all he
to

professes
be, and will not humbug or
deceive the public.—[Kennebec
Journal, Augusta.

OILS.

Medicines,

KATIE LAND.

Paaaadnnikeag, Me., 1866.

(From the Maine Farmer.]
I was nearly blind with Scrofujous Bore Eyee four
years, being confined to a dark room and sufieruig
excruciating pain a great portion of the lime. I consulted many physicians without relief. Dr.
Carpenter cured uie. My sight Is now good. 1 reside In
Vaasalboro’.
Mrs. P. B. LANCASTER.

the part of Prof. L. de
M. to enable his pupils to make the most rapid proand
his
exertions
to si>eak the French langreas,
by
guage In tbe shortest time.
Applications as to the terms may be made by lettei
or otherwise, at 52 Free St, or at Messrs
Bailey &
Book store. Exchange st.
Noyes
References are klmlly permitted by the following:

January

SUSAN V. HATHAWAY.

BLINDNESS.

BY

Pobi'LAND.—Bov, Dr. Dalton, corner South

Respectfully,
Miss

language and Literature In the McGill Uniand High School of Montreal. Canada East.
Prof. Lfc-ON de MONTIER begs leave to say that
he Is prepared to give Lessons in the above
Important brancoh of modern education, both in Sehools
and private families. Classes may also be formed
by
gentlemen and laities desirous of acquiring a thorough knowledge and the fiuent speaking of the
French Language.
Prof. L. de M.’s method of teaching French will
smooth in a great part the difficulties of beginners
whilst to more advanced pupils he will imjiart a proficiency ol speaking, together with the pure Parisian
accent, to deservedly esteemed by all well educated
people.
Nothing shall be wanting

the Dr.’s Office.

DEAFNESS.

PROF. LEON DE MONTIER,
France; graduated in the Academic de ParFROM
is Unlversitie de France. Late Professor In the

In

seen at

Belfast, Me., Nov 27, 1866.
During 10 years I grew totally Ueai In one ear and
so deaf in the other that 1 was unable to hear unless
aduroasd very loudly, and had dlsagreeab.e noises in
my hea 1. Was obliged to absent myself from church
and society ou that account. 1 consulted an eminent
physician in Boston without relief, and supjiosed 1
must always remain deal, but about two vear*
ago I
applied to Dr. Carpenter; alter the application of a
course of his treatment, 1 could hear a watch tick 6
leel from either ear, and my hearing remains pencet.
1 am 66 years of age, and reside on
High street, Belfast, Maine, where any person can see or bear from
Mrs. F. A. LEWIS.
We have been acquainted with Mrs. Lewis for years
and, know she was deaf and now hears, and believe
the above statement to be correct.

and Literature

TAUGHT

Dye

Dr. Carpenter has entirely cured persons In this
clDr who have been uuder treatment at the
Eye and
Ear Infirmaries without
being bene titled.—[Belfast

stnlBs, Window Glass.
AGENTS FOB

Several marked

Forest River .£ Warren Lead Co. ’a

WILLIAMS,

■

under

our

observ-

Daily Press Job Office,

SON,

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

BBONFlIiLD STREET,

BOSTON ,
AND

come

179 Commercial Street.

TARBELL &

MANUFACTURERS

have

class of diseases which he treats, and rare fill to
promise only what lie can perform.-l
Bangor Whig * Umr
See other Certificates in City papers,
dec 21—dim* wit*

GAS AND COAL OIL

No. 11

cures

ation, and we have conversed with many others who
have been bcuetitted by Dr. Carpenters treatment
and we have become sat is Lied that he is skillftil in the

Nos. 5 and 6 Commercial Wharf, Boston.

DEALERS

BOOK, CARD,

IN

& JOB PRIMlfl,

Executed with Neatness and Despatch.

Chandelier's,
Brackets,
Lamps, &c,

Having completely refurnished

our office since the
Great Fire, with all kinJs of .N«w Material,
Presses, dc..ve are prepared on the shortest possible notice to accommodate our
friends and tbe public with

#

BAS FITTING in all ita branches.
BAS

STOVES, for Cooking and Heating.
CHANDELIERS, LAMPS, Ac, Rc-Gl

Posters,

_no21eod3m

A

j

Cards,

And every lUecri^ti

Mercantile

CHRISTMAS

Ha.

a

Kid
■*

•»*T

I*rintinff.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS,
Catalogues, &c.,

FROST

Which tor neatness and dispatch cannot be surpassed

fresh Stock ot

tOrders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

Gloyes
at

Low

_

! Daily

Brices l

179

•fWerlAwaewned Trefoaae,
Cloihildc, at only

No. 4

ot

We have superior facilities for the execution ot

YEAR’S.

M.

Offer

.u

-AND-

AS THE HOLIDAYS ARE APPROACHING

To

CIKCULABS.

Tugs, Blanks, Labels,

jan7dlw»_

A*.

Programmes,

BILL-HEADS,

GOOD Horae and Sleigh for sale cheap.
Inquire at
GRAHAM’S Iron Foundry,
100 Green .erect,

®*® Pr*'

septio—dlf_Wharuhgcr.
Warren’s Water-Proof
Leather

Snte^riM

Oculist and Aurist,

TEJKTHI TEETH! TEETH 1
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth
by Elkctbicitv without pain. Persons
having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor salt
lor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a few patientswitfa board
snd treatment at his house.
0“c®
fr0U1 * O’clock A. M. to 12 M.; trom 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 tn the evening.
Consultation tree.
novlti

300 P"’

to

novl&iti

DR. CARP EN TE R,

LADIES

W. & A.

up

Notice.
TJEHSONS clearing the ruins or digging cellars can

X
dud a good
Franklin Wharf.

terms.

Who have cold bam-s and
leet; weak stomachs 1amand weak
backs; nenrout and sick headache; dUxiness and swimming-in the
head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain In the side and back;
leucoirhma, (or whites); inning of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, pohrnus, and all that
Ions
train of diseases will find In Electricity a sure means
of cure.
For painiul menstruation, too -.uluse
menstruation, and all ol those long line of troubles
"itbyoung billies, Electricity Is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the suftfcrer to the
vigor oi health.

stairs, opposite
S. C. RIGGS, Agent.
Portland. Maine.

Congress st,

Congress Street,

Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazy
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elastic,
ity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to bear ami
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes oi
youth are obliterated; the aouuibnts of mature lne
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

It by following
*

Co, W.
Co, Samuel Rolf, H.

HOLMES,

UP'Sales of any kind ol property in the City or vicinlty, promptly attended to on the most tarorable

By Electricity

The

C. & L.

Forage
Co., H. H. Hay &

IV.

AUCTIONEER,
360

Rider

complaints.

™*Seventv-PlveandFit-

one can use

stOT^
JSS^STVoSSS:
by Burgess, Fobes &
F.

fiSl |

MMdld^tanrSl-?'cs

respectfully

Mess. Carter & Dreser’s

at

7—dtt

C.

Horse and Sleigh for Sale.

d3w

to all.

I

newEve^f whb'Lf?110”8,

he would

APPRAISER,

citizens ol Portland and vicinity, that he
s
permanently located tn this city. During the throe
we
have been tn this city, wc have cured some
years
ol the worst forms of disease In
poisons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and cuilnv
patients In so short a time that the question is otu D
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this iiuestlci
we will say that uil that do not
i CfF" Id most cases the remedies can be applied at
stay cured, we
doctor the second time without charge.
I homo without interfering with the imUenis occupaDr. D. has been a practical Electrician lor
twenty
one years, aud is also a regular
graduated pliysiciai, | tion.
Electricity U perlectly adapted to ebruuie diseases i c
the form of nervous or sick headache; neurai-i.i ,i
Artificial Eye* I user led Wlthwwt Paia.
the bead, neck, or extremities;
consumption“wb»
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not lull}
CONSULTATION AT OFFICE FREE,
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula bit
Letters must contain One Dollar to ensure
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
an answer.
ol the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
palsy or orparalysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, dealhess, summering
hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigesHO,TIE TESTIMONY.
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles_we cute
The Testimonials below are all received in this
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchiState, and can be readily investigated by those desirtis, strictures oi the chest, aud all forms of leiuale ous
of so doing. Hundreds of other certificates can

| Crossman’s UnionFuniitnre Polish! iYEW
Polishing Mahogany
THEWalnut,

j

January

Nearly Opposite the United States Hetel

WHERE

bailey,

Office 176 Ff re St,

Electrician

Bronzei1-

Polish,
Crossman’s Polish.

|

m.

Deering Block:,

JanlO

R

IS

& CO,

Grossman’s

I

AND

at H

MIDDLE STREET.

174

s.

Auctioneer & Commission Merchant

n7 DEMING,

W.

Medical

CONGRESS STREET.

d*2Je*^1“d

I

our

will be closed out at prices
conforming to the present
oj the market.
All our large stock of

I UKtrAN “JJS1

commence

J.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

E.

state

—

3 shares York a Cumberland Railroad.
Terms cash.
JOSEPH ILSLEY,
Jan. 5,1867-dtd
Administrator.

Portland,

dren aud others, at 25cts. per hour. Children under
twelve (12) years fifteen cents.
N. S. FKltNALD.
Portland, Dec 19th, 1866.
dc22dtf

DRESS GOODS

5

the Euro{*ean and North AmeriRailroad Company.
Penobscot R. It. Company,
Portlauu a Rochester Railroad Co.
*90,40 scrip in
do
do
Central Railroad Company.
♦1700 Androscoggin a Kennebec Stock Bonds.
8 shares Mount
Washington Road.

course of

Sleigh

at public auction, on
at 11 o’clock A. M.,
Son, 178 Fore street,

10 shares
lb bharcs

FIXTURES!

All Wool DeLaian,

obtXed will b!

—— -.-

a

a

can

Dec4—TuThStly

Silk and Waal and all Waal
Poplins,

Steph-

let*°

for

H. Wood

tho office of W.

Portland,
$‘sft,50t) Bonds of

THE

both plain and figured,

DYE

Wood's estate,

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 16th, 1867,

at

pioprietor is now prepared with his BOAT
SLEIGH “ENTERPRISE,” to carry parties in
or out of the city at the shortest noitce. On
Wednesday anti Saturilay afternoons, (when pleasant) will
leave head of State Street at 2
o'clock, to carry chil-

CRAFTS &

In fact all

Stocks at Auction.
FlUKSL’ANT to a license from tho Hon. J. A WaL
tcrmaii, Judge of Probate for Cumberland counas Administrator oi John M
ty. the subscriber,
will otter for sale

clothing.__dccSldtf

_

and

JunlOdtd_Office

versity

Leach, Parker & Co’s

—

Whip,
"sleigh,

French

JUST LOOK AT

■

ON

Floor Managtra—Thomas Parker, James Rooney
James £. Marshall, Robert Dow, Patrick McCail-rty
William li. Kalor.
Messrs. O’Riley and Bodkin will take charge of tLe

Ho

&e7, utAuc-

tion.

ASSEMBLIES,

to

g““"ri“

SATL RDAY, .Jnn 12th, at It
o'clock A hi
on the new Mark?, lot. Lime
street, we shall sell
Horses, new and second hand Sleighs, Puna,
in,uJ.
**’ Uuhii‘
Sleds. Ac.
Blankets,
Also 1 doubl
with shafts and pole, built to
order, lined with Pluah anil Mulled with curled hair
HENRY BAILEY <& SON, Auctioneers
176 Fore street.

A.

Dancing

*

Sleighs, Fungs, Itobes,

MACAU LEY,

H. Chandler, Prompter.
o’clock precisely.

French

X>ry

BJwau.ud!U"‘

supported by the entire company.
New Nceuery, Music, Appointments, Ac.
Cir'See Programmes.
JanSdtf

give a

Auction.

10 A. M., will Im
wxta, Silver Plata, Toalso slum and Drawers
of Pry Honda.

bacc^'u.^
r‘t“’.
bacco, Bitad,
Lemons;

assisted lry the favorite Actor

SIX

Auctioneer.,

ds" >*tb, at
(’ch*mber

Johnwitn,

It

CO.,
PLUM STREET.
A

Groceries, Carpets, Art*., at

GRIFFITH GAUNT!

A.

Jatkltd

PATTEN

Ear and Throat.

PHOTOGRAPHS !

---

CHARLES STAPLES & SON,
Iron Founders,

BLOW,
105 Commercial St.

90

»•

who will appear this Evening In the new DramuUiation oi Chan. Route's celebrated
novel of

I.

be sold.

must

SENSATION J

B.

reserve.

tk-sr 'Due notice will be giveu oi the commencement
day of sale, previous to which the goods will be ready
lor examination.
No postponement.
Every lot

triumphant uccckbs op

Farm for Sale.

formerly No.

without

I.r*sees dfc Managers.

For Lease.
valuable lot of land corner ot MiJiUe and
Plumb Streets, for a term of
years. Enquire
I Of
C. C. MITCHELL Ot
Aug. 28, 18CC—dti1»8 Fore SON,
Street.
House for Sale, No 32 Myi lle Street. En;•! quire at No. 8 Central Wharf.
[L July

...

EoidSh

Portland Theatre.

and closing with a GRAND BALL.
Tickots for the Course, including the Ball, will be
$5.00; Evening Tickets, $1.00; Ball Tickets, $1.50.
Lff 'Music by- CUandicr’s full Quadrille Band, D.

sepll-dtt

Nil,

IIAI.L.

_

MR.

l.ln,o[

CaaTuuena
Ey^ LnZwi

*1,30, to bo obtained of the
COMMITTEE OF AKUANOEMNTSLeonard Pennell,
(1. w. D. Pridhaiu
Mm. Uennessy,
Frank Fickett,
1
I. W. Downing
Augustus L. Chase,
Wiu. Strong,
Ceo. 1- Whitmore,
B. F. Nelson,
E. O. Waite,
A. D. Fickett,
C. W. Bean,
,1. H. Bussell,
Andrew Nelson,
Allred J. Haskell.
FLOOR MANAGERS :
A. D. Fickett,
Prnitlent. L. Pennell,
Augustus L. Chase,
Sec'ii, Wm. Uennessy,
Wm. Streug,
Beuj.F. NMron,
Andrew Nelson.
full
Mnsic by Chandler’*
Quadrille Hand.
Janlldtit

Miss Rachel

2*

“*•

aSoSad

tjfteudl

Or- Tickets,

NEW

at

“>« *»“ “^ck that has
been
,,
tion
this season, cousIsUng of goods ottered at aucy y°r
trade, and every lot
tect. ibla stock coualata In
part,
aucb
aa Lmoit shirt,uga and
Shootluga, Pillow
W hue and brown Table lramaak, buda
Toweling of every style and quality, llauinak
kins add Doylies, Fine Limn Udkla, Ft ouch
ami American Guilts, t ashim-ie, Long and >,uuarShawl*, Dick* Goods in gi eat variety. g\lao broadcloths, Doeskins, (.'ahsiun-res, Plaid*, Satllnetts Ladies and Gents Hosiery, together with a general assortment of Dry Goods, all oi which must he sold

At-

Bi*well A Brewne,

10 A. U.

entire‘

Thursday Kveniny, Jan 17, '67,
MECHANICS’

U»ud«y, .t

Tu*s<i»y, Jan is,
SApEM< °Md <™ulr'!10
“^g ™T1 •«■"»»“

-on-

AT MECHANICS’ HALL,
Commencing Monday Erc’g, Jan. 1 th,

Dana’s Wharf, measuring 72
by 150 feet. For further particulars inquire
JONAS H. PEKLEY,
Oct 18 tf
or W. S. DANA.

*£hio,

Oa ExbibiliBB

subscribers offer for sale the lot of land
THE
the southerly side ot Commercial
Street, head ot

«^y

At Auction.

1

and Civic Ball

Military

will

on

Tt___

Danger
Turkey

firemen’s,

SALE,

COMMERCIAL STREET.

mu

Ten-forties.!' *!!!!!!!!!!*

Woolen and Linen Goods,Blankets,
Shawls, Dress Goods, &c.,

Lots The Irish American Relief Assoeia’n

Store

FOR

TUElK

grand annual

ETchiuTgesJck

saffissgfiwjr1’*

.MAj.

GIVE

«. FATTEN A VO., AHU«««n,
PLUM STREET.

TENTH

two years.

the paper thus enlarged wil i
be, its past history will show. The Press was es
“hwiiouse, one and a halt stories,
n
a«*«lL
v. iLhan
Trea-iiry
series'.77.104] tablished primarily to represent the Republican par
well ot water, Ac
ell—good
House nearly
o3* ty of Maine. It was impossible for the controlling hntyheth UotdOhyes. Price
11 hi
of
the
State
to
remain
in
voiceless
this
party
Erie,.
city
7.A«J*
PATTERSON & OHADBOURNF
Erie preferred.!!.!!.!!.
The Press will continue to defend the principles o;
76
Dealers In Iteal Estate,
‘■Mirton Block >*
Hudson.
131i
the Liberal party of America. The war has closec
Next above the Prebte
Reading.7.7777.
one
in
our
national
great
cycle
Michigan Central,./. 7. 77.7.7.7; 7.106
history—the cycU
TV OTICE. 1 will sell on tavorable terms as to
Michigan Southern,..77.7*..80
during which aristocracy at the South and democra; AT
Illinois Central,,.
payment, or let for a term of years, the loti?™.
11a
at
the
North
side
cy
grew
up
by side, a period 01 | the corner ol Middle and Franklin street, and ™
Cleveland & Toledo.
193
Franklin street, Including the corner ol Franklin and
and conflict, resulting in an appeal to arms
Chicago & Rock Island.
jealousy
102
PaciUe Mail.
and the victorious supremacy of the democratic prin- ! Pore streets. Apply to 1VM. HILLIARD, Ban,.or
7.16
or SMITH A REED,
Attorneys, Portland, jylgti
ciple. We have entered on a sta'.o of transition, which
nud
Brighton
Cambridge Markets*
seems likely to prove longer than most of us antici
POR8ALS, In Gorham, tuteen minutes walk
I
from the Depot, a nearly new, neat
Amount of stock at Market for the w ek ending
Cottage
pated. The Press will insist upon a settlement House, Barn and
January 9tli: Cattle, 1928; Sheep and Lambs, 8555 : which will secure the fruits of our
outbuildings,having all the convenvictory. Nothing iences und in prime condition. It is situated near a
*at
'•
The
table
„ho^'
0>ir
following
shows
the amount from each State.
grove aud a suort distance from the County read.
We must have de; is settled till it is settled right.
Apply to
J. E. STEVENS.
Maine,. 155
l38n
mocracy at (he South as well as at the North—equal
New Hampshire. 43
Gorham, July 17.
1^54
I rights for all secured by equal laws, freedom of
Vermont. 466
3913
1
First Class Houses for Sale.
speech, freedom of the press, impartial suffrage. Of
Massachusetts. 40
92o
New York. 92
the profound convictions of the Republican party of
166
offer tor sale the eight first class brick
houses,
estorn States.1096
1483
recently built by us, situate. 1 on Pine Street
Maine, the Press will remain a faithful exponent.
Canada. 36
3g
I between Clark and Carleton Streets.
PRICES, Beef Cattle -Extra, $ 13 26 @ 13 50; first
The present year will probably witness the extenThese houses are.thoroughly built, with slate
rood),
*12 50@13 00; second quality, $11 00@12 00;
sion of the telegraph round the world. The complebrick drains, and marble mautolpleres
?,ua^tv'
third quality, 10 uogli oo per 100 lbs
throughout
total weight
(on
will be sold at a low price, and on
They
tion
of
that
will
ot hides, tallow and dressed beef.)
great enterprise
very favoracompel a change, ble terms.
j
Apply at our office. No. 274 Danfbrtli SC
•***! brat quality Beef, m. ludes
.1 K?tra
nothing but | which has already begun, in the management of
J. ii. BROWN A SONS,
tlie best-laj’ge latblall-led oven
; second quality In
or WM. H.
news-papers. The leading features of the world's
Real Estate Agent, opposite the
JERRIS,
eludes the best hay-fed
oxen, best still-fed cowes
Preble
House.
will
be
from
to
history
registered
day
day by the telr9 «
ordinary consists of
October 16, 1866.
l,ree-yearodate
hulls and the
dtt
refuse ol Jots.
egraph. The expense of special dispatches from all
Working Oxen- -Sales at *HI0 to 250
of
to
the
world
will
according
parts
too
for
6
prove
great
single
House Lots on India St., for Sale.
qu-hty and lancy ol the purchaser.
and correspondence will regain someT?NQUIRE of
CONANT A RANB,
#32t°45'- ‘^ee years old, newspapers,
thing ot its old importance. Newspaj>er associations
153 Commercial Street,
or on
ii
jkj
p a vvifvw
or news agents will assume the task of
'",lnaryfurnishing
Portland, Nov. 21,
the daily dispatches, while correspondents will furdtf_

series.77.lOlj
.104]

Seven-Thirties,

WILL

be

WILL

enlargement

to the

!

Ferry

AILTIOY SALES.

Portland Associates-Ex Fives |

youuj

House and Lot tor Sale at

larges

reported irom the innance (.0 nun it tee
Naval Affairs to enquire into the
by Senator Fessenden. The
expediency
committtee adopt Commissioner Wells* bill as
ol temporariiy
the
Norfolk Navy Yard
closing
a basis, with
I he consideration of tho bill to
amendments, and present it as a
regulate the
substitute for the House bill. It
road; petitions
tenure of office was resumed.
adopts the j
rate of the House bill
lodges of Good Templars for alteration of liquor
Mr. Van Winkle offered an
substantially on wools
amendment that
woolens, and the classification of the House Ii
law; petition of town of Limerick; also the all civil officers shall he appointed for four and
bill ou iron, with a
slight increase in the rate*
town of Baldwin, to make valid the doings of years, unless e different tenure is prescribed bv
J
on non
above those suggested in Mr. Wells'
law. Disagreed to.
comsaid towns, were referred to appropriate
The-tree list is
report.
Mr. Hendricks moved to strike out
substantially the same.
that part
ot the third section which
Brandy continues at $3 per gallon: on all other
mittees.
provides that if no sp.rits
manufactured
or
distilled grain or other
An act to incorporate the Eureka Paper appointment by the consent of the Senate shall materials
be made to fill a
containing 50 per centum or less ol
such office shall reCompany; also to incorporate the Saco Water main in abeyancevacancy,
alcohol, $2.50 per gallon, according to their pres- 1j
until an appointment shall
ent tarill; upon wools of the same
Power Machine Shop Company, wero severally have been made
class, unby and with the consent of the
washed, the value whereof at the last place or 1
Senate.
referred to the Committee on Manufaeiures.
tvhence
port
to
the
Mr
United
exported
Howard opposed and Mr. Hendricks folMr. Shepley introduced an order that the
States,
including charges in such port, shall exceed 32 !
lowed iu a speech
explaining.
Committee on the Judiciary enquire into the
cents per pound, the
shall be 12 cents per
The bill for changing the mode of
duty
appointing
b
pound, and in addition to 10 per cent, ad valorexpediency of further legislation to provide a pension agents was taken up.
em ou
sheep skins raw or unmanufactured,
Mr. Hendricks offered an amendment that
mode of estimating and securing damages sufimported with wool; on washed or unv ashed’
the tenure of office of all
fered by individuals or corporations when land
pension agents shall the duty shall be 30
per cent, ad valorem; on
expire when a successor is appointed.
Disawoolen cloths, comprising
is taken and used by telegraph companies.
broadcloths, cloakgreed to. Yeas 6, nays 23.
ladies’ cloths, doeskins, triings,
cassimeres,
Mr. Davis, of Lubec, introduced an order for
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who
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the
of
appointed
from
fees over
expediency
enquiry into
appointing a one thousand dollars
nels, and manufactures of wool of every deextra, !)£§7|c
annually, shall be ap- scription made, wholly or in
commission to survey the rivers of the State,
nish details, explanations and illustrations, by mail.
part, women’s and
pointed by the President, with the advice and children’s
dress goods value exceeding 20 cents
The Atlantic telegraph ha9 already destroyed the
looking to the re-stocking them with salmon consent ot the Senate, and that the term of
Bright°D- ,o®iic
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per cent, ad valorem;
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thirty days from the valued about 20 cents per
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square yard, 8 ceuts
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The amendment proposed
Boston Boot and Shoe market.
by Mr. Howard,
valued above 20 cents per
every capital in Europe. We canno. rival the feats of
Relations, reported a bill in l'avor of adopting I requiring the person appointed to give bonds cent, ad valorem;
D
Boston, Jan. 10.
square yard, 8 cents per square yard, and in
New York journalism but we must be governed by the
the Constitutional Amendments.
ooutmues qtdet, with but moderate.leThe report | and take the oath, was adopted.
addition thereto 35 per cent, ad
same considerations.
valorem; pro- maud for Spring goods.
In view of the intimate relaMr. Edmunds offered several additional secPrices are, however, fully
on
all
such
was accepted, the rales of the House were susvided,
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market
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and for materials for
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pound, and in additipn thereto 35 per cent, prico tor boots and shoes is moremanufacturing
likely to advance announce that Spurwink’s”
yeas and nays; yeas one hundred and twenty- ,’ rejection by the Senate.
ad valorem; hats and caps of
than recede. We already hear of *ome
advance being
wool, and cloth- asked
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sufficient
to
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ually, as the prices of labor are at the moment favorpressions of approbation. Two Republicans, was debated at length by various Senators bands, bindings, fringes, gimp, cloak and dress able
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dress
until
P.
cords,
3.40
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when
of
the
Mr. Morris,
Senate adjourned cords and
er Reporter.
M.,
Portland, and Mr. Barrel), of
tassels, head nets, head dresses, neckthroughout the State. During the session of the
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York, voted nay, because the amendments
ties, collars and scarfs made of silk 70 per
UOMOU Mock Lilt,
Legislature, we shall publish
Horse.
centum ad valorem;
were not sufficiently radical to suit their views.
drills,coatings,brownholSales at the Brokers' Board, Jan II.
Mr. Hubbard, of Conn, asked leave to offer
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Violette, of Van Buren, Democrat, declined to a resolution to appoint a committee of enquiry lands, Spanish linens, diaper damasks, crash American Gold. 132|
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other
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into tho alleged insufficiency of
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synopUnited States Coupon Sixes, 1881.]’’*
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small. 103} who have business relations with
hundred and fifty thousand dollars, for tho full
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Portland, we hope
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more
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than
Francisco and Asto3d series. 103J
any paper
development within its limits of the water
hide, raw or uncured, whether dry, salted or ,T
United States 5-20s. 1862
ria and Portland, Oregon.
ijjf published outside of the State can possibly be. We
pickled, 10 per cent, ad valorem; glue stock 10 j
power on the Kennebec river. The act grants
Mr. Delano, from the Committee on Claims,
18T-5......iosx
ad valorem; on deer skins
shall
the
same
percent,
;;
publish
telegraphic summary as other
and calf
power to raise the amount by the issue of scrip;
reported back adversely the bill for the relief of skins, raw, 10 per centum ad valorem; raw
United States
New England newspapers.
We shall not publish
also exempts from taxation for a period not ex- Geo. H. Preble. Laid on the table. The mat- sheep skins 10
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per centum ad valorom; on skins
special dispatches from Washington, but we hhall
ter
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and
the
New
recolored
or
subsequently reconsidered,
tanned,
Hampshire State Sixes,.
ceeding fifteen years, any or all improvements
10o
finished, 35 per centum ad
have regular correspondence from that point, and a
port withdrawn, in order that there might be valorem; on leather, namely, baud or
1st Mortgage Bonds.
loo
made in connection with said water power.—
belting Ogdonsburg
a fair hearing hereafter.
Western Railroad.
tin
or other solo leather
leather,
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35 per
Eastern Kail road.1073
The provisions of the act take effect when twoDaily summary of Maine News
Bills with the following titles were also re- centum ad
valorem; French, German and
[ 1180*
thirds of the legal voters present at a meeting
ported by Mr. Delano and passed: For the re- other tanned calfskins, all upper leather ex- Pepperell Manutactunng Company....
which readers here would be sorry to miss. We
lief of sureties of James Pollock; for the relief cept
called for the purpose, accept the same.
morocco, japanned and patent leather 30
shall have
of Earnest F. Klenschmidt.
per centum ad valorem.
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Mr. Stevens, of Augusta, made an able
Mr. Ashlcv, of Ohio, reported from the ComFall and Accurate Market Reports,
A report was received from the
Postmaster
speech in favor of the act, and encouraged a mittee on Territories a substitute for the North General, regarding the mail services performed
forwarded by telegraph from al parts of the United
Carolina reconstruction bill.
Ordered to be
more general and hearty effort in favor of deby the Brazilian steamers. Twelve round trips
City of Portland.
States, from Canada, and irom England. A weekly
printed and recommitted.
had been performed, with six failures to
arrive
JAWUARY 10th, 1867.
veloping the manufacturing resources of the
The Speaker presented several Executive in New York in time to
HERE will be a meeting of the Committee on
connect with outward
Review ot the Portland Markets,
State; arguing that the present necessity of a communications, which were appropriately re- bound steamers for Brazil, three of which have
Stroets. Sidewalks and
Bridges on Saturday,
at 3 o’clock P. M, at the corner of Danbeen explained. The average time of
January
12th,
high tariff for revenue, affords a timely oppor- ferred.
and an accurate
j
making
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The House lhen went into a private calenthe trips was twenty-nine
Emery Streets, in relation to the petition
I of T. 811(1
tunity for such enterprises.
days.
C. Horsey and others to have
I
dar, Mr. Broomall in the Chair.
Street
The Secretary of War, in
Report of Maine Shipping*
Mr. Shepley, of Portland, presented his views
reply to the reso- i graded. All interested are requested toEmery
be present.
Mr. AVashbuin, from the Committee on Rules
lution inquiring relative to the horses taken in
Per Order Committee.
in
in a clear and forcible manner, favoring the
foreign and domestic ports, will be published as
reported an amendment to the fifty-first rule, Kentucky during Morgan’s raid, states that the
A. P. MORGAN, Chairman.
heretofore.
striking out all that part of it which pro- number of claims was seventy-six, amounting
Jan 11—02t
bill, but was unwilling to commit himselt to by
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vides for the care of committees for bills on alin the
the general doctrine of protection of
aggregate to $11,175, only twentv of
any one
ternate Mondays.
Adopted.
which, amounting to $2,255, were referred to Snow to be Removed from Foot- NO
branch of industry at the expense of another.
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settlement, and thirty-eight reway or Sidewalk.
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time, before ten of the clock of the forenoon,
Island, Minister resi- night
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Mr. Raymond, from the same committee, re- dent at Costa Rica. Lieut.
cause such snow to be removed from such
FROM EUROPE
succeeding,
Commander Rich- I footway or
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Herald, containMr. Washburne, ol 111, suggested that toing some remarks relative to a speech 1 am rePara. Jan. 10.—Seven more transports have
An Agricultural Department,
morrow be set apart for debate.
ported ft) have made at Canton, Miss., to the Boiler Makers & Machinists.
sailed tor Mexico. It is believed tbe French
Mr. Kasson represented the necessity of atCongressional excursionists lately in this city.
To be conducted by the
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ly trustworthy authority, that Austria, France
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the North so desperfought
and Italy have entered into an alliance on the l number of
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iMadrid. Jan. 11.—The United Stotts steamMarket
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panic in Shanghai.
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protect
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of the improvement of the health of the Prin- i day, says nothing new is reported of Cortinas’
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thought and s
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dants.
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a
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cular letter to the representatives of Prussia
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foreign powers. He assures them that peace j to inspect pontoons.
Gov. Blatsdell sent in his first
the Eosteru Argus, Jan. 2]
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will be maintained, and declares that he shall
The Indians were becoming troublesome on
message today, with repovts from various officials II theSuitable for the season, which will be made up in
—The Press appeared yesterday morning enlarged
now devote himself to the consideration o;
the western border, near Loredo. The cavalry
most thorough manner.
shows that the State debt is
septlO—cod
$228,000.
by the addition of 2£ inches to the length of its colhave been ordered there to cut off their escape
Germany.
The Legislature has not fairly
umns.
Its make-up has also been changed again
got to work
into Mexico.
Florence, Jan. 10.—It is said that the Ilaiiat
aud on the whole It presented a decidedly improved
A resolution has been passed that the
Government is willing to release the church
Another dispatch dated Matamoras, Jan. 7th, yet.
indebted to the late Dr. Charles W.
new clothes” art
vote be taken lor United States Senator on
appearance. Our cotemporary’s
persons
via Now Orleans, 11th inst, says that Cortinas
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Thomas, are requested to make immediate pay- somewhat larger than ours, but the biggest urenoi
Tuesday next.
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ment to the undersigned, who is duly authorized to
always the best,”
collect the same.
is expected that ho would attack it at once.
Maiiickawlls Legislature.
Ratification of the Constitutional Amend- ; Office No. 188 Fore Street, over Canal National
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magic
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New York, Jan. 11.
contents. As a good fbmily newspapor it has no suthose differences be buried, and the future only
$20,000, Dr. S. G. Howe will go, without charge,
Cotton—rather more active; sales 1500 bales. Midperior; and while Mr. Lincoln occupies the city edGreece to see to its faithful distribution.
unfold a generous
Has
dling uplands at 34i @ 30c.
be applied to the Hair or Whiskers and
itor’s chair there will be no lack of local
rivalry iu advancing tbe in- to Martin
onlyis to
news, as it
Flour—dull and 10 @ 20c lower; sa'es of 5,700 hula
tne work
terests and promoting the glory of a common
is generally acknowledged in that department he has
done; no washing.
Kelley, of Lynn, a boy 15 years of
at 963 @ 12 63; Ltouud Hoop Ohio at 12 uO (a
State
For
sale
no equal in the State.
commuted
suicide
all
last
by
age,
country.”
night by hanging 14 35; Western at 9
Druggists,
The enlargement argues a prosperous business, ai
In tbe Legislature
65® 14 35; Southern dull.
to-day the House Judicia- himself, in the Ipswich House of Correction.
Wheat—dull and 2 (g; 3c lower; sales 11.000 bush
CHABLES NEWHALL, Proprietor,
least for ur cotemporary, and we hope it will nevci
ry Committee was directed to consider the exMilwaukee mixed at 2 26; No. 2 Milwaukee at 2 35.
be found necessary to curtail the dimensions of thii
of
oetl3eod
47 Hanover st, Boston.
pediency
Com—dull and drooping. Mixed Western at 1 IS
abolishing the reading and writing
3m
enterprising and respectable sheet.
Another Fenian Sentenced to be Bung.
qualification for voters.
@ 1 20. Ycllow Jersey, new, at 111 ® 113.
Oats—dull
and
lc
Great
sales
of
Western
in
C.
at
lower;
06c
[From the Lewiston Journal, Jan. 1.]
Jan.
Bargains
Worsteds
11.
Toronto,
W.,
State at 69 ® 70c.
'Hie Portland Press has increased its size
Timothy Reiley, one of the Fenian prisoners,
-ANDequivaBeet—heavy.
lent to an addition of three or four
conference of James
was placed on trial to-day, and plead not guilcolumns. Thti
Butter—unchanged
WORSTED GOODS! enlargement, following so closely upon its resurrec
Alter the testimony was out, the jury were
tydull and heavy; sales 2,900bbls. New
Pork—very
from
the ashes of the
tion
ens with Fenian Leaders.
great file, shows that the
charged and retired. Subsequently they re- mess at 20 25; old do 19 12}; prime at 16 75 ® 17 00.
AT
principles it advocates aud its efforts to cater to th<
Lard—heavy and drooping.
turned, bringing in a verdict of guilty. Reiley
literary tastes of Its readers are appreciated by the
Whiskey—quiet.
was sentenced to be huug on the 5th of March
MBS. C. W.
pubiic. The aldithmal ,p,ce uow
JORDAN’S,
Groceries—quiet and dull.
Satisfactory Explanation of his ! next.
devoted to selections irom current literature.
Naval Stores—firm; Spirits
Corner of Dow and Brackett Streets.
at 674 <S> 684*
Turpentine
John
Smith
was
on
trial
nosinat4 37} @ 10 00.
subsequently placed
Course.
and was iound not guilty.
(From the Bangor Whig.)
the
month
of
Through
to
sales
close
a
at 19c for crude. Refined
Petroleum—dull;
stock.
January,
4 UeW SeTe“ octave
bonded at 27} (g; 30c.
PorUand Press was enlarged on the 1st ol
FJANO, ot Gilbert’s, to
to
January
about
the size of the Boston
sales
at
11
Tallow—steady;
New Yobk, Jan. 11.
® life.
Daily Posl
anil Advertiser—Which arc our largest New
Pennsylvania Legislatare.
Portland, Jan. 2,1887.
eod2w
James Stephens appeared in person last eve
Freights to Liverpool—firm.
England
It
now makes a
very handsome appearJan. 11.
ning at a Fenian meeting composed of Centres
HARRisBtrRG,
Pa.,
-i.
1
of
on the part of so
Cincinnati marked.
and delegates from circles in the Manhattan
«vyence
“".“'bery and corruption committee made
prosperity
d
a
a
Pkptir as tho Press is graUtying.
district, and made a statement explanatory 01
It shows, ,reliable
morning, Btating that not
Cincinnati, Jan. 11.
too, that Portland has lost nothing ol vigor,
a
cv,dence had been elicited to show
the causes that had prevented him from fulfill,
Flour firm with a slight advance; sales of Superflnt
ft
AND
enterprise or resource, by tlie great
lire, but that its
or
11
indelicacy,
10
00
10
at
25
at
guilt,
even imprudence on the
course Is still onward—that its
55; 12 25. The market
@
25; Extra
mg bis pledge to commence the fight for Irish
business is in fact inMeloileon
free tom last year, which proved
part of any candidate for the United States 1 was steady for Hogs; sales at 6 10 ® 6 50 tor live, and
the apparent calamity ol
notwithstanding
satisfactory.
He further slated that he had
Senaturship, and that those who made the 7 25 ® 7 50 for dressed. Mess pork firm at 19 60 S
■ MANUFAC- last year—and that its promise oi commercial greattransferred the
20 00. Green meats higher; shoulders at Cc. Buis
i ,lB Press is among
direction of the military affairs of the
TOKY
charges had tailed entirely to prove them.
!'heS|,18c.t
tS beJu’?IIed'
Brotherthe hist of the New
meats steady. Lard a shade lower; sales of kettle al
England papers, and its 1present
hood into the hands of
military men, and that
appearance Is a credit to tho State.
! 11 j ® 12c. Cotton weak at 31c. Whiskey at 226.
he should hereafter confine himself
No.
IS
to the conNomination of Failed Slates Senator.
trol of the civil department.
A full reconciliCheilnm
[From the Bath Times.)
Indianapolis, Ind., jan. u.
ation has taken place between Col.
Wilmisglsi markets.
and
portland Press comes out greatly enlargKelley
At
a caucus of the Union members of the
I
i£STaTbe
The
Portland, I ed, and wo suspect It now gives another settler to
Stephens.
latter appears to be in very
Wilmington, N. C-, Jan. 11.
the
Me.
Legislature held last evening, Gov. Morton was
delicate health It is understood that he
question which is •• the principal paper In Portland.”
Cotton—quiet; sales Middling uplands at 31}c.—
will
It Is bound to distance its
take his departure for Ireland
unanimously nominated for United States Rosin firmer: sales at 3 00 ® 6 00. Spirits turpentine
competitors.
without delay
a™ at 1 00 ® 1 70.
WILLIAM P. HASTINGS
Senator. Gov. Morton’s message.is mainly denow prcpai ed to attend to the wants
voted to State affairs. It treats of the Consti[From the Worcester (Mass.,)
of his former
Spy.)
and customers, and the public generally
patrons
The Assault Case in
tutional Amendment in detail, and says it esNew Orleans mnrkets.
Norwich, Conn.
P»l*«1*«t commence the
The superior character of liis
new
tablishes
the
j
with enlarged “i0
year
great
instruments,
C
Charles
especially
of national unity
sheet* and manifest Sims of
Williams and Sarah Mann were
New Orleans, Jan. 11.
principals
and citizenship.
arc
Portland Press and the
lew Middling at 31 @ 32}e;
each put under *3000 bonds to-day for trial beBSSKlffc
UPRIGHT ORGANS,
Press, rhe former is the
Bvening
1,le week’s sales Lave been
largest and best
fore the Supreme Court, on the charge of ag18 900 bales
nates.
Stock in port 219 543 bales
I8,!IU0
11
Maine, and the lutter we have
j which in style ot finish resemble tlio upright Piano, is lrwifrVpcrnrrt6 ?tate
gravated assault upon Williams’ daughte'r
The New Orlenns Biot Committee.
“ 0ne of the abl68t °r our
an“ i’licc8
sales
of
fair
well
too
known
Co
Connecticut
an
extended
require
at 10}, prime t
notice. He
to choice at 111 u n,. ‘allj
The facts developed showed even worse treatM.ilasscs-the
will keep on hand a full assortment of instruments ot
New York, Jan. 11.
demand is good and prices
ment than reported yesterday, it appeari no that
sales
08 of
01 ®ooa
at ,wC
aim;
goodat
63c * j the
The t>
Post,, s » ashington special
the New
prime to choice at 70 @ 74c.
[From the Bangor Times.]
Williams gave the child twenty-five lashes on
Orleans not committee will not says
Most
and
report tor sevher hare back for asking him for better food
-.-.
eral weeks yet. It is understood that
1?S?y Pre“touie3 to us considhave
that
the girl refused to
they
The alleged cause is
AND AT
discovered overwhelming evidence of the
Conusei rial—Per Cable.
style of
wi,tb a rctur“ “> soonoldafter
preenlargement-so
Prices Within the Bench of All !!
adopt the tree love notions of Williams and his meditated massacre.
the
ereat
tireP'tji
The guilty parties have
London, Jan. li, non
tUe
The
excitement
here
I
Boston
over
tea'dng
housekeeper.
the I not been punished. The
°W**2itk.
American Securities.—The following were tbs and trusts that the superior excellence of tone, as well
members of the comfor the prosperity 0f the
8\ ?P0^» lavorably
affair was so great that a strong guard was
r,a„
as
the
excellence
oi
his
w
eurrent
securities:
of American
indicates , good
Erie Bailwav
orkmanship, may, as herej mittee describe the prosecution of Union men shares prices
on tte
degree 0f
pteded to take the prisoners to jail,
-ts). Illinois Central shares 80}. United States tofore, commend him to the public iavor and pat- I
iwoprietorfcfte
Press is edited with
| m Louisiana as relentless.
6-20’s 73,
ronage.
and as the leading
oontributors,
I
,riy*r
o
^bl8,
1
1 September If, I860,
eo<*&wU | fP«r of the dominant party, Is a power in theUndT
tu-uay
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New England Dailies.
The

in the town of
four mile*
the
seventeen
all
covered
with a ihrilly growth of
acres,
*
hard wood, dou cords might now be cut.
to
C.
S.
Apply
Goddard, Morrill’s Corner. Westbrook; or F. A. Cox, Brunswick.
Address C'.b. GODDARD, Portland, Me. Jalld3t*

Freeport,
from
SITUATED
Hail Way Station, containing

PRESS,

to the

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Wood Lot for Sale,

1S67.

With the opening of the
to the readers of the

New|Y«rk Steck market.
New Yore, Jan. li.
Second Board—Stocks
strong.
American Gold.
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons, 1862... .1061

; U. S. Five-1 wenties,
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons,
1865,.
S. Five-Twenties, coupons ’65, new
I U. s. Ten-Forties, coupons.
li. S.
1st
j U.
S. Seven-Thirties. 2d senes.
Seven Three-Tenths, 3d
| Missouri Sixes.
! New York Central,.

FkESS

THE

A

BEAL ESTATE.

,

a,
1.00

Decring Bloclc,

CONBBESS STREET.

Doc 22—dnwtt

Olid and

j
i

CANDLES.

OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OIL,
KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
SPERM & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, &
SOAP,
For sale by BBABSBAW A
PATCH,
i •ago—6m
No. 7 Central Whart, Boston.

Commercial St., Portland,
N. A.

FOSTER, PROPRIETOR

Cumberland National Bank.
Stockholders of the Cumberland National
are hereoy notified that there

Bank ot Portland,
THE
of the

j will be

LARD, SPERM-AND WHALE OIL,

Press Job Office

a

meeting

Stockholders held at their

Banking Room, on Monday, tbe2lst day of Janutry,
I 1867, at 3 o’clock P.1L, for the choice of Directors,
and the transaction ot any other business that may
then come before them.
SAMCJEL SMALL, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 18, UK-dtcliMtd
For Sale.
brig ELMIRA, 174 ton, old m«Murem«nc
well calcoUted for tbe Costing tx**.

THE

Apply^to^

^

YEATQN ^ HALE.

1’oetr.y

DlKiELUIVflOl'X

MISCELLANEOUS.

MLKCHA?<DlftF.

KIEMCAL.

A form

by Thackeray.

TEH

The last number of the Cornhill Magazine
contains the following poem by
Thackeray
originally writlan in a lady's album:

SIR JAMES CLARKE’S

"An old lant.ru brought to mo?
Ugly, dingy, battered, black!"
(Here a lady I suppose
Turning up a pretty nose)—
"Pray, sir, take the old thing back.
I’ve no taste fur oneabrac."
t

j

wain"

"Please to mark the letters
(I’m supposed t<> speak again)

"Graven on the lantern pane.
Can you tell me who was she,
Mistress of the flowery wreath,
And the anagram beneath—
R E..
Tin

mysterious

"Full a hundred years
gone
Since the little beacon shone
From a Venice balcony:
There, on summer nights It hung,
And her lovers came and sung
To their beautiful li. E.

"Lady, do you know the tune?
Ah, we all of ua have hummed it!
I’ve an old guitar lias tliipmmed it
Under many a changing moon.
* *

human lift

a

has been saved by a dog, even at the peril o
its own. The horse is not only a sagacious
creature, but by long acquaintance and kini
treatment becomes attached to his keeper.

disobeyed the laws of Him who made
both, and deserves not to own or b<
served by either. We know men who becomi
very strongly attached to a kind and obedien
horse, which they have long owned, and win
has

a

its

j

We recollect

oc25dtl

Choice Muscovado Molasses

satisfaction.

E.
Der

Of

weakness?

Sugar Lo:if.
Will'll: Asfi—Locust Mountain, Johns* and Broad
Mountain.
Red Asii—New England Ac.
JAMES H. BAKER,
Richardson's Whan.
scplldtf

Southern Pine.
verv

now

Step
Wharf,

11

purchasers. Apply to
C. M. DAVIS & CO.,

suit

117

12.

Commercial street.

21,1868._nov22dtf

13.

Coal.

Coal,

14.

|

latter.
Aiiomer menu

gentle

uuis,

ail?,

..

ua> u uiusi

public.

and excellent cow, which she raisei
call'-hood, which she nuisec

CROUP.
Buusis, 114 East 23d St., N. Y., writes
“During last winter three of my cliil-

Mrs. J. R.
Oct. 9, ltC4:
drew were attacked with Croup, and fr om the violence
of the symptoms, they were pronounced to be in
much danger. At the instance of our pastor. Rev.
Mr. Stiles, I tried Du ookah’s Pulmonic Syr up, which
promptly relieved them, aud in a very short time they
entirely recovered. In gratitude ior the benefit conferred. 1 cannot refrain from making this testimony

in its infancy, and whiclt has given to hei
children the streams of life once supplied bj
her own breast. It is a docile creature—s<

placid, so confiding,
loves the cow!
chase her for

that Lire woman

Let a butcher come to pur

slaughter, and

take her lo the shambles.
would

actuallj

money could
To sec her killed
no

heart.

tears to

gan to see improvement. The t .'ough became
the expectoration fr eer, aud in two weeks the

So we may go through the whole list of domestic animals which God has given for the
and

being who is himself half animal
half human, without which first half, by

W.

a

Richmond,

mosquito that weighed

Ale.

pound,” be said.

"No, no brother, I said they would get
logs and bark.’

on

Churchill, Browns &

I^a

Ac
CKI.KHUITEO

Worcestershire Suuce !
PRONOUNCED BY

extract

Coiinoiftftrurft
To

ot

be

letter from

a

Medidtd

Gentleman
at Madras, to liis
Brother at
Worcester, May, 1851

The “Only

Good Sauce!
And

a

lM»rtnin»^.^,0fen
mW the «MTeU (‘J,Uere°ncca8e<>fSci»ac:

“Tell Ix-a & Per
rins that their Sana
is highly esteemed ii
India, and is in mi
opinion the most
atable as well as tin
most w h o) e s o m <
Sauce that is made.”

applicable to

EVERT VARIET

Bristol, A.

pal'

OF

DINII.
—~

uuh mofic

(tenuous hiiu

uunvaiei

Prepared by
jan4end&wtt

KO

condiment having caused
many unprincipled doalen I

apply the name to Spurious Compounds, the public is respectfully and earnestly
requested to see that
to

the
per,

names

ot

Lea & Perrin*

Label, Stopper

Manufactured by
l«I£A &

John

and

are

upon

j

I
j
I

j1

PEBBIIVS) Worcester.

Duncan’s

apothecaries,

Dccnng Block, Corner of Congress

anu

Hayward’s
We

Sons,

/CHOICE lot. just received and for sale by
BLAKE, JONES & CU„
137 Commercial St.
JaSdlw

J

Portland, January

Boots,

Shoes <&•
At

217
98
21

Black Walnut,

CARLETON,

Market Square.

|

Oat Meal and Buckwheat!
‘AO Barrels Southern Buckwheat.
Just received and for sale by
CUASF BROTHER*,

Head l.oug Wharf.

Furnace!

Wood or Coal is the most powerf ul furnace in
use, and lias the most radiating surface. Judge
Bullock of the U. S. District Court, for Rhode Island ]
“I have used your ftirnace No. 10 two winters: 1
says
it is simple in construction. I am entirely satisfied

FOR

with it and deem it
I have seen

I

|

to any hot air furnace

A1<GX. IW, LEILEY,
HAr. 605 tith Avenue, New York.
A circular sent by request.
dc25dlm

lew

j

|

preferable

34tt Congress

£

07 nro

Street, (Up Stairs.)

CO.,

opened a Ladies’ Furnishing Store,
taining a good assortment ot

HAVE

con-

Under Clothing, Merino Vesta, Collars,
Cutis, W orsted and Fancy Goods.

Stamping

Done to Order.

! 349
Congress Street,

(Up Stairs.)
dtf.____
Notice.

Miss SAKAH BATSON will go or write to New
York, Fulton Stro t, No. 1C?, she will there ilnd
a considerable sum ol'
money, left there in the hands
of a KCntleman for her. If she is not in the city of
Portland, will her liiends please send this to her
wherever she may
F. CHASE.
J be
jaoo,13t«

IF

To Let.
AXTHARFAGE and Storage to let on wharf with
rail track. and deep
vn,teeWid.e
t”.to"V1??
water. Apply
J. H. <“fge
wteri*

kiln-driod, ready for

0_ «.*>

ItAJlLEN, head Hobson's

____

_

nn ™

26,220 00 02

1

..

4*

)

£106,232

immediate

28,444

03
10,000 00
19,511 15
7 474 ig
5,000 00
95,750 00
11,UT8 1-1
2 115 11
5,080 12
13,302 02

455,882

04
00
08
jq
00
00
10
04
05
08

PRICES!!

33 MIDDLE STREET,
is now prepared to sell at prices lower than the lowest all qualities and descriptions of Boots, Shoes,
Rubbers, &c.
ns

heretofore,

Attorney,

and all

description ot

a

jaCdSw

REPAIRED,

can be done
their satisfaction than at

20

No.

Temple Street,

HOSE I

Ac.

Spruce Floor

the

STREETS,

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKET.
Having prepared a stock of Oak tanned Leather in
Philadelphia, they are now ready to execute all or-

Fire Engine Hose,
Doable and single riveted, and of all sizes, as used on
Steam Fire Engines, Hand Engines, Steamboats and
Force Pumps.

will find the most convenient and exway- of making Walking Dresses is to
LIFTER” adjusted to the Hoop
MRS. L. C PENNELL,
44 Brown Street.

a

Skirt.
Jan 1 dtt

iyEvery style of Job
tblsofflce.

work

neatly executed at

&

Poor

1

:

7

AT

of

all

ONE

Go to Adams A Purinton’s
House-fttrnishing Goods of all kinds:
Carpetings, and all kinds of Crockery, Glass. Tin,
Stone. Rarthem and Wooden Ware, Paper Hangings, Window- Shades, SCc, See.
no23d3m

SALE

—OB-

December

WOOLEN GOODS FOR MEN & BOY’S WEAR!
a

•nr

comiueuee

yearly tale of

CORSETS,
To

Continue

>our

Thirty Days t

—AT

A—

Very Large

Discount

-i**4lt,ot of Slate St., every MONDAY',
5 o'clock P. M for East port and St. John.
RETURNING, will leave-St. John every THURSDAY, at 8 o’clock A. 11.
At East port Stage Coaches will connect tor Marinas.
At St John tho E. & N. A. Railway will connect
tor Shediac.

P

Steam Mills, Iron

Foundry,

-AND-

Plough Manufactory,
would inform the public that we arc prepared to .furnish Castings of every description to
order at shot t notice. We now have unhand an assortment ot Window Weights. Sled Shoos and other

WE

to furnish

Castings

for Rail

and Ship Builders.
Companies
Plan

WINSLOW.
96 York HU, Head of Smith* Wharf.
Jan 1—dtf
C. C.

331

B.

Boy’s

_Cor.

SUPPLY

FOLLETTE,

New
dcSdom

!

AT THE

Knglaml ( lotliinjf
•JS

rtelMlm

Clothing
t om,,

Jlarkct Nqniuc.
E. LEVEEN & CO.

Choice Southern and Western
OYSTERS !
\
FLOUR AAD CORN
WILUAM'hT IUIlTOY,
for

sale by

Wholesale Dealer*, 1W fommcrcial Hu,
PORTLAND, Me.

dec31dly

his stores, No 231 & 233ConztCjSstreet,uc-ar
New City Building, is
receiving fresh
arrivals of New York end Virgin!* Ovstors, which he
is piepared to scllbv the gallon, ipiart or bushel, or
served up iti uuv style.

AT

O’BRION, PIERCE & CO.,
1

January 5, lst>:7, dtt

constantly

YORK

LIHEe

Tire splendid and fast Steam

-OF-

COXGRESS STREET, 331
Tolmitn Plnrc.

Agent

NEW

STi.AMSillD COMPANY.

■

manufacturing

A FULL

days of sailing until 1 o’clk.
C. C. EATON,

SEM I-W ElikLY

jiovl3.13m

present stock of Corsets, comprises a jrc&t variety in both style anil finisdi.

on

| PORTLAND AND

Block•

oi' New
own llie
in the
States lor the manufacof an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hemlock
Bark for tanning purposes.
The Bark Extract is
now' extensively used among Tanners, and the demand tor it rapidly increasing. It commands a ready
sale m the Boston. New York and Philadelphia marketa, at sixty cents per gallon. The appliances tor
are simple and not expensive, costing
but little more than the ordinary leaches used byTannera. JBy this process, 1) cords of Bark may be reduced so as to concentrate the entire strength into
forty gallons of extract, without in the slight* st degree injuring its tanning qualities, and at a cost not
exceeding one dollar per cord. The saving iu freight
alone, between the transportation of the Extract nml
the bark, will range from six to eight dollars per cord,
so that any one who may get out but three hundred
cords of hark per year, mav save from two thousand
to twenty-fivehundred dollars in the diiiercnee in

Our

L.

FT'1‘Freight received

M
dec20-dtf

8—d&wtf

FROM FORMER PRICES.

HANSON A WINSLOW’S

WEEK.

PElt

On and after Monday, December
17th, the steamer NLW BltUNSCapt. L. B. WINCHESm_TK1 t, will leave Rail Road WharL

1

The Company doe* not propose to sell Territorial
right*, but will grant exclusive privilege to manufacture in certain localities, charging a small royalty per
gallon on the amount manufactured.
The Company will send competent men to
superintend the construction of the works, where
parties desire to enter iuto the business, ami to instruct in the
manufacture of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to
parties enteriue into
this business, the Company will contract to take all
the Extract manufactured under their j nx essat flttv
cents pei- gallon, delivered iu Boston or New York.
Parties in Maine desiring ftirthcr information ns to
terms, Ac., may call ui»on or address CHARI .Efi
HALE, General A-ront tor Maine, 1*4 Maine sireet,
may be seen,
Bangor, where models ofs.l*‘eH.api^ratu^
KENNEDY. Pres t.

Monday,

oil

Hlh,

^

ARRANGEMENT.

at

Dmriptioui.

freight.

CORSETS.

!*• BILLINGS, Agert.

TEIP
-A

mv

Shilling

Owners of Hemlock La mis !

,

l.Od

Agents at re-

Eastport, Calais and St. John.
WINTER

-and-

GKAfll)

shall,

Wharf for Boston,
■ '~'n
"o»y evening, (except bundavjat
o'clock, l.cave Boston tlie same days at 5 P. M.
Cabin iare,. ^1.50

Iutematioual Steumship Oo.

IMPORTANT to LUMBERMEN

I

New, Clean and Desirable.

We

Until lurther notice the Steamers
Portland Steam Packet Go.

u
««May ?2nd. lrCC—dtl

Flannels I j

Dcering

boston:

Deck,..

LOW PRICES!

Roads

to

of the

p

\

lySOdtf__

Fattorson A Chadbourne,

CANADIAN

CST* Package tickets tc be lrad ol the
duced rates.
Freight taken as usual.

Thibets, Shawls, (lo^kin^s, leavers, Poplins.

No. 4

GOODS, Ac.,

ANNUAL

VUE

A‘N“^msTAfto

run ns follows;—
Lvvw^
Leave Atlantic

v

Purchasers of the above goods arc respectfully invited to examine our stock which is

WAR CLAIM OEFICE.

CARRYING

-a

^
_

AMERICAN PATENTED IMPROVEMENT
THE
TANNING COMPANY,
York,
CABPETOGS! exclusive
United
right

}

Montreal OceanSteamship Co.
**»**^-"i\

pr. yd.
Bleached and Brown Coiions,

now

$100

sTi:AKtt;tt«.

1

PER Y ARD.

Good American Prints. 1

Dec

ADJOINING MECHANICS* HALT/,
prepared to offer their friends and the public a large and well asorted stock of

B'eu-

at tho

from New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
sale at this office,as heretofore. dc25J&wtt

Old Prices l

r* All of the above Goods will lie offered ut
GREAT REDUCTION from regular rates.
Remember!

Paper Hangings

dtt

prepared

at

Shirting

Drcas

Co.,

CONGRESS STREET$

CURTAim

Also,
Buckets, Spanner Belts, Flexible
mg, Jointing, Matching and Sawing
Pipes, Knapsacks, Cartridge Boxes, Pistol Holsters, promptly dont
made
to
order.
J. W. HANSON,
<tc.,
Couplings, Pipes ami Nozzels
novl7dgm

WINDOWS.

save

LADIES
peditious
“SKIRT

have

liailroads,
rules

month lGr

receiving Blessings by buying Goods Cheap |

ONLY 50c

“Sliort Dresses.”

STOOL l

Janl

are

1

ture

DAVIS & CO.’S.

Road

furnished and Hose repaired.

AND

ihe Lowml

at

Railway ticket O Hire,—LANCASTER
HALL BUILDING, Market Syr awl.
IT. D. LITTLE <£ CO.,
ffrucrnl Ticket Ageuls.
15^’ Passage Tickets lor California, via steamers

Only $4,75 per pair.

50 per cent, in Fuel, aud last a life time.
Simple, Cheap and Durable. The best Weather Strip
invented. Examine Testimonials and Specimens ac
the Real Estate Agency of W. H. .TERRLS, at Horse
,
Railroad office, opposite Preble House.
C. E. BARNES, Agent.
UecUdlm*
G3r“Agcnts Wanted.

Are

AT

Cities, Towns nod Corporations
can be supplied with a strong and durable
Hose, war- castings.
ranted equal to auy made elsewhere, and on as reaCbiT' Wo
sonable terms.
N. B.—Fire

are

Blankets

Haying taken the Chambers

ders for

Oak Tanned Leather

Who

of

UPON YOUR DOORS

store of

FORE

For Male
tin

-FOI!-

Improved Rubber Moulding Fancy

1

COTTON !

170?
F

VIA THJ£

New York Central.
Erie & Lake ?.lrore.
And Pennsylvania Central

FROST’S,

But Crowds of Customer

Marrett,

Co.,

OP

M.

KEEP OCT THE

THE

Philadelphia

P.

ECONOMY AND COMFORT.

Will

SPOOL

J. HEWKSBURY & CO.,

Through Tickets from Poitlaad
To all Points West <f- Smith,

especially !

NO BIG PROFITS,
NO DULL TRADE

311

7 CENTS A

To Travelers i

-AX-

BMADSTKEET’S

Ash,

NO.

>Bosum at ;.40
H'P?*
I.enve-Boston lor

XlVJbUllUiV,

cure

I

CLEANSED IN
FIRST CLASS STI LE I
Give me a trial and I will endeavor to please.

And

ARRANGEMENT,

Monday, Nor. 12th, 1868.
Passenger Trains leave Portland for

BARGAINS!

St., Boston.

A-

WINTER
Corn inflating

A GREAT RUSH

ful attention.

Sacqncs

SAIO a PORTSMOUTH R. R.

fibeIeduced

to

Second Door from Congress st.
BSP*Every Garment will receive prompt and faith-

Ladies’

fail to

CHARLES H. MAHONEY.

Nloraon Block, 2 doors above Preble House.
new Bounties, under the law approved
Jul;
Military, Masonic and Firemen’s
sWth, 1866, Increase of Pensions, Arrears of Pay 1
Prize Money, and all other claims against the Gov«
!
eminent, collected at short notice.
The necessary blanks have been received, and claim
ants should iile their claims
promptly.
Messrs. John L. Shaw &
Frank G. Patterson, late Lieut. 5th. Me. Vols.
Paul Ciiajdbourne, late Maj. 1st Me. Cav.
after having been burned out of Federal
July
street,
Oct 10-dtf
n
4th, haye resumed business in the room over the

AND

more

r.n'Ui 14

POIi TLAN £>

**

WISHING

place where it

NOV. 1. I8G0

$2, Three Bottles, #5.
Price,
Remedy,
Bottle,
M
**
**
I-,
$5.
Injection,
Pn ‘Mui^n’s Rooked to l<oudou8cny ao«l
**
The Cherokee Cure,”
Remedy," and IniecKcturu Ticket* crauicd at
l.imiuiol.
lion" are to bo found in all well regulated drug ;
Reduced Hnii N,
stores, and are recommended by physicians and
The
Hibernian, Captain Dutton, will
Steamship
druggists all over the world, for their Intrinsic worth
sail tiom tins port tor Liverpool,
SATURDAY, 12th
and merit Some unprincipled dealers, however,
January, 1667, immediately alter the arrival of the
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and 1 train of the previous
from
day
Montreal,
tube lollopworthless compounds,—In order to make money—
ed by the Belgian on the l'Jln of
in place of these. Be not deceived. If the drug- |
January.
to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin, (acPassage
we
and
gists will not buy them for you, write to us,
cording to accommodation)
^70 to *80.
will send them to you by express, securely j»acked
Steerage,
*25.
and free from observation. Wo treat all diseases to
Payable in Gold or its equivalent
which the human
is subject and will be
system
or passage apply to
SdiT'For
Freight
to
from
receive
and
statements
fall
pleased
explicit
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 3 India SL
those who have failed to receive relief heretofore.
Portland, Nov. £6, 1866.
janTdid
Ladies or gentlemen can address us in perfect confidence. Wo desire to send our thirty-two poire
the
and
in
free
to
every
lady
gentleman
pamphlet
land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the sole proprietor,
Summer Arrangement l
Dr. W. E, MEEWTN, 37 Wilier St, H. T.

Cleansed l

Clothing

E£Sf Freight train* for Water villo and all intermediate slat ions, leave Portland at #.2& AM.
Tram from Bangui is due at Portland at 1.45 PM,
in ** ason lo< oituect with tra.n lor Bodou.
From Lewiston and Auburn only,ai .1® A. M.
EDWIN NOTES,bupt.

One

_

Cannot lind

nov22dt!

Philadelphia Oak Tanned Leather;

LIME

STORE,

dtf

1.18G7.

7.40 A.M.

in

Gleet and all J/u*
Discharges in Male or Female, curing recent
in from one to three days, arul is
recommended in those coses of Fluor Amus or
TF/ii7<?# in Females. The two medicines used in
conjunction will not fail to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and in those coses where other medicines
have been used without success.

seed Oil, Coach, Furniture
nishes. Japan, Spirits Turpentine, French Yellow,
Venetian Red, and a full assotment of Paint Stock of
every description, Window Glass, Sheet Lead, nnd
Lead Pipe.
Agents tor Gardner’s celebrated Copper
All orders for Painting
Paint for vessels’ bottoms.
executed at short notice aud satisfactorily.

January

R.

Gn an*l alter Monday,November 12th,
t-fe*ei.iv
k i>*current, tialna will leave Portland tbr
Bangui aiid oil intermedia;6 station on this line, at
1.10 1’. M. daily. For Lewiston mul Auburn only, at
J

urinary Com-

cous
canes

No. 1*87’' Fore Street,
LEAD, Foreign and American Zinc, Lin\TTH1TE
and Florence VartV

boston.

$100.

FIRE

UUbttUJkbb
does not

02 03

NO.

manufactured to order.

THEIR

AT

GENTLEMEN

F. PAUL & CO.

/

—AT—

Repairing done

SALE

AND

use.

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

work

FOE

OFFFIt

R.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Remedy,

diuretic, ami when used
conjunction with tho

FICKETT & GRAY

09 02

MAINE CENTRAL

f

a

Paints, Oils1 Varnishes, &c.

^
,041 09 08

Buiternut, Whiteivood,

Chestnut,

Change of Base

COBNEB

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,

I

uo

1IATC1L Supui^ulcciicnlt
no?12dU

VV.

Angara, Oct. 27,18tr..

Retention
■Aidnci/e,
of
the
^ Urine Strict urea of
gwcJLJrinffi, Brick Dust ZtyW/«,
f an l all diseases that tequire

OPPOSITE PREBLE BOUSE.
dif
dec22

lfl nc

~;,uoy

P.

with passenger car attached, will
leave Portland for Skowhcgan hud inte mediate stations every morning at 7 o’clock.
Trains iroin Brunswick and Lewiston are due at
Portland at 9.2) A >f., ami iruiu bkowhegan and
Farmington and all inrermediaic stations at 2.00 P.
M. to tonne« w ith train* 101 boston.
Stages for Auckland connect at Ba h; and for Bellast at Augusta, leaving daily 01: arrival of train from
Bos; on, Icavlug at 7 jo A. M.; ana 101 bolon,
Anson,
Nocr.'tgtwock, Athens aim Mooi.« Head Lake at
Skowhegan, uml for China, East and North Vassalt.°ro* at Va>salboro!: for Unity at Kcudall’s
Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Pishou’s Ferry.

lAlVeftra, Dropsical

BROTHERS,

SHAW

24.312 08 06
10,362 10 00

Saturday,

Freight Train,

MEDICINE,

Cures ail

FOR $4.00,
fEhd other Goods in proportion.

s d
02 09

r.

Leave Portland lor B.ilh, J.ev»i3ton, Aunistaano
intermediate station* on Saturday only at 7.45 P.
M
Mixed Train leave* Bor Hand for Brunswick and intermediate stations daily, except
at o JO

a

plaints, Tizr Grnrfl.’fnjtamy^tnaiion of the Bladder avd

price $16.00.

former

asany o(L<

n

Silk Velvet Hoods.Beavertriniiucd,

31,226

Oak,

in

Cherokee

Grey Squirrel Setts,

$13.00,

Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
*Sf-pi‘afiu2 ai Kuo l M., lor Bath, Augusta, Wat
ervillo, Kendall** Mills, Skowhegnn, and iutorRiediaU
Stations,(connecting at Brunswick with Androscug
R- B*> for Lewiston and
Farmington, and at
£n
Kendall 3 Mills with Maine a untval It ii. 1 tor Ban<roi
and intermediate stations, fares aslr-w by this route
#

Price $9 per bottle, or three bottles for |5.
Sold
by all druepists; or will be sent by express to any
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor.
Dr. W. E. MERWIS, 37 Walkor 8t„ S, 7.

Hudson Bay aud American Sable !
mice

KENNEBEC rTr.

i

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Csuiittruriu^ Mouilu), Nov. I’Jib, 1S6U.

address.

be sold

can

dc20utt

after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two
paeo pamphlet sent in a sealed envelope, freu to any

CASH,

CHEAPER

EQUIPMENTS

Store,

H. W. SIMONTON&

Cherry,

Gr. M. ELDER
Begs leave to inform liis friends, customers and the
public generally that having rebuilt his store at

PA BBLS. SUPERIOR NEW OAT MEAL.

fAVA

The Gfothic

No. 441 Tremont

TIME

iv»w

Boston,

Wind and Dust!
DEPOT, Cold, Eain,
rattle
Sashes with
prevent

Back to the old Middle St. Stand !

OLD

SALE

Furs In

FOR

And

STATE

JOSEPH
Another

elegant

BOUGHT

04
01
07
00
00

96.277 07 05

)

and

and

than at any other store.

(

88$

new

LEERING, Agent,

Nov 29—eod3m

Let.

-——■

1

374,580
187,290

19
06
09
00
00

Jan2d3w

Sycamore,

Boards worked aud

HP HE GOTHIC STORE on Congress Street, opA posite Lafayette Street. This is one of the best
stands for the Orocvry Business* in the Citv, !
I
having had a large trade for the past ten years.

i

377 jq qo

Our facilities for supplying the wants of Builders are unsurpassed, and
parties at a distance ordering by
mail, by giving reliable reference, can depend upon having their orders filled in a satisfactory manner—-thus
saving the time and expense of a visit to the city.
Rosewood Veneers, Slabs and Logs of any desired quality, at less than Now York prices.
Price List of Mouldings, Lumber, Doors, Brackets, &c., furnished on application.
Address orders and communications to

THE

Dec 18,1866.—T,T&S?w

of

davs.

POST UNO

Cures all JSeasM caused by

1

OFFICE NO. 19 FREE STREET.

Cellar,

Maple,

r>ivii>ETvr>.

Apply

47

In Boards, Plank. Joist, Ac., to which they respectfully invite the attention of purchasers.
Also common and Hard Pine, all qualities, rough or dressed for Floors, Sheathing, &c.

PORTLAND COMPANY will pay a Dividend of Three Per Cent tree from Government Tax, at the Merchants National Bank, on and
after the 21st inst. to all stockholders borne on the
books of the Company on the 15th inst.
THOS. LINCOLN CASEY, Treasurer.
Portland, Jan 2d, 18G7.
Ja3d2w

jan 1 dedtf

ASSIGNEE’S

will

b!™

A. .\i., ami 2.20 P. M.
Portland at 7.3d a. M and* 2.30
P. Al.
St-ll'-abu^e, \iz:&
A Mechanic's a 1 Labolee’s itain will leave
Biudeiord daily. Sunday* excepted, at i» A. M., and
Lots of
Saco at 0 08, arriving in Portland at 6.40.
Jfemon/, Universal LassiReturning, will leave Portland tor .">aco end Bidtude, Pi tins in th c Buck, Dimdeiord and in(ermedlate stations at 5.20 P. A:.
~'ne»s of Vidon, Premature
A special freight train, wiili puaeti cr ear attachAge, Weak Xerres, Difled, will leave Portland ut ,.10 A. M. ;hr Saco and
mcult Breathing, Pale iount-a- i Biddeford. and
returning, leave Riddeiord at 8.30
"nance, hi*anUy, Consump- and Saco at S 40 A. M.
tion, and ill diseases tbat folFRANCIS CHASE, Sunt.
IMIIJH rt* 11' *113.
Portland, Oct 29, 18<*,g.
nol^tt
The Cherokee Cnro will restore health and rlpor,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent cure

Great Fall in Furs !

58J45 11 01

I

10$

INDIAN

BARBOUR.
dU

318,946 00 06

)

95$

E. R.

GREAT

M1

OWi.NU

lor a lew

one of their
inconstant attend-

experience

of

0.50 A

to the brc.ikiu? of a Driver on the Engine
“Westbrook,” the roguJar freight train ou the
Portland and Koehesier H. It. will be (Uvmmluued

of the urinarv organs.

THE

Bow.

Rubber

C. 3. BARBOUR.

lady

auiiched

c.«r

Portland.

SPECIAL. NOTICE.

cannot

PACKING.

RUBBER

Liver lor

o

L*uVe
Portlami lor Saco Liver 12.io P. m.
Jhcagescouuecf at Gorham *or Wast «iorh«.m
blandish, bto*]> Falls, Baldwin, Denmark beba **
BruigWon, Lovell, ill ram, Browutield, V ryebur e!
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limiiigtu, vjoruish,Porter. Freedom, Miunson, and Karon. N. it
At Buxton Center for West Buxton,
Bonny-Eagio,
South Limmgton, Limiugton, Limerick, Newliyid,
Par^onslitdd and Ons.jjee
A> baccarappa for South Windham, Windham Bill
and North Windham,daily
By order ol the President.
-‘‘ii
Portlai

CHEROKEE CURE,

BOSE

ENGINE

leave Sa.

ance._jnnl.lfltfd&w.

FROM AN

THE

Moccasins,

S. L.
27

Oo us

undersigned have established in connection with tbeirwell-known “B.vr State Mchtldiko ManufactOhy" an extensive yard tor the purchase and sale of Lumber, giving especial attention to SEASONED MAUD WOODS and now oiler tor sale a large and well-selected Stock of

Also

Oct 10—d3mos

to

F.

1. 1807.

Office,

Wholesale only.

Store to

na

*

33 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

!

ru:

21 109 19 06

5-r

10

and 3 Kilby street,

LUMBER

STEVENS, HASKELL & CiHASE.

|

43,061

)

128$

HIGGINSON, Agent

BAY

tbade

At Agency prices.

MOLASSES BOSE,
RUBBER BELTING,

414 733 \j 00

..

Lubbers l

to the

18 00

nov:o
io cn

A

.d'.^SdSw'l^f01 f"’ Po^i ',ltal
“U,J a)

A.

River I.lo A.
Freight trains with I nssen;;er

B.—Ladies desiring may consult

N.

LEATHER.

arid?.00

a

own sex.

JOBS BARBOUR.

2,160 Liverpool Corporation Water Board,...
4,100 Mersey Docks and Harbor Board Bonds,.
Bonds of Burton-on-Trent Improvement Commissioners,.
Balance of sundry Loans accounts, secured by various British Railway stocks
and shares margin of from 15$ to 52 per cent, above amount lent.

BUBBEB BOOTS AND SHOES,

oct‘24

Dressed Hosts.

|

offbk

Robber Boots and Shoes of all kinds*

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.

Sundry Investments, Bonds, Arc.

NATHANIEL

full assortment of the above celebrated

A

Am

PORTLAND,
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Fluid Extracts, Toiler Articles, Perfumery, and Fancy Goods
Physician's prescriptions carelully prepared, either
by day or night.
Mr. Charles B. Greenlcat, who has been at this
stand tor a number ot years, will remain as prcscription clerk.
sep2l-eod&wtl

..

Bhocft.

01 07

CI3P* The subscriber has been appointed Agent of the above Company for this City, and is prepared and
uily authorized to take risks on Buildings and Merchandise against loss or damage by FIRE.
The Company, as will be seen by the published
Statement, has large means, and is entirely reliable, and
losses under Policies issued here, will be adjusted liberally and paid promptly. Apply to

•

■■

Preble

do

Ladies’ and Hliiwcs’ Serge and Calf Boots.
Men’s Fine Calf and Thick Booh.
Boys’, Youths’ and Children’s Boots aud

Rubber Clothing,

Burial Boaid oi Toxteth Park,..
British and Irish Magnetic Telegraph Company,..

1

j
j

00
U0
10
10
00
00

LACE

{1

954

_

1

1,186G.—d3m

French
9

do

STEPHEN

They have reoccupied their old stand No. 04 Exchange street, with a complete stock of Nautical
and Optical Ooods, Chronometers, Watches,
Clocks, Fine Tools for Machinists and Engineers, &c.
Friends and customers invited to old headquarters.
Dec

00
14
09
03
00
09

lra.l!!‘|Wi11

lor Saco

who
medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
especial accommodation.
J>r. H.’s Electie Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Jfemale Irregularities. Their action i<* specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions alter all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing uothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all limes.
Sent to any part of thecountiy, with full directions,
Dlt. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland
need

HIE.

PORTLAND,

6.3P

Electic Medical Infirm ary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies,

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

£651,740 01 07

Goods tor the holidays.

WELLCOMK * co
Vnnuouil,, Me.
¥

01

SEJSTTEbT

&

40,425
186,859
49,020

Dock and Harbor Board,..
Toxteth Park Board of Health.
Offices Company,.
£100,000 India 4 per cent. Bonds,.
11.000 Canadian 5 per cent, stock,....

These

02

€51,740

City

DEALER IM

LOWELL

ME

the Wrap-

Bottle.

NEW YORK, Agents for the United States.

ociToly

;

AND

YTH'ILL occupy the new Store lYo. 301 Coni' v gre»s Hi re el, corner of Brown Street, about
Dec, lifth, with anew stock of Watches, Jewelry, Silver anti I’lnled Ware, and Fancy

i

\lr

218

GOODS S

Gn»wt lifter Uuwt&jr, Dec. 17, 1&6C,
I' D.llovir:

in^rtr

personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description of their disea ses, and the appropriate remedies
will l^e forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, if de&red.
Address:
DR. J. B, HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Freble House,
Portland, Me.
Send a Stamp tor Circular.

Manufacturers and Retailers of

00 01

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

lieu.

healthy restoration

Persons who

BARBOUR,

J. A C J.

PORTLANDS RUCHcSTER R.R

SEASON.

SECOND STAUK OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and

I

full and

The stock embraces FINE, MEDIUM and LOW
PRICED CLOTHING, made up in the most tashionable style. A large assortment of the newest styles
of GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS is now on hand.
dti
dec8

Question 13.

please,

Eliauiuatism lias
N- KiDDLK.

L L ■ N »
ak
©"V"At the old stand ot E. Dana

to

stock of

—AND—

00
07
07
02
00

09

30,476
51,924
27,500

Mersey

that can be found in
goods have been selected with great
care and especially adapted to the fashionable trade,
and at prices that cannot fail to
and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is respectfully solicited. Thankful to friends
for past patronage, hoping to merit a continuance of
the same.
M. H. REDDY, Proprietor.
janOdtf

Sold by the Tra-ic
I. c.

do

do

do

Details of

Bonds

CLOTHS, CASSIMKRK8, &c.,

D

B.

10

_

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.
We have in store one of the iinest assortment of I
ENGLISH. GERMAN. FRENCH and DOMESTIC

“«te of Wellcomc’s Pain Cuter.
an,i Ouwb ¥eyTJ 1>avia’9

vM<ledt“.

Reply

in

•Mem Gian dam B Referred to in Reply to Question

MERCHANT TAILOR,

Portland.

to

25.000 South Eastern Railway 4$ per cent, prelerence stock—100
25.000 Birkenhead Railway stuck.
100

REDDY,

09
16
05
17
00

j>

There are many men of flic ago of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations H orn the bladder, often accompanied by a slight sniauing or burning sensation, and weakening the system In a manner the patient cannot account for. On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and* sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will he of a thin nniIrish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this ditheuity,
ignorant of the cause, which is the

I If G

FURNISHING

IN

BHl />•>£&, Matsujfhsy Directors
’il SupcrintcnutHt.
IWifi.
^tf

*

{'• li.HL/ V, L
_Portlund, Nov. 2,

by Unhappy Expi-rirurr!
Young men tronbled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientili, ally and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above
disease, some of
whom are :is w eak am! emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and onlv
correct course of treatment, and in a short time arc
made to rejoice in perfect health.

00 00

166,232

*797
office?*..'.'.*.*.'.** *.*.*'.*.*..*
11 713
expenditures?.104*857

Referred

new

at"person-

Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
How .finny TI»ouManila i nn Testify in This

STREET,

a. m.
t. Ai.

The Company nr* not rcsiioiisible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding #50 in vaine (and tl
al) unless notice is given, and paid ibr at Lite rate ol
one passenger tS»r every S50<i additional value.

Disabled

NO. 8 EXCHANGE STREET,

■...I.£076
due.£17,986

received

have a

we

ANTIDOTE

iHidiUr-A

CLOI

<1.
00 00
a.

:

Amount of losses claimed anu unpaid? None,
Amount of losses reported, upon which the liability of the Company is
not determined?... £20,401 12 62
Included in amount mentioned in reply to question 34.
Amount of all other claims against the Company? Unclaimed dividends.■
05 00 1
01 09 J
Duty collected lor Government not yet
Amount of cash received ibr premiums on lire risks...
Amount of cash received for premiums on marine risks? No marine business.
Amount of notes received lor premium on tiro risks? None.
Amount of notes received foi premiums on marine risks? None.
Amount of cash received fur interest?.•...•••-..
Amount of income received from all other sources? lucludiug £55,060 Life
Profit,,
Amount of lire losses paid last year? Including amount stated in reply to question 26
Amount of marine losses paid last year? No marine business.
Amount of ilividends paid last year?...
Amount of income tax paid on same?..
Amount paid for expenses 01
Amount of other
in cash for lire risks not terminated?
Amount
About.
Amount required to reinsure all outstanding risks?
About.
Amount of premium notes on risks not terminated? None.
Amount of delinquent notes not charged to profit and loss? None.
•
Highest rate ol* interest received? 9 per cent.
Highest rate of interest paid on money borrow ed? None.
How many shares of capital stock are pledged to the Company? None.
This is in addition 10 £116,913 02 10
Balance to credit of profit and loss account?
Reserved Fund, making, togother,'213,190 10 03,.
Balance to debit of profit and loss? None.
How many shares of the capital stock are owned by the Company, or not subscribed for?
3,885,
What amount of the capital consists of the Stockholders’ notes? None.

lt)U MOLASSES for sale

•

Where

Total.;. £1,231,056
Amount of losses due and unpaid. None.

820

HHDS. PRIME QUALITY TRINIDAD
by
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial Street.
nov23dtf

£77,878

by

12.000 Lancaster & Carlisle stock,.100
2,000 Lancaster & Carlisle 4$ preference stock,.100
820 £20 shares Merthyr, Tredegar and Abergavenny Railway,. 20

Manson

(Opposite

MAINE,

OF

Amount of State slock? State amount of each kind, and
par value and market value of each. None.
Amount of bank stock? State amount ot each kind, and
par value aud market value of each. None.
Amount of railroad stocks? State amount of each kina,
and par value and market value of each
* As
per memorandum A attached hereto.
Amount of railroad bonds? State amount of each kind,
and par value and market value of each. £40,000 Great
Western Railway Bonds.
100
100
the Company?.
Cash value ot real estate owned
Amount of cash on hand; and in Bank of Liverpool?.
Amount of cash in bauds of agents aud branches?.
Amount loaned on mortgage ot real estate?.
Amount loaned on collateral? On Lite Policies, with personal and other securities
Amount loaned without collateral? None.
Amount of ail other investments? *As per memorandum B attached hereto....
Amount of all premium notes on risks terminated? None.
Amount ot borrowed rnonoy, specifying collaterals given for same? None.

4 ftA

MH.

STATUTES

THE

suc-

he must
preparatory stud.es tit him tor all the duties
fulfil; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alia, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be fauticulau in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet Incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; tor
itisa poiutgenerally conceded by the be§( svphilograpliers, tliat the study and management of these come
plainta should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent anil successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced
general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makhiinself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursue.-i oue system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

SEEK FOB AS

Preble House)

the

his

or

_

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration tliat may follow
Impure Coition,
are tin; Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation tliat is sure to follow ; do not wnit for unsightly L leers, for

KNIGHT i

288 CONGRESS

time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From bo. Paris. Lewiston and Auburn, at H.IO
From Montreal, t^uebec, »\,c.,
l.U

reputation
skill and

Have Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced coutidcnce in maturer years,

We have taken the store

18GG,

£9,055 North Union Railway A Stock.100
7,0*10 South Eastern Railway 4$ per cent, preference stock,..100
780 Lancashire & Yorkshir e Railway 6 per cent, stock,.100
49,006 Chester & Holyhead Railway stock,.100
10.000 South Eastern Railway 4| preference stock,.100

Molasses.

Trinidad

|

WITH

'Memorandum A

aug7dtf

!!

L. R. I was afflicted eight months with Canker in
mouth, throat and stomach. It assumed an alarming form. 1 had to quit uainess. I took three bottles ot Wollcome’s Liver Regulator and am quite another man. 1 have resumed business again.
S. 8. NASON.
Bangor, Me.
Wellcome’s Liver Regulator has been worth more
than 450 to my wife, for Live. Complaint.
C. WHITE.
Richmond, Me.
Wellcome’s Liver Regulato: has been more than
one hundred dollars’ benefit to me, for Liver com8. LURING.
plaint long standing.
No. Yarmouth, Me.
Your Liver Regulator is a 1 sold. Send us more,
The people speak highly of it.
YOUNG & CUTLER.
Camden, Me.
\. R C. I
regard Wellcome’s Vegetable Pain'Carer, the best tiling I ever saw for internal pain and
Bore throat anil
1. WICRIT.
Tong
Augusta, Me.

the

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
33.
36.

49.

Whitmore,

Ruunly.

n

27.

47.

FOE SALE BY

Mrs. J. H. CONAN T.

n

i

24.
25.
2b.

48.

Aniaranto,

I was sick one year,
finally had a CoandM of six
doctors, took their
ons.
I then took one
•‘But I didn't say one of them would weigh a j bottle oi Wei coine’sprescript1
G. G. Remedy and got more
pound, I said a great many, and I think a mil- help from it than all else 1 have taken,
lion of them would.”
Watertoicn, Ct
j
E. ,J. WALTON.
“But you said they barked at the missionaries.”

a

Family Flour of the most

Dictator,
Trapical,

■

never was

Flour! !

T. Harrison 5c Co.,
Plants. Eagle,
Brilliant XXX,

PROVES

"There

Commercial St.

Louis

C1IIOICE

R.

Wellconif's Great Gentian

_161

malady

TLOUNTOS

G^G.

17—dtf

easier—

with Bronchitis and Catarrh m their most aggravatthe way, he would he worse than he often is.
forms, 1 feel it my duty to state that 1 have been
The lamb, the fawn, the kid, the dog. the cat, I ing
permanently cured by the use of Darookah’s pulthe paiTot, the canary bud, the hen, the duck, j mome Syrup. I bail paid largo sums to physicians
and for so dated Oat an a h Remedies, but until i used
the goose, the turkey—ail these appear to en- the Syrup i experienced no reliel.”
OF BLOOD, PLEURISY. JNFLAliven the habitations of men, and we can con- ; SPITTING
TION OF THE LUNGS, RAlN
IN THE
SIDE
NIGHT SWEATS, HOARSEceive of no lault or sin in any one’s becoming I
NESS. Ac.
attached to them, enjoying their gambols, and
From Rev. B. F. Bowles, Manchester, N. H.:
ministering to their wants. We know a farm- “Thebottle oi Dr. Larookah’s Pulmouic Syrup, you
so kindly sent me, has been tried for hoarseness, with
er who has purchased several of the handsom- !
very good results; for this 1 would confidently recommend it.”
est horses, neat cattle, sheep, swine and fowls
From Rev. L. A. Lymph KR, North Hero, Vt. “[
to be found In America, who calculates therehave used lAiookali’s Syrup, and Icel under obligalion fraukiy to acknowledge its excellence.
While
the
to
he
to
service
of
country by diffusing
by
! using your svrup. 1 have enjoyed better health than I
greater improvements in stock, die., but who, had enjoyed for years. I have had slight attacks of
hoarseness, but the syrup would soon remove if. 1
at the same time, remarked to us the other
find it tea mild and sate remedv also in Spasmodic
Bilious
attacks to which I am constitutionally subnot
make
one dollar on
day, that if lie did
! joct.”
them he considered himself a gainer by the I
K. W. Field, Esq., writes from Virginia City,
Mart'a II, Itfvu *T feci very grateful for
pleasure he took in caressing and exhibiting Colorado,
having i.arookalfs Pulpumic Syrup near me, my
weak and demanding the most vigilant
them. Is this a sin? On the contrary, is it
lungs
being
I care. I believe the Svrup the surest remedy for Pulnot a virtue? For ourself, we like to go into
monary Complaints thatlias ever'been made availaole to the afflicted.”
our ham yard, call to our presence our beauCONSUMPTION
tiful Devon heifere, and our trio of cosset
Wonderful Cure of a child Two and a
sheep, mesmerize them by the gentle pisses I Half Years Old. Gents:—My grandchild, a litof our hand, and feed them from the vessel j tie gh'l of 2 1-2 years old, was taken sick in Port'aud,
Me., in January, lfc5ti. No one could tell what was
We like thence to repair to
we bear to them.
the matter with her. But she was much pressed for
; breath; bail a hard, tight cough; could not raise; her
the stable, and put an arm over the stately
; throat ho ublcd hoi greatly; she seemed to be idling
up, and though attended by the best physicians in
neck of our Bucephalus, who has carried
Portland, they could not help her, and she declined;
us thousands of mdes in penis by land and
and for some three months was not expected to live,
llcrdoctois, and at length her friends, gave up all
water —deep mud—without ever failing us a
hopes of her reco very. $he was brought home to my
house in Fhipsbiug, Me. We tried Cod Liver Oil, but
step in our life.
the effect seemed rather opposite from good. Shciiow
Kindness to brutes in the fi >ld or stall shows
could not move licr hand, so reduced was she. i was
taking Larookuh’s Syrup at llie time, acd commenced
a nature that is sure to manifest all the amiagiving it to her, and in a week, she showed quite a
ble affections in the family and in the neigh- change for the better, and we continued giving
it to
gradually improved, and is now a perfectly
hood. If this is weakness, well would it be her. She
healthy child. People were astonished to sec what
for the world if some hearts were'weakor than
effect the medicine had on this child, and to sec licr
get well by the use of larookah's Syrup, which we
they are.
believe to be the best medicine for Pulmonary complaints in the world.
XliAXI.
H. LARABEE, Phipslmrg. Me.
Yours,
Space will permit the publication of but a tithe o
the
certificates
which
arc constantly
Ecctvtric Divide.—The Rev. Zebulon
coining in nom
all quarters of the globe. Patients will find the most
Twitchel was the most noted Methodist conclusive
evidence of the value of this remedv, in a
preacher in Vermont, ior shrewd and laugha- trill of it, which will cost but a trifle, and winch may
ble sayings. In the pulpit he maintained a
yield priceless results.
Large bottles $1,00—medium size 50 cents. Prosuitable gravity of manner and expression,
K. It. KNIGHTS, M. D., Chemist, Meliosc,
pped
but out of the puipit he overflowed with tun. Mass., by
end sold by all druggists.
G3r~Sold by YV. F. Phillips & Co., W. W, Whipple
Occasionally he would, if emergency seemed
to require, introduce
Co., J. YV. Perkins
Co, Portland; George C
something queer in a ser- &
Goodwin
Co, Boston, an l by all Druggists and
mon lor the sake of arousing the
flagging at- Merchants.
no2tood&wti
tention ot his hearers. Seeing that Uis audience was getting sleepy, he .paused in his discourse and discussed as follows:
"Brethren, you haven’t any idea of the sufferings of our missionaries iu the new settlements, on account of the mosquitoes. The
mosquitoes in some of the regions are enorA great many of them would
mous.
weigh a
pound, and ibey will get on the logs aud bark
the best Medicine I ever saw for Coughs,
when the missionaries are going along.”
and Bronchitis. It lias cured me of a bad
By this time all ears and eyes were open i case.Colds,
S. 11. PARTRIDGE.
and he proceeded to tinish his discourse.
BS^" 1 fin 1 Wellcome’s G. G. Remedy superior
one
of
his
The next day
hearers called him I to any Medicine 1 ever usei in Influenza and Asthu.a.
I ch.erfuby recommend it to the
to an account for telling lies in the pulpit.
I
suffering.

GLAD

April

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

prepared to execute orderH for SOF'wll.
EFLN PINE LUMBIUt, bvtlie eargo, delivered with'dispatch at any convenient port. m
IIVAN & DAVIS
are

New Wheat
J celebrated brands.

entirely overcome.”
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH.
A. W. Harris,< writes from whale-ship “Eldora
do,” March 11. left): “Having suffered for four years
was

of that

Southern Pine Lumber

Saint

WHOOPING GOUGH.
E. W. Mayer of Carle ton, N. B,, writes 7 Dec.,
1859: “My son, live years old, was a few mouths since
suffering greatly fr om \V HOOFING CO UGIJ. 11 icver saw a more distressing case. 1 gave him Lurookali's
Pulmonic syrup according to directions and soon be-

honorable to her nature?

use

1

public.”

her eyes and grief to her
Is this weakness ? or is it an affection

bring

15th—dtf

Jan

WE

W. R. BOWEN, 80llanover St.

Yours,

its very

trom

S. ROUNDS & SON.

have

Tear

and

superior Flooring
Boards
ABOUT
landing at Custom House
sale in lots to

j

CLOTHING!

COMP’Y,

State the name of the Company ? Royal Insurance Company.
Where located? Liverpool, England.
When Incorporated? 13th June, 1843.
Amount of capital? £?,000,uuo. Subscribed lor, $1,922,300.
£
Amount of capital actually paid in?.
288,845
Number of shares, aud par value of each? 90,115 issued to public, £3 each paid.
Amount of lire risks outstanding? About.
102,802,000
Amount of marine risks outstanding? No marine business.
Total amount of outstanding risks?
Amount of United Stales stock or treasury notes owned by the Company? State
amount of each kind, and par value aud market value of each.
Par Value* Market Value,
per share.
per share.
100
$71,000 United States C per cent, stock, 1867.
11,965
125$
6 i»er cent, stock, 1868.
do
100
124
75,950
12,681
do
5 per Cent, stock, 1871.
100
97
55.0 0
8,110
do
5 per cent, stock, 1874.
100
94
282,000
41,220
6 per cent, stock, 1881.
do
100
104
26.000
3,900

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

NOW

take cold very easily, 1 i
complaints.
had great opportunity to test the virtues oi i
this valuable remedy, and it has never failed me
vet, however violent the disease. Hiving been in the
Drug business for over 20 years, I have had good opport unities of knowing the virtues of the various medicines sold, and pronounce LAROOKAH’S SYRUP,
rest of any article ever presented to the
the

ii
that trait in human nature which is honora
ble to the genus homo?' We think it was tin
or was

COMPLIANCE

IN

1

a

the

T

ROBINSON

Pond, Montreal ami tjudtcc at l. 10 P. M.
This train com. •i ts with Express train for Toronto, Detroit and Chicago, bleeping cars attached from
Island Pond to Quebec uml Montreal.
TTaiu tor South Paris at 5.0.1 P. M.
No baggage can be received or ehecked alter tha

lie would cliti'eaitention 0f the
afflicted to the
faM <* hi* loiig-MWKUu* and woH-caimaa
sumcient assurance

ARRANGEMENT.

Train ior .South Paris ami Lewiston, at 7.40 A. M.
Mail Train tor Watervllle, Baugor, Gorham, isiaud

1

•
Cnuiiou lo the Public.
Every intelligent anil thinking persontnuat know
; that remedies handed out lor general use should leave
their eilieacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whoa*-

FIRM !

NEW

England,

Liverpool,
For

landing from sclir. John Crooker, 363 tons
prime CUMBERLAND COAL, lr in the Midland
mines. It is fresh mined, of extra strength, and just
the article for heavy work.
Also the usual variety of Anthracites, viz:—
T.kdign—Iiarlcigh, Lehigh Nav. Co’s. Hazelton and

Coal,

STREET.

01

furnishing
( cess.

decUdlm

FREE

__S

ROYAL INSURANCE

Forjje Coal.

Portland, Nov.

10—dtf

CO.,

-OF THE-

OOv^aV/UvJ

early stages, and ail Diseases of the Throat and

ELDEIV &

T.

RETURN

FEET superior Planing Lum0 ft* A
ber, consisting of 2 in., 1$, lj,
7
1 inch.
125 M Dry.
500 M Dry Pine Outs.
50 M 3x4 Spruce Joist.
40 M Dry Pine Deck Plank.
1000 M No 1 Extra Cedar Shingles.
For sale by
G. W. COBB & CO.,
272 Commercial Street, Portland,Me.
declOdlm

110 M

PRICES, and Bargains may be expected!

E7"*A Full Assortment at ail times nf the Colebratcd GROVER & BAKER, Manufacturing an i Family Sewing Machines, and Machine Findings, at Manufacturers’ Prices. Every Machine Warranted to give

Southern Piue Floor Boards.

and for

;

B eater I

Egg

VYkHTEl.

ith

at

sseg those w ho are suffering under the
ri.vnte diseases, whether arising from
i.^v-...;.7» kV1.^.1' " or *be teiTil.!. vi< of 1

THIS

MACHINES.

SEWING

White Pine Lumber!
j

•.iMif.Vs }'
ii.7T.ml

w

RAILWAY,

Cunada.

.Alteration of Trains.

IIoum*-,

XATHEBE he can be consulted privately, ami
t the utmost confidence
by the afflicted,
Hours daily, ami from 8 A. M. to 9 I*. M.

PATENT JL'nT IDSCED.
EGG BEATER is made ot Steel wire rolled
fiat, to give it a sharp edge. The wire is spring
temper, I eing tempered with oil. This gives toughness and elasticity to the Heater, and ease to the operator. The shank is tinned together solid, and the
whole is thoroughly made, and will not wear out
The elastic loops
or break, with any lair n-age,
readily accommodate themselves to any dish.
The subscriber having purchased the patent right
of Maine to this great invention, offers the State tor
sale by Counties, and asks immediate attention to
W. A. HAND.
it.
To b? seen at Iwyimto*** Exchange.

GOODS,

We .‘hall make a BIG BREAK IN

Of every Description.

Astonishing- Brize

Prices l

MOURNING

MUSCOVADO

CHOICE

)

>

bereaved1. Was this

Goods!

Cloaking

and Gloves at

Laces, Embroideries, Hoiiery
ly Low.

Head of Maine Whai f.

n

W«f«r Hie Preble

Please Read this Attentively!

COMMERCIAL ST.,

a case, of a remarkably intelli
UST RECEIVED and tor sale by the undersigned
J at their Wharf,
willing and servicable horse, owned by 1 private life.
Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St,
practising physician, who had been carried b;
Goughs, Golds, Sore Throats, &o.
him many a dark and stormy night to his pa275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh,
Letter from lion. I). W. Gooch, ilcmler qt ChmjreM
j
Massachusetts.
BROKEN AND EGG SIZE.
tients, over bad roads and amidst much haz
Melrose, July 19 lfccii.
ard. with expedition and safety' On the road
300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
Dr.‘E. R. Knk;jits—Dear Sir
I have used Dr.Tiarookoli’a Syrup in iuy family for
be trusted him; in the stable he petted him
EGG AND STOVE SIZE.
six years, aud have found it an excellent remedy ibr
For years the attachment was mutual, am
Coughs. Colds, Sore Throaty » nd all consumptive
TONS
300
LOBERY,
Ac.
I
have recommended it to several
oomplumts,
grew stronger and stronger. One day “Char
friends, who have received great benefits from its use. Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds
|
Letter from a well known Boston Druggist <f twenty
ley” was taken sick. The next rnomiug, a:
;
White and Red Ash Coal.
years erpe> ience, and Steward of Hanover street !
we passed the doctor’s stable, we heard tin
M. E. Church
warand
best
Thene Coals arcut tlie very
quality,
Boston, March 9, I860.
sound of some person taking on as in greal I
anted to give satisfaction.
Dr. E. K. Kni or its: Having used LAROdIvAH'S
|
Also, 505 cords oi.beatquality of HARD and
trouble. We opened the door, and there stood j PULMONIC SYRUP my.sell and in my family for SOFT
WOOD, winch we will sell at the very
llie past six years, 1 am prepared to say that il is suj lowest prioe and deliver it to any part oi the city at
the humane doctor over the now dead bodj
perior to any medicine 1 have ever known, ior the | short notice.
of his favorite 3teed crying outright, like out i positive cure of Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat and all
ISfi&^Give us a call and try ns.
i similar
As I

gent,

and

One ■*riee and No Variation!

of superior Southern Pine FloorA QUANTITY
ing Boards, planed jointed and thoroughly seasoned, and ready for use. Also Lathes and long
lumber, for sale by
E. T. PATTEN,
293 Commercial bt.
jaSdtf

This remedy is too well known and too highly csteemed to require commendation licio. ft is regarded
u necessity in every household, aud is heartily endorsed by the medical faculty, clergymen of every denomination, mothers, editors, members of Congress, and
many of our most distinguished men in public and

a

GOODS.

-AT-

ian8d3w

Lungs.

member of the fain

Silk Velvets, Cloths,

Shawls,

any part of the city at short notice.
No. 60

Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cnugli, Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh, Influenza, Bronchitis, Spitting of Blood,
Pleurisy, in llama Lou ol the Dungs or Chest, l\un in
the side, Night Sweets, Hoarseness, Consumption in

value upon him more sacred thai 1
that which is measured by dollars and cents

ily, setting

HOUSEKEEPING

WOOD

SOFT

Low

A FULL ASSORTMENT OF

FOR TITE CURE OF

them

consider him almost as

at

Cloths,

Ottoman

Poplins,

Silk

Eigaared

Itandall, McAllister & Co.,

DR. LAROOKAHS
Pulmonic
Syrup.

The mau who would abuse a faithful horse
or the woman who would starve a generous
cow

AXD

lJAUD
Delivered

suffering

of his master, unless it
be that God made him for the companionship
of man? “The ass kuoweth his owner, am

GOODS.

Plain, Striped and Figured Wool Poplins at Very
Prices, Alpaccas, DeLaines, Prints, <©c.

Furnace*.

For Ranges and Cook Stoves, John’* White
A*h, Diamond, Red Ash, which are free of all
impurities and very nice. Also Curaberlaud ! A
cargo just landed, fresh mined, for Blacksmith use.

j

seeiety

Many

For

Health and Stmiyih. It Is used in the practice oi
many eminent French physicians, with undoi m sue; cess, and highly recomenued as the only positive and
from General
Specific Remedy for all persons
! or Sexual Debility, all derangement of the Nervous
Forces, Melancholy, Spermatorrhea or Semi nut
Emissions, ail Weaknesses arising from Sexual Excesses or Youthful Indiscretions, Loss of Muscular
Energy, Physical Prostrations, Nervousness, Weak
Spine, Lowness of Spirits, Dimness of Vlsi n, Hysterics, Pains in the Back and Limbs, Impotency.&c.
No language can convey an adequate idea of the
immediate and almost miraculous change it produces
in the debilitated and shattered system. In tact, it
stands unrivalled as an unfailing cure of the maladies above mentioned.
Suffer no more, but use The Great French Remedy,
it will effect a cure where all others foil. and. although
a powerful remedy, comains nothing hurtful to the
most delicate constitution.
i
Pamphlets, containing full particulars and directions for using, in English, French, Spanish and German, accompany each box, and also are sent free
1
to any address when requested.
Price One Dollar per box, or six boxes for Fiv Dollars.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world; or will
bo sent by mall, securely sealed fr om all observation,
: by inclosing specified price, to any authorized agent.
Proprietors’ General Agents for America, OSCAR
G. MOSES & CO., 27 Cortlandt St., New York.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Wholesale
; Agent. Sold at Retail by every Druggist in Maine.
June 13eodeow&wly

AuimaU.

Low Priced

of Rich anil

Fancy Silks, Thibets—all shades,

and

Plain and

Lelii^li,
LOAE LEHIGH,

Prepared by Garanciere <& Dupont, No. 214 rue OUt TIEBCEN
40 BBI.S.
Lombard, Paris, from the prescription oi Dr. Juan j
) MOLASSES for sale b,
Delamarre, Chief Physician to the Hospital du Nord |
ou Lanboisiere, a lair trial, they would find immcdiCEO. S. HUNT,
ate reliel, and, in a short time, be
frilly restored to
III Commercial Street,

more than he does his neighbor, and Mrs. 11
preiers tire companionship ot her cat to that
of the most refined lady in town, llut such
are extreme eases ; and it is not with thest
that we have to do in our present writing
The domestic animals are given for the use—
almost for the society—ol human beings. Wbj
does the dog lorsake his own species, always

the ox his master's crib.”

Black

Co.

SVG All

LI FE-HEALTH-STRENGTH.

have a stronger affinity to brutal natures tliai
to their own species. Mr. A. loves his dog

the

Also

CHESTNUT COAL
per ton, ilelivered at any part of the
tor sale at the lowest market price,

Old

genuine.

Large Assortment

10th,

ROOMS,

*Yo. 14 Preble Street,

already

Street,

December

GRAND TRUNK
Ol

PRIVATE MEDICAL

line oi latitude as lsainmore, i>m.
The soil is rich and productive, varying from a clay
to a sandy loam, suitable tor Wheat, Grass, Coni,
ayraxtfrnit
Tobacco,Fruit and vegetables. I his isand
Coumry. Five hundred Vineyards trait Orchard*
grower*.
have been planted oct by
Grapes, Peaches, Pears &c., produce iuimouse proione of he mos. beaut uui
i s, Vineland is
places in the United States. The entire territory,
consisting *f titty square miles of land. Is laid out
The rum
upon a general system oi improvements.
is only sold to actual settlers with provision tor public
adornment. The place on tuscounl of its great beauty,
as well as other advantages, has become the resort
Jr has increased five thousand
ot people of taste.
people within the past three years. Churches. Stores.
Schools, Academies, Societies oi Art and Learning,
and other elements of refinement and culture have
been introduced. Hundreds ol people are constantly
settling. Hundreds of new houses are being constructed. Price of Farm Land, twenty acre lots and
per acre. Five and ten acre and Vi'upwards,
lage lots for sale.
Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier iu this district
than in any other 1 .caiity, north of Norfolk, \ a.Improved places for sale
Openings lor all kinds ol business, Lumber Yard-,
Manuiactories, Foundries, Stores and the ilk ; and
Steam Power with room can be rented.
For persons who desire mild winters? a healthful
climate, and a good soil, in a country beautiiully iiuprov d, abounding in iruils, and possessing ail other
social privileges, iu the heart oi civilization, it i.v
worthy ol a visit.
Letters answered, ami the Vineland Rural a papei
giving fall intormation. and containing reports oi Solon Rob nson, sent to applicants.
Address Cxi AS
K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
Landis Township, New Jersey.
From Report ol Solon Robinson, Agricultural Editor of the Tribune; **lt is one ot thr most extensive
lertile tracts, in an almost level position and suitable
condition tor pleasant farming that WC know ot this
side of the Western Prairies.
septlSd&wtim tf

among Which may be found

city.

Hundreds and thousands annually die prematurely, when, it they would give the Great French Item- I
: aj»
DR. JUAN DELAWARE’S
CELEBRATED SPECIFIC PILLS.

There are persons who regard it as a weak
ness, in man or woman, to take pleasure ir
their domestic animals. In some, perhaps, ii
is such. We think we know individuals wh<

prelerring

$8.

can now offer nice
\\Th'
at £8.00
▼ T

LIFE-iUfiAljTU-STRENGTH.
LIFE—HEALTH-S TRENGTH.

Shall I try It? Do EG MI
What is this? Ma loi, the fart is
That my hand is out of practice,
Aud my i>oor old liddle cracked is,
And a man—1 let the truth out—
Who’s had almost every tooth out,
Cannot sing as once he sung,
When ho was young as yon are young,
When he was young and lutes were strung,
And love-lamps in the casement hung.”

Uoiuwlir

CHEAP COAL l

$8.

Monday,

on

DRESS

N. B.—$1 00 with eighteen ceuts tor postage, enLeliigb Lump, for Foundry Use!
clo ed to any authorised Agent, or to the sole General
Agent for the United .States and British Dominions, •PAVe keep constantlv on hand a full assortment ol
Choice Family Coal. Those wishing to purJOB MOSES, 27 Cortiandt St., New York,
chase large lots will do well to give us a call belbre
will ensure a bottle, containing 50 Pills, by return i
purchasing.
mail, securely sealed trom alumservation.

To the sound of mandolins?
Hcgins singing of tmiore
And delire and dolose—
O, the ravisiting tenure!

>u

A

foot of High street.

ja«4dtf

SPECIAL NOTICE.
It is the fate of every valuable Medicine to be Counthat the letterfeited. lit cautious, therefore, and see
ters “T. k A/.,” are blown in the buttle, and that each
wrapper bears the fac similes of the signatures of I.
C, Baldwin
Co., and Job Moses, ffST" W ilhovt which
none are

Arid trill Open

Laths.

pkbkins, Jackson & co.,
High Street Whart, 302 Commercial,

if

"llusli! in the canal below
Don’t you hear the plash of oars
Underneath the lantern’s plow,
And tt thrilling voice begins

IMrnkUte

Clapboards, Shingles and

I hese Pills should not be taken
by Females durinq
the FJIIST i'll BEK Al ON TUB of l*rr(/nancy, as
’.hey
arc sure to
briny on Miscarriage, but at any other
iun< they aresaje.
Iu all cases ol Nervous and Spinal Affections, rains
in the Hack and Limbs, f atigue on slight exertion,
Palpitation of the Heart. Hysterics, and Whites,
these Pills will effect a cure when all other means
have failed; and although a powerful remedy, do not
contain iron, calomel, antimony, or anything hurtful
I to tbe constitution.
Full directions in the pamphlet around each package which should be carefully preserved,
SOLD BY ALL DBUQCIS fS. Price $1 per bottle.

j

are

sawed to order at short notice.

CAUTION.

__

DU. J. B.HUGHES

experienced

New Store No. 5 Free

ItAlLKOAliff.

OAK BE FOUND AT HI*

Co.,

&

Will Remove to their

ami Bimensiou Lumber

Frames

regularity,

on

L~

A

ElcLen

T.

AISB BETAII*.

t( IIOLI IAI.K

TO MARK | fc;D LADIES
it i* particulaiiyrsuited. It wili.inu time short,bring
the monthly period with

The initials K. and E."

E.

LUMBER,

SPRUCE

speedy

me.

V

Ail kinds of

isuiil'.Uiiig iu the cure ol
Tills in»alimble
all iliosc jiaiol'ul aii'LiniigcroUhdiseased to which the
Ihnaleeonutltutloii is •ahject. It moderates all excess
ami remove* all obstructions, Iroin w'hatever cause,
epre may be relied on.
anil a

Album.)
"Coining from a gloomy court,

*

O

M

E

-—-

Celebrated Female Villa.
J‘r< jut rtJ from apretcriptim V Mr./. Clarke, M,H.,
tn the Q,„ n.
Ph'yirian e.ctraordmnrti
medicine

KATHERINE'S LANTERN.
(W BIf TICK by W. M. THACKEE AY IS A*LaUY’j

R

LUMBER !

PROTECTED BY KOYAL LETTERS PATENT

AIRS.

Place of Israelite resort,
Tlus okl lamp I’ve brought with
Madaui, on its panes you'll see

ENGLISH REMEDY.

GREAT

MEDICAL.

VINELAS 1).

~

ships D1RIGO, ,Capr. H. Shekwooi»t and FRANCONIA, Capt.

N£\\\ \Y. Shehwood, will, until
"further notice, run a- follows:
Leave Brow. *s Wharf,Portland,every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
38 East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and
SATURDAY, or 4 o'clock P. If.
These vessels are lited up with £ne accommodations lorpasstiigci •, making this tho most
.pcedv,
saio and com fori nMe route lor travellers betwecu
New Yrork and Maine. Past-age, In Stale Room,
BC.oo Cabin inMnage
Meal* extra.
Geods lorwariied by thl* line to and from Mon
trtal, ipiebec, Bangot, Baih, AngusU, East port and
St, Joi n.
Skippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer* is early a« 3 P. Al. on the
day\hat they
leave Portland.
For I reteh: or pasraae
apply to
^ UTOk, Brown’s Wharf, roruami.
J. F. AMES, Pier Go Fasl River.
May 29,1*65.
dtt
y
HOTELS.

j

UNITED

STATES"

II O 'S’

L

,

PORTLAND, MAINR,
snlwcriler, recently Proprietor or the
r|tltc
1
BUSItClAL

COMHOUSI. (which was destroyed in
the great lire.) begs to announce lo his old patrons
s ol the piibli. that he has teased the iilaire hold and
will O) cu ho- I lie accciuiuiodation 01 the puLilli genci
all\,oo Saturday August li,
ThanktUl to his eld eiistonici fir post patronage,
he would solicit a continuance of the same.

TERMS FAVORABLE.
N. .1. DAVIS.
aagjSD-Cm
MILLS HOUSE,
CHARLESTON,

SO.

CAROLINA.

fTIHE

proprietni has the pleasuro to inform tbs
A traveling public that the aoove bouse is now open
for the reception ot guests, Laving uuuic extensive alteratfono .improvements, and refurnished it throughout, it is now in capital order, and overy exertion will
bo made to render it tn ceptalde to his
patrons.

nolOcodOm

JOOEPH

Pl'KCEliL.

Card.
METROPOLITAN HOTEL, Washington. D. C.
on account ol the 1 edocmi price of provisions, the rate
of board at

this Hotel will bo Foe* Dollar* per

day from dale.
January 1,186",

rOTTd * SHEtXEY,

jaSdlta

